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EARLY SPANISH AND MEXICAN, SETTLEMENT~
IN ARIZONA

* By Ray H .. Mattison
RIZONA,

likl;! few other states, is largely the product of.

A the fusing of two influences possessing widely divergent

backgrounds.. When the American pioneers, largely of
northern European descent, first came into this region in the·
middle of the 19th century they found portions of it already
settled by people of Spanish origin. This 'latter group had
first established itself in southern Arizona a century and a
half earlier; when the English colonists, were settling the
Atlantic seaboard'. . Spanish laws, customs, political, religious and economic institutions had already become firmly
implanted there. These two ethnological elements, aside
from the. aboriginal Indian populati()n, have given Arizona,
.in common with the other neighboring southwestern states,
. a uniqueness in character.
The story of the westward movement of the Englishspeaking peoples in the United States is a familiar one. The
northward push by the Spanish groups; while .much older, is
a comparatively new field of research. The work of the
'early missi_onaries along the northwestern frontIers of New
Spain has been adequately told. by Professors Bolton, WyIIys,
Father Engelhardt and others. Professor Lockwood, Mr.
Farish and others have told the story of the American occupation. Unfortunately for the intervening late Spanish
and the Mexican periods, little historical source material
• Mr. Mattiso. is a Park Ranger in the National Park Service and was stationed
at one time at Tumacacori National Monument, Nogales. Arizona.
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seems to -be available: For a general history of Arizona,
'
Bancroft's works still remain the standard authority:
While the writer was stationed .at' Tumacacori, he be-_
came interested in some of the old l~nd titles of Arizona.
Practically no new fragments of historical evidence could
be fpund by him on the Spanish settlements in Arizona in
the 18th century. An examination of the expedientes, titulos
and evidence supporting the claims to the- old Spanish and
Mexican hmd grants in the. General Land Office, however, .
did reveal some new material regarding th'e'settlements in
Arizona:in'the late Spanish.and Mexican periods. For that
reason, the writer has devoted his greatest attention to these
grants. To nIl in the, many' gaps in the story, however, itbecame necessary to borrow heavily from the works of Ban'
croft, Professors Bolton, Chapman and others.
In collecting material for this paper, the writer is indebted to the Library and Law College of' the University of
Arizona
as well as the General Land
Office ,
at Phoenix for
.
.
their assistance.
The Mwsion Period
HE early phases of Spanish penetration into what is
now southern Arizona in the late 17th and the 18th centuries followed a pattern similar to that in the rest of that
nation's colonial empire. In order to protect the -already
conquered Mexico, she continued her pu~h toward California. Previous attempts had been made'to occupy -that
.region by sea. Th~se failed -because of the lack of nearby
bases of supply. It was, therefore, necessary for Spain totiy the more difficult method of controlling the land route.
between Mexico and California through Arizona. Complete
military occupation would have been too expensive. For
these reasons, Spain again resorted to the method which
had proved -so successful in Mexico and her South American
colonies: She employed the mission system to further her
colonial schemes. 1
The missionaries were agents of the state as 'well as of
the church. 'Hostile Apache and other Indian tribes ravaged

T

L

Charles Edwar.d Chapman, Colonial Hispanic. America,
'-.

Yor~, 1933) 99 11'.

(Macmillan, New
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the northwestern limits of New Spain. By making friends
and allies of the peaceful Pimas and Papagos along this
'frontier, Spain planned to form an effective buffer state
against the hostiles. 2 It was partially with this object in
view that the Jesuit father, Euse.bio Francisco Kino, made
his entmda in Pimeria Alta in 1687~ And the Spanish gov" ernmentas well as the church generously supported him
with both fin"ances and soldiers.
" '
Under the leadership of-Father Kino the first Christian
missions were established in Arizona. Missions and visitas
were built along the Santa Cruz Valley at Guebavi, Tuma'cacori, San Xavier del Bac, San Cosme del Tucson, San
Agustin de Oil'; ·on the Sonoita a visita was established at
Sonoidag; farther east along the San Pedro visitas were in-.
stituted at Huachuca, Quiburi and Santa Cruz.3 .
The influence of Father Kino was not only spiritmiI iri
character. He started stock ranches to support his, growing
missions. Every domestic plant and animal in Europe was
introduced. Flourishing-ranches. were established of cattle',
horses, sheep and goats. A wide variety of fOQd plants were
cultivated in the fields and gardens. 4 Professor Bolton summarizes the work of Kino as a pioneer in the following
:words: "The work which' Father ,Kino did as a ranchman
would alone stamp him as an unusual business man and
make him worthy of remembrance." He was 'easily the cattle
king of his day and regi9n. From a small outfit'" supplied
him from "the older missions to the east and south, within
fifteen years he established the beginning of raJ;lching in the
valleys of San Ignacio, the Altar, the Santa Cruz, the San
Pedro and the Sonoita. . . ." 5
The push of the Spanish to the north,however, was
arrested by a formidable obstacle which" they were never able
to overcome effectively. That was the Apache' Indians.
While they occasionalJy conducted vigorous campaigns
'2. H. E. Bolton, "The Mission as' a Frontier Institution," American Historical
Review, October; 1917, 42 fl'.
'
3. ' H. ,E. Bolton; Rim of Christendom, '(Macmillan,N. Y., '1936) From, Map of "
Pima Land,
4. Bolton, "The Mission as a Frontier Institution," 42fl'.•
5. Bolton, Rim of Christendom, 589~
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against 'this trjbe with so~e success, the Apaches continued
to remain a .potential threat preventing Spanish occupation
. a~d settlement of southern Arizona.
.
After the death of Father Kino in 1711, the missions
languished in Pimeria Alta (now southern Arizona and
northern Sonora) for about two decades. Then there was
a renewal of activity. New missionaries arrived and the
northern missions were reoccupied. Journies to the Colorado and Gila, began by Kino, were continued with the view
of establishing missions along these rivers. 6
.
Under the normal functioning of the Spanish colonial
system, the religious occupation of a locality paved the way
for the civilian colonizer-the stock-raiser and the miner.
The few records of the activities of these two groups in the
18th and'early 19th century are vague, often contradictory
and very confusing. The 18th century wr~iters of Pimeria
Alta indicate that there were some early attempts to occupy
the region by civilian colonists. Venegas implies that in
1720 there were Spanish farms around Guebavi. 7 Father
Sedelmayr wrote that in 1736 various mines .had been discovered near the missions of San Xavier del Bac, Santa
Maria and Guebavi. About eight leagues from the last
mentioned place (near Ariz()nac, Sonora, which is just across
the line from Arizona) was the famous Cerro de las Bolas
mine" . " . in which were found nuggets of virgin silver,
and many arrobas of metal." 8 The difficulties. of the miners
were described as follows: "The various inhabitants have
left there, partly because they' had exhausted the wealth,
partly because of the invasions and killings of the ,enemy
,Apaches, and doubtless because there was' nothing more to
collect and work. . . . "9 Sedelmayr urged the establishment of missions along the Gila and Colorado rivers to hold
back the Apaches who" . . . in growing'numbers . . . rob
6, H. E. Bolton and Thomas M. Marshall, Col<>nization of N<Yrlh America, (Mae.
millan, N. Y., 1936) 104.
. 7. H. E. Rensch, Chronoiogy of Tumacacori Na.tional Monument, (Berkeley,
California, '1934) 13.
. .
8. Jacobo Sedelmayr, Relaciones; translated and edited by Ronald L. Ivee,
Anthropological Papers, No.9, Bulletin 123, U. S. Bureau of Ethnology, (Washing~
ton, D. C.• 1939) 114.
9. Idem.
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and kill in the province of Sonora doing so much damage. to
its settlements that today, because' of their continued invasions, many lands, ranches, haciendas and mines of great
promise .are abaridoned."IO Due to the fear of the French,
the Spanish king in 1744 and. 1747 approved advancing the
frontier to the Gila riverY The Rudo Ema,yo states that
during .this period there was a gold mine and several silver
mines operated near the visita Aribaca; 12 there was a. rancheria at Sopori ; 13 along the Sonoita valley was a visita at
Sonoitac. 14 The, anonymous author of this book' also mentions that .Guebavi haq a few Spaniards living there. 15 .
Under the protection of the presidios small Spanish
settlement~ sprung up near the garrisons and missions.
Mines were al~o operated. The author of the Rudo Emayo
stated that in November, 1762 there were 24 inhabited Spanish towns, including fj.ve Spanish forts, mining settlements,
farms and ranches and 174 uninhabited ones in the province
of Sonora. 16 Professors Bolton and Marshall claimed that
in the following year there were eight missions and several
Spanish settlements in that province having a total popula,
'tion of 1500 persons,17 .
Within a few years, however, the missionary efforts of
the Jesuits were to come to an end. In'1767 the Spanish
monarch decreed the expulsion of this order from all of his
dominions. 18 The Franciscans took over the old Jesuit missions the following year. To Pimeria Alta were sent priests
from the College of Queretaro. 19
Due to the rapid advance of the Russians eastward into
Alaska, the Spanish decided in the late 17608 to occupy Alta
California. Cooperating with the Spanish army, the first
mission was established at San Diego in 1769. Others were
10.
11.

Ibid.. 113.
Bolton and Marshall, op.
12. Rudo Ensayo;translated
1894) 223.
13. Ibid., 254.
14. Ibid., 223.
15. Ibid.• 254.
16. Ibid., 257.
17. Bolton and Marshall, op.
18.' Cpapman: op. cit., 193.
19. Bolton and Marshall, op.

cit., 304.
by Eusebio Guiteras, (American Catholic. Society,

cit., 306.

cit., 386
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built i~ succe~sion' farther northward on the coast.' Expe.,
ditions, were made by Francisco Garces of San' Xavier del
Bac' with the v~ew of establis:hirig a land route from Arizona
to CalIfornia. "As a result of Garces' d'iscoyeries, Captain
Anza of Tubac offered to open a land'route to Monterey. In
1774, he was ordered to lead a soldier colony from Sonora
to occupy the port of San Francisco. The following year,
Anza assembled some 250 persons at Tubac. The expedi~ tion descended the Santa Cruz and, the Gila to the ,Colorado.
" From here he led his party to Monterey where he arrived
in March, 1776. In' order to safeguard this route it was decided to advance the f:l;'ontiernorth~ardto the 'Gila-Colorado '
junction. Two missions were founded near there among the
Yuma Indians. Instead of, a presidio, ten famiiies were
settled,neareach missioIlto serve as a protectionto the missioJ;laries. In 1781, the Yumas rebelled· and murdered
Father Garces and' most of the, settlers. Although the Indians were punished, this massacre put an end to the efforts
to establish an outpost among 'the Yumas and closed the
Anza route to California.~o
Due largely to the attacks of the Apaches, th~ Spanish
occupation of Arizona at the eIid of the 18th century was
little beyond where'ithad been atthebegfnning. It is true
that there were thriving' settlements around the' walls of
,the presidios of Tubac and Tucson which will be treated
later. 'There were a 'few scattering Spanish ranchos along
the Santa Cruz valley extending from the present international boundary to T:ucson. As for the missions, San Xavier,
and 'Tumacacori were the only ones thriving 'as monuments
to the efforts of the Jesuit and Franciscan fathers.

Early Mines
There are many legendary stories regarding the mines
operated in Arizona during the' pre-American period by the
mIssions and miners. Some of these mines, alleged to be
weaithy; were located at Arivaca and Sopori. 'Others were
in the Sant~ Rita',and Patagonia mountains as well ,as along'
20.

Ibid.• 884-394. pa8sim.
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the pres~ntinternational,boundary west of Nogales: The
wealth of these has been very much overrated., Bancroft
best summarizes these mining activities as follows:
Of mining operations in Arizona during any
portion of the Spanish or Mexican period, nothing
is practically or definitely known. The records are
barely 'sufficient to show that a few mines were
worked, and that the country was believed to be
rich in silver and gold. . . . But from 17,90 for
twenty or thirty years .. '. there can be no doubt
that many mines were from tim,e to time profitably
w:orked, though we have no particu.lars, and though
there is no reason to beli,eve that there were any
extensive or wonderfully rich developments. It is
to this p~riod almost exclusively that we must trace
the old workings discovered in later years and also·
all the traditions of lost mines that 'have, anything
other than a purely imaginary fou~dation.21
"

The Pueblos
As did the English along the Atlantic seaboard, the
Spanish bro-qght ~jth them into the 'New Worid their own
type of community organizations; The inhabitants of Spanish AmeriGa like their forbears in Europe resided mostly iIi .
towns and villages. This was partly fo'r protectio~. and
.partly for social and religious considerations.
The towns or 'pueblos were .laid out in accordance with .
the laws of the Indies which were passed from tim~to time
for their establishment arid government. 'Under these laws,
the sites selected for pueblos were to be in a healthy spot
with pleasant climate, good water, "and abounding in'wood'
and pasturage, and in the neighborhood of which are many
Indians, who may be taught the doctrine of the holy evangelists." Each organized pueblo was to have' at least thirty
inhabitants, each one to have ten breeding cows, four oxen,
one brood mare, one sow, twenty Castillian ewes, six hens
and one cock. House lots and sowing lands were to be dis-'
tributed a~.ong the pueblo settlers. 12
. 21.' Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, (San Francisco, 1888) 399-404 passim. , ' ,
.
'.
.
22. Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 207, 46 Cong., £ Sess. by 'John Wassen, U. So Surv'eyor
General of Arizona. From' Law of the Indies, Book rv, T.itle V.
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Four square leagues of land were granted to each pueblo
ip. square or oblong form according' to the topographical
features of the country. The law required that each village
was to be at distance of at least five leagues from any other
Spanish town. As soon as' it contained at least thirty settlers, a council was established composed of two alcaldes,
six regidores, one synd~co or prosecuting attorney, and one
superintendent of the municipal property. The common
lands containing the woods, pastures, waters, stone quarries, fruit trees, hunting and fishing for common benefit
were marked out. The royal or vacant lands outside the
limits were used in common with other pueblos. Both
building and sowing lots were divided' among the inhabitants. 23 The alcaldes supervised the granting of thesein the
name of the king. The Otero and Martinez grants, listed
below, were of these types.
Each pueblo had its plaza, church and juzgado (court
house) around Which the dweilings of the inhabitants were
located.. At a short distance froVl the village were the "milP(1s" or planting .and sowing grounds of the villagers. Remote from these, generally, were the stock haciendas, which
were under the charge of the majordomos or foremen. The
owners resided with their families in the village or town.
Both Tucson and Tubac seem to have had at one time a comm~nity organization of this pattern.
.
. When the Spanish priests moved into the Indian villages to establish their missions, they found" many of them
wellorganized and worthy of self-government. The Span~
ish authorities, therefore, gave many' of them the same .
status as .their own towns. 24 Each mission pueblo was en- •
titled to a grant of fou~ square leagues. The civil officers
were usually a governor, captain, the alcaldes, andalguac~l,
who by law constituted a cabildo or council. They, in addition, had a inilitary organization as well. The Indians ad, ministered their ownmiss,ion pueblos under the direction
of the padres who in turn might use the restr~ining for.ce of
. nearby presidios -to hold their wards in check if necessary.25.

a

/

28.
24.
25.

Idem.
Leslie Byrd Simpson, Many· Mexico., (New York, 1941) 88' If.
H. E. Bolton, Wider Horizons of American History, (New York) 145-146.
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Tumacacori in ,the early 19th century appears to have had
this type of organization.
The Presidios
The presidios played as important a role in the Spanish
colonial system as did the mission. Without these garrisons
the missionaries and civilians could not proceed with' the
occupation of a region. Since the soldiers with their, superior
fighting equipment were more than. 'a match for an equal
number of Indians, it was not necessary to maintain a very
large number of soldiers at the presidios. Usually a guard
of one to five or six soldiers was stationed at each of the missions. These served to keep in check hundreds of mission Indians.. Without the'se guards, the missions could not have
survived. 26
As a. result of the Pima revolt in 1751, a presidio was
established at Tubac the following year. This was the first
permanent white settlement in Arizona. It served as a .link
in the chain of frontier garrisons of New Spain which
eventually stretched from San Agustin to San Francisco. 27
- From 1764 to 1767 and some years later it was under the
command of Juan B. Anza and had a population of nearly
500. 28 As a result of the· reglamento and instructions of
, 1772 the presidio was transferred, probably under the :order
Inspector: Hugo Oconer, in 1776 to Tucson. 29 This left
_ tpe fewseitlers of the region expos~d to the attacks of the
Apaches. They were prevented-from- abandoning the country by orders from the government. After sending in many
petitions for more troops,. a company of Pima allies was
organized and stationed there before 1784. Spanish soldiers
were added to the garrison. 30
The government of Spain encouraged the permanent
settlement of the region about the presidios; In ord!'lr to
stimulate this by soldiers with families, inducement was
offered for them to marry native women. Under an order
26,
27.
28.
. 29.
30.

Chapman, op, cit.. 97.
Bolton. uThe Mission as a Frontier Institution", op. cit., 42.
Bancroft, op. cit., 382.
.
Ibid., 381.
Ibid., 382-383.
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of Pdro de ,Nava jn 1791, ·the 'intendentes were authorized
, to grant house lots for settlers who might desire them for
. residence.', ,A g;ant of four square leagues was given each
presidio:' The captains of the garrisons were permitted to
make grants within these limits. This gave~ to the presidial
establfshnients the character of an incipient pueblo, making,
it a nucleus ,arbund 'which a pueblo might and, frequently
did, aS'in the case of both Tubac and Tucson, grow up. 31
In 1881 the Otero Ranch claimed some 400 acres of land
on both sides of the Santa Cruz river about'a mile n~rth of
Tubac'. The original grant was made in 1789 by Dort Nicolas
de laErran, Lieutenant, Commandant' of the Company of·
Pimas at Tubac, to Torbio de Oter,o for a house lot, a tract '
of ,about one-eighth ofa league, and four suertes(farming
lots) of a circumference of 3400 varas. Under the 'terms of
the grant, Otero was req~ired to keep arms and horses' to
defend the country against enemies whenever he was called,
upon to do so: The grant' also specifi~d that until a term
pf four years had passed, the grantee could not sell, alienate
or mortgage the lands nor impose one upon the house. or
lands even though it might be for pious purposes. , ~e was
required to build his house on the land within two years and
reside upon it for four years before, he could acquire posses-'
sion. To prevent the land from passing into the hands 'of
the church, it was specified that Otero should "never be per~
mUted to sell the same to .the 'church or to any, monastery;
ecclesiastical persons or community n~r convey th,em 'in
mortmain.'! Fruit trees or' other kinds of trees of some
utility were, required to ,be planted on the granted lands. 32
This grant appears to be the old~st 'one recorded in the General Land office Records at Phoenix.
The historical source material' for Tubac' during the
Mexican period is very fragmentary so no adequate story of
that pl~ce can be given. The lawo,f 1826 provided for a
presidia,l company at ,Tubac as well as Tucson, though in
later 'years the company seems to ,ha,ve been. one of infan31., John Wassen, op. cit., 39.40; Matthew G. Reynolds, Spanish and Meo:iclIIn
Land Laws, (Santa Fe, 1895) 25 If.
_
.
32. ,Journo,l of Priv;"te Land, Grants. In five volumes in'manuscript form. Gen··
eral Land Office" Phoenix, Arizona. Afterward ahbreviated JPLG, 3',27 if.
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try.33/ The Land· Ofl).ce records indicate that by 1838 Tubac
had assumed the ,status of a pueblo under the'Mexican laws.
It was governed by municipal rather than military authori~ies. Its land grant, in the meantime, had been enlarged
to nine square leagues. 34 ,
'
A part of the land included in the Otero Ranch, mentioned above, was that which had be.en given to Jose Maria
Martinez. In a petition add:r.:essed,to the JustiCe of Peace of
Tubac, Don'Trinidad Yrig9yeri, Martinez in. 1838 stated that
he, had purchased ,a lot ,of ground from the 'justice. He
asked, therefore, that measurements be made for his security; Official measurers were appointed and a r~ctangular'
lot 700 varas long and i 75 varas wide, was surveyed. The
~~nditioris of this grant were 'substantially the same as
those made Otero' almost fifty, yearsb~fore., One of the
terms which reflected upon the state of affairs at that time
wa~ that Martinez was to ,be always ready to march against'
,the ,enemy when called upon to do so and to give such mili-,
tary services as was required of him on account of' the
scarCity of regular soldiers. 35
, The ,lands· given to Martinez and Otero were occupied
continu·ously by the grantees and their descendants down to
1880 except at times when they were driven away byhostile Indians.
At the time the presidio was transferred from Tubac
_to Tucson in 177'6, the Indians were quartered in a little'
pueblo adjoining it called San Agustin de Tucson. The pre- .
sidio at this time was called San Agustin'., According to the
historian Bancroft, "Annals of this place are blank for years,
and practically so down to 1846, since we know only by
occ~sional mention tha~ the pr.esidio maintained its existence; that the garrison numbered in officers and men; about
106 meh, though' the ranks were often not full; and that
there were frequent complaints of inadequate arrtis, ammu."
nition and other supplies."36 The population of Tucson and
theadjoiriing districts for this period is estimated to have
33. Bancroft, op. cit.. 382-382.
34. JPLG,3 :35.
'35. JPLG. 3 :38 If. '
'36. 'Bancroft,'op. cit., 381.

;
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been about 2,000 including the families of soldiers. 3T On:
account' of the frequent Apache raids the few remaining
ranches in the Santa Cruz valley were abandoned in the last
decade of the Mexican regime. ' Often livestock was driven
off under the very wans of the presidios. A cen'sus report
of September 1848 reveals that the population of Tucson at
that time was 760 while Tubac had 249 inhabitants. 38 In
December of that year after an attack, Tubac and Tumaca:. cori were abandoned. The people transferred to Tucs,on.39
_One of the interesting cases arising out of the exodus
from Tubac to Tucson was the Martinez grant.' Jose Maria
Martinez was a Mexican soldier who had been garrisoned at
Tubac. As a result of the destruction of that presidio, Martinez and others fled to the pueblo of San Xavier. By virtue of the laws of Sonora of February 4, 1851, the state declared that each of the immigrants should be giveJ). a plot
of sowing grounds in the vacant and uncultivated lands of
the missions of San Xavier and Tucson for their subsistence.
Martinez, in the same year, petitioned for land' under this
law and asked for a title. Ignacio Saens, Justice of the Pre, sidio of Tucson, then caned a meeting of all the Indians of
San Xavier Pueblo. Here Martinez' petition for a grant of
land and for the right to pasture his stock ~n the common
lands of the mission was approved. The Indians agreed to
a grant of land of 400 by 500 varas. 'The tract was accordingly measured and a title issued Martinez by the Justiee on
the terms similar to those of Otero and Martinez at- Tubac,
listed above. 40
, After the Americans acquired this land under the Gadsden Treaty of 1853 'and 1854, the Martinez claim became the
test case' for th'eSan Xavier Indians. The Indians were'
recognized as Mexican citizens under the Treaty, and were
living within the pueblo communities. They were without
formal titles to their lands. 41
37,
38,
39,
40,

41.

Idem,
Bancroft. op, cit" 474, 475,
Idem,
JPLG, 4 :82 ft,
Idem,
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The Spanish and Mexican Land Grants
The two chief industries in Arizona i'n the Spanish and
Mexican periods, as in the American era, were stock-raising
and mining. As has been stated earlier, l~ttle is definitely
known regarding the extent of the mining operations prior
to the 18th century.
_ '.Indian attacks had caused most of the' rancherias
around the missions and the visitas, established by Father
Kino and his successors in the,18th century, tobe abandoned.
Little is known of the Spanish ranchos other than -a few
vague references since they' did not have titles from the
Spanish government. It maybe concluded that these 18th
centu'ry rancheros too ,were forced to withdraw southward
out of· present, Arizon'a on account of the Indian incursiQns.
The period from 1790 to 1820, however, was one of
comparative peace and prosperity for the remaining missions and the ,ranchos of PimeriaAlta. This may be accounted for in- part to the effective work of the Spanish garrisons in policing the region. In addition the Apaches were,
on'the whole, at peace under treaties by which the' govern.;
ment bribed them by food and gifts. As a result, the missions
and the frontier rancheros counted their possessions by the
thousand.!' So great became their herds that they found it
necessary to push northward. This was a part of a great
movement in that direction all along the northern frontier of
New'Spain. They pushed into Texas, New Mexico, Arizona
and California and_ gave the foundation to the great cattle
industry of the United States which was to play such an important partin the history of the West.
During the latter part of the Spanish regime, these
stock-raisers began to seek grants of land from the government. They continued to petition for additional lands until
the late 1830s and early 1840s from the Mexican authorities.
. Through these expedientes and titulo's one is able to get
some' clue to who they were and the extent of their operations. In the 1830s these rancheros carried on very extensivestock-raising activities all along the present interna;.,
. .
.
,
1. Hubert Howe Bancroft, North Me",ican States and Te",as, 1801-1889,' (San
Frarcisco, 1889) 750~751.
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tionai boundary as far north as. Tucson. . Along the Santa
Cruz valley were the Ortiz brothers at Canoa and Aribaca;'
farther south at Buenavista. was the ranch of the Tuveras; .
at San Rafael de la Sanja the herds of the Romeros ranged.
On the S.onoita was the hacienda of the Herreras. family.
Still farther east along the San Pedro valley and its tribu, taries were the vast holdings Of the Elias (Gonzales) family.
hi the extreme southeastern part of present Arizona and
. extending well into 'modern Sonora was the famous, San.
Bernardino ranch of the perez family. These rancheros .not,
only held the land granted them by the Spanish and Mexican governments, but th~ir' numerous herds of stock grazed
ov'erhirgetracts of "overplus"2hinds.which they controlled..
Mexico became indepEmdent from Spain in 1821. The
laws regarding the granting of land, nevertheless, remained
fundamentally the same under the Mexican regime as under,
the earlier Spanish rule. Under the Law·of the State of the
West (comprised uniil 1830 the present states of Sina'loa,.
,Sonora and.southern Arizona) of May 20, 1825,3 the amount
of land granted to one ,stock-raiser was_ limited to four
square leagues 4 unless he could prove that due to the abundanceof ,his stock he needed more;5 The' h:md was graduated
'Fees.. for surveyors and appraisers were fixed by law. .
The procedure for making 'grants also remained su.b-·
stlintially the same under the two regimes. ,Under the provisional law of the State of the West,' the lands were to be
according to its quality and a minimum pdce placed onit. 6
'2. While most of the grants in Arizona specified a certain amount of lands. the
descriptions of their boundaries were by natural bO,undaries or between certain limits.
Actually, the grantees usuallY occupied lands far in excess of that 'stipuliated in the
terms of the gran~s.- These were known as "overplus.'.' .Under the Mexican' laws.
title could be acquired for tbe ,overplus' by having it surveyed and paying into the
treasurY the price- which prevailed when the original grant' was appraised. Later
American pnrcha,sers of them claimed -a right to_ the overplus alsol by -paying over -to
the government the appraised prices of the original grants.
" 3, Reynolds, 0'1',' cit" 129-131. .
4, A sitio or square league C<lntains 4,338.464 acres,
5, 'The applicant wag required to submit' proof that he was a stock-breeder before he was.entitled to a grant.
.
6. Reynolds, 01'. cit" 163, Undcr this law: '(1) for. each dry sitio that can
serve only' for· the, pasturing of stock, $10; (2) for those where ,water can he obtained. $30; (3) for' those which have ,,' spring or river, $60. This' price was' in'creased under the decree 'of Juiy II, 1834, of the state of So~ora.·
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surveyed, valued and' published for thirty days by the public
crier in solicitation for, bidders; at the end of, that time at
public auctions which were held for three consecutive days,
they were finally sold to the highest bidder. Under this
lliw the treasurer general occupied the same position under
the',state government in granting lands.as did theintendente
under the Spanish government. All titles were issued by
him; The grants, 'however, did not require the apprQval
of the Supreme Government. 7 The Constitution ,and laws
of 1824 gave the states the, power to appropriate lands to
"hidividmils. L~ter under the Constitution 'of 1836 the states
lost this power as it was reserved to the Supreme Government of Mexico: s
Most of the titulos issued'bythe Spanish and Mexican
governments contained essentially the same provisions. All
of them required the grantees to.' erect monuments on the
boun.daries of mortar' and stone. To prevent the abandon-,
ment of the' granted land, with few exceptions, all provided
that if the land was abandoned for a period of three years
or, longer, it should r.evert to the public domairf; exception
was made iIi case the invasion of ,enemies or as sometimes
stated "Apache" or "hostile Indians" we~e the cause of the
abandonJ?-ent. These' grants conveyed in addition to the
ownership and possession of the soil itself, "all its rights,
uses, customs, servitudes, timbers, woods, pastures, springs
and watering places and other things thereunto belonging."9
In, no cases were mineral rights given.
, Grants. made by the various Mexican states or departments were' 6f three types. First, th~re were grants by
specifi~ boundaries' in which the donee was, entitled to 'all
of the land described; ~econd, grants 'by quantitywhetein
the grantee was en"titled tria specific amount of land, e. g"
four s~tios' within a larger tract as described by outboundaries; third, where the recipient was entitled to a tract
_according to the limits, as shown by its settlements and pos.session or other comp~tent evidence. lO As it will be seen,
JPLG, 1 :113-114.
Corpus Juris, (New York, 1930) 50 :1203-1206.
.
Copy of titulo 'to San Rafael de la'Sanja Grant,"JPLG. 1 :415
,10. 'Hornsby vs, United StaU:s. 77 U. S" 224.'
7,

8.
9.

c '

ff.
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a large number "of grants in what is now southern" Arizona
"were of the last two classes. These ambiguities in description' were to cause a great deal of controversy and litigation
later.
It is significant that the Spanish and Mexican rancheros
of the early 19th century who pushed into the San Pedro,
,Sonoita and Santa Cruz valleys reoccupied many of the lands
and sites where the missionaries the century before had
established visitas and rancherias. Their predecessors had
been forced to abandon them on account of the hostile
Apaches. These ~ancheros' -were to suffer the same fate.
Had it not been for the hostile Indians along the northwestern frontier, it is quite possible that the cattlemen would
have continued their push northward and changed the course
of Arizona's early history.
Most writers maintain that after Mexico had secured,
its independence there was a sudden abandonment of southern Arizona due to Indian attacks. It is true that with the
degeneration of the presidial system" under the Mexicans
the raids of the Apaches increased in intensity.
Along the Santa Cruz,valley, most of the petitions for
land grants were filed during the period from 1820 to 1833,
although the Los Nogales de ,Elias grant was filed as late
as 1841. Tubac, according to Bancroft, maintained a weak
presidio,uThis garrison and town were abandoned in 1848
on account of Indian attacksJ2 These facts would indicate,
in the opinion of the writer, that during the 1820s the ravages of the Apaches were not so severe as generally believed
as rancheros would not have sought to move into a region
where their herds of stock would have met certain dissolution and destruction. The deterioration of the presidial system increased in the 1830s and 1840s on account of the civil
wars in Sonora. The culmination was reached in 1848 and
in the following years when Tubac and all of Arizona was
abandoned by the Mexicans with the exception of Tucson.
This may be attributed in part, to, the.wi.thd~awal of soldiers
to fight in the war against the United States and the exodus
11.
12.

Arizona and New Meo:ico, 381-382 Footnotes.
Ibid., 474-475.

•
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of settlers to the California gold fields. Before 1852, a small
detachment of Mexican soldiers reoccupied Tubac. 13 What
available records exist indicate that in 1854; when the
American government acquired title to southern Arizona by
the Gadsden Treaty, all the. white settlements in Arizona
had been' abandoned except those at Tucson and' Tubac. 14
The history of the 19th century settlements along tl).e
San Pedro valley is different in many respects from 'those
along the Santa Cruz. With one exception, the petitions for
these grants were filed in the period from 1820 to 1831 in.,.
clusive. This too would indicate the Apache raids were per- ,
haps not so serious in the 1820s.The petition for one huge
projected grant, the Tres Alamos, for 58 sitios' was filed' in,
1831 with theSonoran government by nine promoters. The
proceedings for this grant were stopped by' the Apache
raids. 15 Since no more, petitions were filed after this date .
it might be inferred that after this time the Indian raids'discouraged further settlements. While no records exist other
than the descriptions of the ruined buildings on these grarits
by travelers through this valley in the late 1840s and early
1850s, these accounts indicate the operations of these San
Pedro rancheros were very larg,e. Two families, the Elias
(Gonzales) and Perez, appear to have had very extensive
holdings. The latter family's rancho extended, for the most
'part into Sonora. These early writers relate seeing large,
herds of wild horses, cattle and mules, descendants of those
left, by the early rancheros in their haste in fleeing 'before
the Apaches. The abandonment of this valley seems to have
been complete. No attempt was made to reoccupy it until
in t}1e 1870s and 1880s.
,
.
The Spanish and Mexican larid' grants were to offer
some very complicated problems and it 'was not until after
the end of the 19th century that they were, solved. By the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848 and the Gadsden Pur,.
chase several years later, Arizona became Ameri~an Territory. Only the latter treaty affected that part of Arizona
13.
, ',14.
Reports
15,

Ibid., 474-475.
Peter Kitchen, Sen. Ex, Doc. No. 93, 48 Cong.• 1 8ess., 47-48.
(1887) .. 26-27. These will hereafter be abbreviated LOR.
JPLG, 4 :889.
.

Land Office
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where.the grants were lo¢ated; It stipulated'that before they
should be approved by tpe'American government, evidence'
of' the 'titles should be found )~"·the Mexican archives;16
Under the machinery: set" up by Congress,H it became the
duty of the surveyor general of the territory to investigate
these claims and report upon their validity to', the secretary
of interior., The 'secretary in turn was to submit these reports to Congress for. final action. By, 1888, 13 of these
grants had been examined and reported upon favorably 'by,
the surveyor general arid two unfavorably. IS . Congress,.
, however, had not passed upon any of them.
.
During the. period imm:ediatelyfollowing' the acqu~si
tioil of this region by the United States, the Apache attacks
.were so severe that there was little thought of reoccupying
any of these lands. ,Little or no value was attached to them
by the original grantees or their heirs. After the- Apaches
were brought under control in the '1'870s and ,1880s, settlers
again poured "into the San Pedro, Sonoita and Santa Cruz
valleys. They discovered to their disappointment that many
of the choicest tracts were held by absentee owners and
.withheld' from, settlement by virtue' of these old g"J,:ants.
S'peculators, largely from California, had ·so~ghtout these
Mexican grantees and their heIrs and had bought up their
rights fill' a mere song.' These claims amounted 'to" over.
5,000,000 acres and the owners were waiting,for ~n oppor, tune moment,to present them to Congress for approval,l9
Congress, after many :y-ears of ~ontinued 'pressure" in
1891 established the Court of, Private Land' Claims to pass
upon the validity 9f these grants in the territories Of Arizona and New Mexico 'that it had not already acted upon
under the provisions ,of the former·law. The examination.
and'untangling of ,these claims ,and rendering equitable decisions upon them was a tremendous task for the court.
Under the original act, the court was to terminate in 1895.
Actually, it continued in existence until June 30, 1904. 20
16.

United States Statutes at Large, t"0 :922,

929.'

17. Ibid .. 10 :80S,; 16 :804.
IS." LOR" (1SSS) 894-895.
iii. LOR i 1S87) 524-525.
.
20. CorpUs Juris, 50 :1240; UnitedStateil Statutes at Large;'26 :S5.4.
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Many of its decisions were appealed to the Supreme Court.:
Perhaps the most·famous one passed upon was the PeraItaReavis claim for almost 13,000,000 acres which the Attorney
General of the United States characterized as. " . . . probably the greatest-fraudever'attempted a'gainst,a government '.
in its. own courts. . . ."21
,
When the' Court of Private Land 'Claims completed its
work in 1904, of the 282 cases decided, it confirmed titles to
; 1,934,986 acre~of ~ total of 34,653,341 ac'res claimed in New
: Mexico and Arizona or about six percent. 'Of that amount,
titles in Arizona·,to .116,540 acres of land were confirmed
out of a total of 837,680 acr,es claimed.22 So after fifty
years, th~ problem of the settlement of the Spanish and
Mexican 'land claims was brought to a: clos~.

The· Tumacacori and Calabasas Grants
The Tumacacori grant is probably the olde~t large
grant made in Arizona. During most of the' 18th century
Tumacacori was a visita of Guebavi. . In 1784, it became the
main mi~sion while. Caiabasas and Gue.bavi were made·visitas. The two latter places were finally abandoned about the
close of the century. due to the attacks of the Apaches..
The expediente sets forth that the lands belonged to the
mission by ~ight of "legal, public and financial 'purchase
from, their' primitive owners." The docume~ts relating to
the purchase of them hadbeen.in the possession of Don Leoti
Carrera, political judge of' that' jurisdiction. They had,
however, been lost or destroyed. Juan Legarra, the governor of the Indians, and' other principal natives of the
pueblo of Tumacacori,_ therefore, in 1,806 petitioned the governor, intendente. and judge privativo, Don Alexo Garcia
Conde, to take the necessary steps to issue them a new grant.
The India!ls asked for four sitios. for sowing purposes
(Iundo legal) and in addition land for stock-raising (estancia), which was to include that of the old mission of Gue.:.

.

21. Report 'of the Attorney' General, (1895) 17-18.
22•. Report of the Attorney General, (1904) 100 If. Final Rep'ort of Private
Land Claims. June SO. ,1904. This does not include the Peralta-Reavis claims which

was submitted to the New Mexico district for examination.
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. bavi,23 The. boundaries on the south were described as the
. Rancho of. Buel'lavista 24 which was owned by the Romeros
and the Yerbabuena. 25 , The commandant of the presidio of
Tubac, Don Manuel de Leon, appointed other officers and
completed a part of the measurement of these lands. 26 The
Indians of the pueblo, however, considered the lands
measured them were inadequate. Stating that "The stock
cattle and horses of Tumacacori are increasing each day.
through the industry of the natives under the direction of
its present minister, Rev. Fray Narciso Guitierrez," they
asked that the lands of the abandoned pueblo of-Calabasas
be given them for a stock farm. 27 A title was accordingly
issued them for all the lands petitioned for in 1807. Itcontained a provision that if the' grant should become totally
abandoned for a period of three years, it should be given
to anyone who might claim the lands. 28
, The last three decades of Spanish rule in Pimeria Alta
was the golden age for the remaining missions. After independence was achieved in 1821, most of them were abandoned, perhaps in the late 1820s, the 1830s and early 1840s.
The general abandonment of the missions along the
northwestern .frontier of Mexico may be'attributed to several causes. During the three decades following independence, Sonora was in a state of chaos. It was torn asunder
by civil wars between first the Gandara-Urrea and later by
.the Gandara-Pesquiera factions. A part of the time the
state was in' rebellion against the national government. It
appears that the mission lands and property ",ere appfqpriated in one way or another by the Mexican political leaders.
Coupled with the civil wars was the constant raids of the
Apaches which increased in the 1830s and 1840s,
While the frontier missions were encouraged by the
Spanish, the legislation of the Mexican government became
23.
24.

Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 207. op. cit., 18-24.
This may have been the abandoned ranch described in the Buena Vista-grant.
•.
. . '.

25.
26.
27,
28.

Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 207, op. cit., 18-24.
Ibid., 21: 22.
Ibid., 24.
ibid., 25-26.

In/ra, 66:.
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increasingly oppressive. In 1833, the Mexican congress declared education should be free, lay'and obligatory.. Church
officers "were to be appointed by the national government.
The collectionof church tithes was suppressed and the civil,
obligation of monastic oaths annulled. 29 In the following
year the missions of the Republic were declared secularized
and were ordered to be converted into curacies. 30 Finally,
on February 10, 1842, Santa Anna, the Mexican dictator,
decreed the sale of temporallands. 31
The fate of, the Tumacacori mission seems to have been
much the same as many of the frontier missions in Pimeria
Alta in that period. The time of its abandonment remains a
matter for conjecture. The expediente of the Los Nogales
de Elias grant indicates that Tumacacori was a functioning
pueblo having a governor and a priest, Antonio Gonzales,
as late as November, 1841. 32 On April 19, 1844, the mission
lands were sold' at public auction under the law of February
10, 1842, to Don Francisco Aguilar, a brother-in-law of Governor Gandara, for $500. 33 Couts, a traveler, 'described the
mission in October, 1848, as standing in a group of conical
Indian huts. The image~, pictures and fixtures 8til} , remained. 34 Bancroft states that Tumacacori and Tubac were
, aban,donedin December of that year as the result of an Indian attack 36 Cox in September and Hayes in December ,of
1849 speak of the mission as being deserted. 36 Bartlett,. in
1852, wrote that Tumacacori ". . . had lately been abandoned in consequence of the incursions of the Apaches."a7
All C?f these statements indicate that someone was probably
living at Tum'acacori until late in 1848 although it had been
some time since.it had been actively functioning as a mission.
Aguilar, evidently, purchased the mission lands in behalf of his brother-in-law, Governor Manuel Gand,ara,who
29, H. I. Priestly, The Mexican Nation, (Macmillan, N. Y., 1923) 270.
.
'
30. Reynolds. op. cit., 185.
31. Ibid., 239. Decree of February 10, 1842.
32. JPLG: 2 :381 fI.
33. Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 207, op. cit.. 27.
34. Rensch, op. cit., 40-41.
35. Arizona and New Mexico,474-475.
36. Rensch, op. cit., 42.
•
.,'
,
37. John Russell Bartlett, Narrative 0/ Exp1.O-r~ti~J7I.8 and Experience8 .in Texa8.
New 1'1exico, S01I.ora and Chihuahua, (New York, 1354) 2 :~02 fI.
'
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was very active in politics in Sonora in 18~4. Gandara'occu-'
'pied the ranch in the 1850s. He had tliousands of head of
sheep, erected substantial buildings and carried on 'very ex- tensive operations. 38 ' Ih 1865 and formally ill -1869, Aguilar
d,eeded the lands to Gandara .for $499. 39 In 1878, the latter
sold his claims to C. P. Sykes of San Francisco fOl'- $12,500. 40
In the same year Sykes sold three-sixteentps ,(3/ 10 ) inter'est
in the grant to John Curry for $9,000: 41 Sykes amJ Curry
- then proceeded to, secure congressional sanction for their
'rights. The matter was presented before the surveyor gen.:.
eral. of Arii'ona in 1879. The following year that officer approved their claims for 52,007 acres. 42 Since -Congress took
no action, the owners .presented their petition' before the
Court'ofPrivate ,Land Claims seeking confirmatio~of
81,350 acres'.43 , This court- refused to recognize their right
to-a title. Th'~ owners then appealed to, the Supreme Court.
Here, the decisiop of the lc;>wer court was' sustained. The
'proceedings
of the M;e:x;ican-, government in selling the. lands
.'
in 1844 was declared illegal; also, the treasurer of the de,..
part~ent of Sonora had no right to sell the mission lands to
Aguilar. 44 ,
.
The Canoa Grant- "La Canoa" was per4aps, first described in the diary of
Padre Pedro Font in 1775 as being located five leagues
north~northwest of the ,Presidio Of Tubac., It is the pJace
that tlie Anzaexpedition stopped·at the end of its first day's'
journ~y to what, is now San Francisco. 45
In September, 1820, Tomas and Ignacio Ortiz; residents
of the military
post
Tubac, petitioned the governor and
.
intendente, Antonio Cordero, of the provinces of Sinaloa and
.Sonora asking for a grant of land called "la Canoa." This
place is described 'as being located about five leagues north
of Tuoac.. They requested a grant of four sitios on which
38. Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 207, op. cit., 34.
,/

of'

,

/ '

~'.

39: 'fbid" 29.
40. fbid.,· 31.
41. Ibid., 32.
,42. fbid.
.
43•. Report .of the' Attorney .General, (1904 j 95.
44. William Faxon et'al. vs.'United·States, 171 U: S., 242 If.
45. H. E. Boiton, Font's Compiete Diary (Berkeley, 'California. 193T)- 26.
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they proposed to stock with cattle' and, horses. These
brothers asked, further, that the commanding officer at
Tubac be authorized to proceed with the measurement, appraisement and other proceedings preliDlinary to securing a
title. 46
"
The governor and intendente, accordingly, authorized
, Commandante Gonzales of the garrison to proceed with the'
measurements of the lands. In July, 1821, Gonzalesap-,
pointed- officers and ordered them to make the measurements
and ,survey. His account describes Canoa as "containing a
vast tract or ground in' ~hich the Santa Cruz runs. During
the rainy'seasons when from its sides, 'little' streams carry
water'to it. On '~ccount of the' rains it has water, otherwise
not. Its vast extent is covered by' shrubs, as mesquites,
china trees, tamaJ;"isks', palo verdes, giant ,cactus and very
few cottonwooqS and willows.",' The 'land measured, f~l- "
lowed along the highway 'toward Tucson. On the north the'
boundaries reached a place called "Sag~afita where there
exists a plant of this tree" ; on the west for about five leagues
was the Mission of San Xavier del Bac; the southern boundaries w,as the military post of Tubac. 47
The lqcal' authorities, .after making the measurements,
proceeded to take all the other necessary proceedings to
alienate the land. The 'appraisers valued the land 'at $30
per sitio or $1.20 since it did not contain running water but '
"such could be obtained by digging a wel1." By order, the
30' days publications of the sale began July 12, 1821, at
Tubac. On the :last day of these Reverend F. Juan Ban'o,
curate of the mission of San Xavier appeared in behalf of
Ygriacio Sanches and ,Maria Francisco Flores of that place
and the bid on the land 'was, raised to $210. The proceedings
were sent to the governorintendente at the capitol at Arispe '
for approval. After he, and the attorney general of the
treasury passed upon them, Governor' lntendente Bustamente authorized the three final auctions of the land be held
at the capitol December 13, 14, and 15, 1821.
'
, At the final auction, no bidders appeared atthe ,first and
46.
47.

JPLG, 1 :339, If.
Ibid.

.
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'second auctions; At the third, however, competitors appeared and the land was finally struck off to the Ortizbrothers for' $250; This amount plus the other costs and
taxes were paid into the royal.treasury.. The records of
the proceed.ings were forwarded to the supreme office of
public lands for its approval. At this time Mexico was
undergoing its separation from Spain. No testimonio of
title was ever issued the brothers from the Spanish government. In 1849 they presented themselves in Dres and asked
that the Sonoran government issue them a title for their
protecti~n.48
'
.
Canoa had a gory history during the outbreak of the
Chiricahuas in the 1860s. Professor Lockwood relates that
.in 1861 two Americans and a Papago Indian were· killed at
the Canoa Inn. 50 Farish tells the story of the murder of ten
lumbermen there about that time. These men had been
employed in whipsawing lumber in the Santa Ritas for the
Heintzelman mines. On this raid the Apaches carried off
280 head of animalidrom'the Canoa and adjoining ranches. 51
Pete Kitchen, famous Indian fighter, had a ranch on the
Canoa from 1855 to 1862.52 '
Half interest in this grant was acquired by Frederick
Maish and Thomas Driscoll, purchasers of the Buena Vista
.- claims, from the Ortiz heirs. Confirmation of the title was
recommended by the surveyor .general of Arizona u~der the
laws of 1854 and 1875. Congress took no aCtion on the recommendation. The matter was brought before the Court of
Private Land Claims in 1893. 53 The amount ~laimed by the
petitioners was 46,696.2 acres which was' considerably more
than the' four sitios originally granted. This amount was
confirmed to theowners. 54 The case was appealed to the
Supreme Court by the government in 1898. Here the decision of the lower tribunal was reversed and the title of the
48. Ibid.
50; Frank Lockwood, The Apa.che Indians,. (New York, 1939).109. •- - . 51; Thomas E. Farish, History of Arizona, (Phoenix, 1915) 2 :54-56.
52. Kitchen's testimony, Sen. Ex. Doc. No; 93, op. cit., 47 ff.
53. Clearance Docket, Court of' Private Land Claims, (General Land Office,
Phoenix) 12..
54. Report of the Attorney General, (1896) 27.
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. claimants was confirm~d to only 17,203 acres or slightly less
than the four square leagues originally granted. 55

. Buena Vista Grant
(Rancho De Maria Santissima Del Carmen)
Jose Tuvera, a citizen of Arispe, on September 30, 1826,
petitioned the treasurer general of the State of the West in
behalf of his father-in-law, Don Josefa Morales, for four
square leagues of land for stock-raising. The land requested was for the "ancient abandoned place of .Maria Santissinia Carmen," a part of which is now in Arizona and a
part In Sonora. On the north boundaries of the land sought
was the old ~ission grant, of Calabasas; on the south was
Rancho .Santa Barbara.
In November of the same year the second alcalde of
Arispe was authorized to take' the necessary steps preliminary to holding public auctions for the land. In October,
1827, measurements were made. The lands were valued .by
the appraisers at $190, or $60 for three- of the sitios with
water and $10 for the fourth: In the following month, from
N~vember 1 to 30 inclusive; they were publicly offered for
.sale each day.56
The proceedings were then referred to the treasurer
general for approval October 21, 1830. When they were in
turn examined by the attorney general as to their legality,
the measurements were declared to be in error and the survey not made in accordance to the law. That officer, therefore, ordered the defects corrected. A resurvey was made.
and 'subsequently approved by him. 57
Three public offers of sale were made early in September, 1831, and the land was sold on the last date to Don
.Josefa Morales. A title was accordingly issued September
9 'of the same year by 'Treasurer' General Jose Mendoza
55.

United States vs..Frederick Maish and Thomas Driscoll•. et oJ.. 171 U, S.

56.

JPLC. 4 :21 If.
Idem.

242.
. 57.
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under the act of May 20, 1825;58 .andunder the usual terms
of the grants that period. 50
'
,
Th~ land 'was occupied by Tuvera and his heirs until
'1851 when they were sold to Hilari() Gablando. In '1872
Jose Maria, Quiroga purchased the tract for $500. It was
finally bought by Frederick Maish and Thomas Driscoll,
who owned half interest in theCanoa claims, -in 1881-for
$4,000. These owners pressed fora confirmation of their
title by the American government.
The 'mat,ter was re;ferred to the, general land office and in -1882 the surveyor'general, John Wassen, recommended that their claims be
confirmed.' They later appealed to the, Court of Private'
'La~dClil;ims. Here title was confirmed to, 5,733 of the
17;354' acres claimed. 6°A 'motion to appeal the case to the
, SilpremeCourt was dismissed: '

of

The San ~ose De Sonoita Gran(
Sonoita, earlier called Sonoitag and Sonoitac, was one
of the early visitasestablishedby Padre Kino in Arizona
along the river of the same name,61 alth'ough there is very
little mention of this pla~e in later accounts. It was mention'ed by- th~ author of the RudQ Ensayo in'1762 as being a
visita of Guebavi and Reyes' reportjn 1772. 62 According to
Bancroft it was abandoned before 1784 but the name was'
still retained. 6,3
' ..
'
Don Leon Herreras" a ranchero, and resident of' Tubac,
inJ821 found his herds of cattle were fncreasing,s() fast that
he had, no adequate place to pastl,tre them. He, i~' May of
that year, therefore, addressed a petition to' Juan Miguel
Riesgo, commissary geheralof the treasury.,. etc., of the State
of the West for two sitios ,of land at'a place known as
'Sonoita. 'This 'place is described in the petition as, being 10catedabout, eight leagues distant from Tubac "which had_
b~en anciently an Indian town and was abandoned by reason
58;' V ide Supra, 8.
JPLG, 4 :21 If.
60. Report of Attorney General, (1004)
6'1. Bolton, Rim of Christendom, ,Map of
62: 'Rudo' Ensayo; 223.. Robert H: Rose,
ports,Deeember, 1936, 427.
63. History ''!f Arizona and New Mexico,

50.

109, Buena Vista files. GLO. PhOenix.
Pima L'and, 594.'

Southwestern Monuments Monthly Re'
884-885.
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of the incursions' oft'heApache I~dians, being stationed
very near their customary hiding places." He asked that the
'commissary general institute the nec'essary proceeding to
obtain a- title. ',This petition was then transmitted to the
governor intendenfe. 64
An order' was accordingly issued to Ygnacio Elias Gonzales, LieutenaI!t Commander and Subdelegate of the Mili": '
tary Post 'at Tubac to appoint the necessary officials to
measure and appraise the two sitios.· The center of the survey was the old San Jose de Sonoita mission. The survey
was completed in june, 1821, for 13,4sitios. 'Appraisers were
,appointed and the lan,ds wete valued at $'60 per square'
league, since they had running water and were fit for culti-,
vation.. They were then published for 30 days as 'the law
required. The expediente was then examined and approved
by the' promoter fiscal.; three public offers were made in
November, 1821; and the lands were sold 'to Herreras.- The _. '
sale was then approved by the intendente pro tem of Sonora
and Sinaloa, Ignacio Bustamente;'as valid. Herreras pai~f
the .$105 plus the customary 18% taxfor land fee, plus 2%
for the gene~al fund, and $3.00 general fee, as- the -SpaI!ish
law requir~d into the royal treasury. These proceedings were then 'reported' t<? the Spanish· "junta superior de
.
.hacieI)da." 65
A title was issued in May, 1825, to Herreras by Juan
'Miguel Riesgo, CommIssary' General of Mexico for the State
of the West. It contained the usual provisions that the
,grantee was to erect monuments of stone and mortar on the
outboundaries. 'One' provision is unusual in this title., It.
conta.ined a prOVISO that if the owners should abandon, the
lands for a period of- one' year or. more,' they should ,revert
to the public domain. 66 Another unusual feattir.e of this
grant w~s that "it was under the Spanish Act ~If 1754 put
the name of the_ Sovereign State of Mexico. At the date of
this grant the system of grantin~ lands under the Act .of the

in

64.
65.
66.

1PLG. 1: 297 ff,
Ibid.
In most grants the period was for three years.
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Mexican Congress and the Provisional Regulations of 1825
'
had not been organized. 67
The Apaches, who had for the previous three or four
decades been comparatively peaceful in this region, began
to make raids after 1821. These attacks increased up to
about 1835 when the settlers became discouraged and abandoned their homes. The Herreras family were driven from
the grant by them in 1833 and again in 1836. In 1857, the
heirs, sold their interest in the lands. 68 After several transfers, they were finally acquired by Matias Alsna, who submitted his' claim to the land office for approval. The sur~
veyor general of Arizona, after examination, recommended
the 'title be confirmed but Congress took no action on it.
Afte~ the claims were examined by the Court· of Private'
Land Claims in 1892, they were rejected. The matter was
·
I'.
.
•
· then appealed to the Supreme Court in 1898. In the hIgher
tribunal the decision of the lower court was reversed and the
case was remanded with directions to determine the true
boundaries. 69 The amount of land finally, confirmed to the
Sonoita claimants was 5,123 acfes. 70

, '

El Sopori Grant
El Sopori is another of the old and famous place names
in Arizona. It is mentioned in 1762 by the author of Rudo
Ensayo in 1762. He described it as a depopulated ranch located more than two leagues north of the presidio of Tubac. 71
· This place had been abandoned in 175t on account of, the
.
reyolt 6f the Pima Indians. 72
- The ranch in the 1860s was a strip of some 140,QOO
acres located south of the San Xavier mission. ' According
~o the alleged documents issued by the Mexican government
and submitted by the claimants to the American govern- .
m~nt, the original grant to this land was made by the Sonoran government to Joaquin Astiazaran, a wealthy ranchero
67.
68.
69.
70.,
71.
72.

J PLG, 1: 297 fr.
Ibid.
Ely's Administratorvs. United States., 171 U. S., 220.
Report of the Attorney General, (1904) 109.
Rudo Ensayo, 254.
Ibid., 2:11.
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who lived at Horcasita!;l.73 Astiazaran, in March, 1838, re:quested the second alcalde of that city to appoint commissioners to inquire as to his ability to stock the unoccupied
lands between Tubac and. San Xavier. Upon verifying this,
that officer ordereq. the lands to be surveyed, measured and
appraised which comprised 31 % sitios and ,a caballeria to
the southern boundaries of San Xavier. The appraisement
was.for the sum of $919 as follows': for 8 sitios with permanent water, $480; 10 'sitios susceptible to irrigation, $300;
the remaining for $139. The measurements were returned
in May, 1838, and publications were made immediately for
the thirty days,~which the law required. After three public
auctions were held, the land was struck off to Astiazaran on
June 30 of the s'ame year. No title to the lands, however,
was ever submitted to the Anieric;an government to verify
the grant. 74
There is little evidence to indicate the grantee or his
heirs ever occupied the grant with stock.' During the late
1840s to the time of its cession to the United States, this
region was abandoned on account of the attacks of ~he
Apache Indians. 75 James W. Douglas and his executor,
C. C. Dodson, occupied the ranch in ~854 or 1855 and erected
buildings there. 76 They later sold the cattle and fixtures to
, the Sopori Land and Mining Company.77 In 1858,Sylvester
. Mowry 78 of the Sopori Land and Mining Company, a cor73.

93.

Sen. Ex. Doc. No.
op. cit. Testimony of Fernando D. Astiazaran.
The
ongina] grantee, according to his son, Fet:nando D. Astiazaran. was one of the
wealthiest men in Sonora. ' He owned flour mills, several ranches and thousands of
c':ttle and horses. He took no active part in Mexican politics and held no offices. He
died in 1845. His son, Fernando, 'on the other hand, held many offices under the Mexican go~ernment.. He married the da~ghter of Governor Manuel Gandara, several times
governor of Sonora during the period from 1830 to 1860.
74. J PLG, 8 :68 If.
Testimony of Peter' Kitchen. Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 93, op. cit._· Kitche;' was
a well known ranchero of southern Arizona. He stated in 1880 that when he came
to the country in 1854 the country from Tucson to Sonora was entirely depopulated
on account of the ravages of the Apaches~
76. Charles D. Poston's testimony, Ibid., 71. According to Poston, Wjlliam H.
Rhodes also occupied the ranch in conjunction With Doug!as and Dodson. See also'
Will C. Barnes, Arizona Place Names, (Tucson, 1935) 362. According to Barnes, J.
Ross Browne stated that Rhodes later owned a ranch 18 miles from Tubac on the road
to Tucson.
77. Kitchen's testimony, op. cit., 71.
78. Frank .C. Lockwood, Life in Old Tucson, (Los Angeles, 1948) Chapter X.

75.
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poration organized under, the laws of Rhode ISland, pur:',
chased a', part -of the claims of.the Astiazaran heirs. 79 - Two,
years later, Mowry and the heirs sold their interests'to the
Arizona Land and Mining Company, -an'other ,Rhode Island'
corporation. 81 During the period from 1859 to 1861, the
operations of the company were carried on under the directionof,Richmond Jones, Jr., the superintendent of the Sopori
Land and Mining Company. ,Pete Kitchen, who. assi.sted
in the surv~y o{thedaim, described the boundaries, of the
Sopor~ ranch as the arroyo on the edge of the- Santa Ritamountains on the east; on the south the Revanton and the
f90thills of the' Santa Ritas near the hot springs ; on; the
north to the Sahuarito. 82 In 1861,~ a party of some 600
Apaches raided the Santa Cruz ';valley and killed Jones,
raided. the Sopori ranch and drove off and killed all of the
'-, stock 'on it amounting to about 300'head;83 This put an end
to the company's operations for some time. 84
79. -COpies of conveyances, power of attorney. and contracts -of sale. Sen. Ex:
Doc. No. 93. op. cit. -IlThe mine of Sopori opened many years:aio, had in Mexico an extensive ;epiltation. The ores extracted were exceedingl:Y rich in gold and silver, but
the works. were s~- badly ca'rried on that the" vein is lost, and- not even .any exte~ior
traces of its position is left. A few .. arastras in bad condition are all that are left
of the operations there. The mine for';'s a part of the Sopori Rancho, of an area
of 21;000 acres, situated west of 'the Mal Pais' Sierra and south of the Canoa Rancho,
which are both considered as the best ranches of Arizona., The Sopori .Comp~';y, is
incorporated in 'Providence, RhOde Island' with a capital - of $1,000,000., Governor
Jackson is the president; Lieutenant Mowry, 'one '-of the principal share holders, is,
,at the same' time, one of the trustees." F. Biertu (1861) it; Sylvester.Mowry, Ari~ona
and Sonora: The 'Geography, History, and Resources of the Silver Region of North
America' (New York, 1864), 81. •
81. [demo "This company owns a large tract of .Iand of, 32 Iea~ues 'square, on
which is situated the old silver mine of San Xavier, which was' worked during the
-time of the Jesuits, atid ~hich appears exceedingly rich; other' veins equ~ilY rich
are to be found in the center of the property, on the Sierra Tinaja. The' company
was incorporated in Providence, Rhode Island, 'with a capital of $2,000,000. !fhe
- Hon. S. G•. Arnold is the president. The Treasurer is Mr. Alfred Anthony, Pr';'ident -. of the Jackson Bank of Providence. Col. Colt, Lieut. Mowry; and other rich capitalists in the' East, are the actilal owners. Mr. Mowry is the holder of more than one
half of the stock of the company. N. Rich!!,ond Jones, Jr. is the engineer-in-chief
of this mine, as also of the Sopori Mine."
82. Kitche~'s testimony, op. cit., 71
83. [bid. This statement is substantiated in general by the testimony of Charles
W. Poston.
84. Mowry, - op. cit., written in 1863. - "The Sopori and Arizona -Land. and
Mining Companies, who own a vast' tract of mineral. grazing and . arable lands in the
Santa Cruz Valley, have also suspended operations. ~Their stock is in good hands, and
will be good property.- They intend, I .am informed, to reco~menc'e operations at an'
earlY day. Some of the heaviest eastern capitalists are the principal owners ,of these,
stocks."
-
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J. Ross Browne, several years later, described the So~
pori ranch as he saw it In,his customary style :85
Aqe!ightful ride of five or six miles through
a broad, rich valley of grass, ple'asantly diversified
with groves of mesquit and palo-verde, brought
us to a narrow pass, on the right elevation of which
stand the remains of the buildings of the Sopori
Land and Mining Company. Little is now left
. saved ruined adobe walls and tumbled in roofs.
As usual not a living thing was to be seen. Silence
and desolation remained supreme. At the time Col.
James W. Douglass lived here the Soporiwas one
of the most flourishing ranches in the country. He
had· herds of fat cattle ranging over the pastures;
fields of' grain and vegetables in the rich bottom
that lies just in front of the dwelling house; domes·tic animals and fowls of various kinds and could
.always afford the traveller· a generous reception. ; . '. .
.
,
The Sopori. Ranch, although' at the present
uninhabit~d, pos.sesses advantages as a mining and
grazing region which have long since given it a
. r~putation iri" Sonora. ... .
~ "
In 1866, the Sopori Land and Mining Company, which
had several years .previously, suspended operations, repurchased the grant for $30,000:'36 Due to repeated Apache
raips, which continued from 1861 to 1872, the' ranch was
not reoccupied until the 1870s.
. The claims pf the Sopori Land and, Mining _. Company
were presented to John. Wassen, surveyor'general" of Arizona, for his approval. In his recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior in 1881, he advised their rejection
"on the grounds' that the original title papers are forged,
ante-dated and otherwise invalid."87, His report was submitted to the committee on private land claims in the Senate in 1882 and ordered to be printed. 88 Congress, however,
took no action on the matter. After the Court .of Private
Land Claims· had been established, the grants were sub85.

86.

87.
.88.

J. Ross Browne, Adventure.. in the Ap'!che Country, (New York, 1866) 260 If,
Sen. Ex, Doc. '93. O'P. cit.
.
Ibid., 158.
Ibid., 1.

I.
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mitted before that body in 1893. 89 The court rejected the mining company's claim in to~o for 141,722 acres. VO

San Rafael De La Sanja (Zanga) Grant
-Don Manuel Bustillo, a citizen of the presidio of Santa
Cruz, on July 19, 1821, petitioned Governor Intendente Don
Antonio Cordero, for a grant of land of four sitios for the
raising of stock. The land sought was at a place named "de
la Sanja." Three of these sitios requested were within the
boundaries of the presidio while the other was outs,ide and
was for -a stock farm. Bustillo asked that the necessary
legal steps be taken preliminary to securing.a title. He
also asked that appraisers take "into consideration that the
lands asked fOf borders .upon the cou~try-ofthe Apaches
who are constantly hostiie."
An order was subsequently issued by the governor intendente to the commandant of the presidio of Santa Cruz,
Captain Simon Elias GC,)llzales, to proceed with the measurements of the land petitioned for, to appoint appraisers, and
make the publications for sale of the lands. A counter, a
noter and measurers were appointed. On October 5 and 6,
1821, they made the measurements, starting from the center. ,and using natural .landmarks.
The lands were valued
- " by' "intelligent ~experts" for $210; three of the sitios were
- appraised ~t $60' each ~s they contained rimning water' and
the fourth at $30 since it contained no water othe~ than what
wa's furnished by running wells.
The commandant then authorized that publications b~
made for a period of 30 consecutive days for the sale of the
four ,square leagues. The sworn testimony' of three 'witnesses was taken that Bustillo had sufficient livestock to
stock the -land. The expediente was transmitted to the intendente who, by decree, referred it to the attorney general.
The la:tterapproved the legality of the transactions. The
public sales were held January 8, 9, and 10, 1822'. , On the
first, day of the sale Don Ramon RO!!1~ro, for himself and .
the residents of Santa Cruz; bid $10 higher than the ap89.
90.

Clearance Docket No. 19. Court of Private Land Claims, Phoenix.
Report of the Attorney General, (1904) 95.
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praised value. The bidding went up to $1,200 and the land
was struck off to Romero. No higher bid was made the
next two days on which the land was offered for sale so it
remaIned 'sold to Romero and the citizens of Santa' Cruz.
The expedierite was transmitted to Romero who replied' that
he was satisfied and would pay into the national treasury
the sum required. He then paid the $1,200 to the royal government plus the $97 taxes connected with the sale.
·Before the proceedings were entirely completed Mexico
became independent from Spain. ' A title was accordingly
issued Romero May ~5, 1825, by Juan Miguel Riesgo, commis- '
sary general of the State of the West and Jose Maria Mendoza, provisional secr~tary. An interesting fe~ture of this
title is that it, as the Sonoita grant, was given by a Mexican
state,in'accordance with the Spanish law of 1754.
The grant containeq about the· same provisions as the
others of that peribd. One exception is that in case the land
·was abandoned for one year, instead of the usual three years~
except by reason of the invasion of the -A-paches, it 'should
, revert to the public domain. 91
Ramon Romero die.d in 1873. His descendants pressed
their claims before the land office for approval. . The original title papers stipulated that the grant was for euatro
. sitios para eria de ganado mayor. According to the interpretatio~ of the claimants it was for "four leagues square"
or sixteen sitios and, that the grant was one by metes and
bounds and not one of specific quantity. John Wassen, surveyor general for Arizona, mafntained that the literal inter-.
pretation of this clause was "four square leagues" arid that
the grant was for a, specific amount of land. He, therefore,
recommended confirmation for four sitios only.92 Since
Congress never acted upon the matter the grant was sub- '
mi.tted before the Court of Private Land Claims for its decision. The claimants paid into the treasury $1,359 for the
"overplus"93 and $200 for the expenses at the same time
claiming that the grant was 152,890 acres. 94 The Court
91. JPLC, 1 :415 If.
92.
93.

94.

Ibid. .
Vide SUPTa, 2.
.
United States vs. Green et al; Christie vs. United States., 185 U. S., 638.
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,of Private Land Claims confirmed their rights' for·only four
square leagues. 95 The matter, was then appealed to the Su- _'
'preme Court in 1902. Here the opinion of the lower court '
was sustained. 96

The Aribaca (Arivaca) Grant
,
Aribaca is another of the abandoned 18th cel}tury settlements of Arizona which was. reoccupied by the st.ockrilen
in the 'early 19th century.' The author 6f the Rudo: E.'nsayo
.in 1762 speaks of it as having been a visita of Guebavi. The
Spanish' operated several mines near it. -His description 'of .
the place is as follows: 97
There was a fourth' (visita) ,called Ari (Arivaca) where the rebels camped.in1751,and it was
10 leagues Northwest (of Guevavi). There used
•to be near this place one gold mine' and several
silver m~nes which are' now, I believe abandoned.
This· writer again mentions the place as having been depopulated on account of the rebellion of the Pima' Indians
, in 1751.98 In 1764, Reyes speaks of'the place as :99
. . . about one league from the' Presidio (Tubac)
. (is), the fourth '(visita) which it (Guevavi) has, .
and it was caJled- "Arivaca"; together with its 10- '
, cality the Pimas devastated it in the year 751
U751), and it used to be about twelve leagues,
fro,m the headquarters. There is a gold' mine mid
several silver mines, and they are worked at the
present time.
'
Bancroft mentions th'at; during the period fromi790 to
'1820, mines were' operated at Aribaca. 10,o From the statem,ents above; it appears there were' considerable mining
activities there prior to 1830.
On June 20, 1833, Tomas and Ignacio Ortiz, citizens of
"Tubac who had some years earlier secured the Canoa grant,
95.
96.

Report - of the Attorney General. (1900) 64.
U. S: VB. Green, QP. cit.

97.

Rudo

98.
99.
100.

ibid.,

EnstLlJo,

223.

RoBe, op. cit., 4.19.
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presented a petition to the constitutional alcalde at Tubac.
'They requested that proceedings be "instituted for the. possession, measurements and appraisement of . two square"
leagues of land. In this petition the two brothers presented
a statement from the treasurer at Arispe showing that on
Octol:?er 10, 1812, thei~ father, Agustin Ortiz, a citizen of
the presidio of, Tucson,. deposited $747 and 3 reals as the
highest bid for two sitios for stock-raising which were sold
to him by action by the Spanish government. This land
comprised the old'and depopulated settlement called Arivac
in the jurisdict~on of Pimeria Alta. The expediente con- _
tainjng the measurements, appraisements and bids ,of 1812
were Im'lt or filed away, it was claimed, and could not be
fourid. "' The monuments on the boundarJes still existed the
Ortiz brothers asserted. They, therefore, asked that a title
be issued them.
Steps were then taklm to· substantiate the .claims.
Atanacio btero" the alcalde, received the testimony that the
applicants had occupied the lands since )812 and that the
landmarks had existed since that date.
'
The matter was finally presented to the Sonoran officials. Both the treasurer, general, Jose M. Mendoza, and
the governor' approved the' petition in 1833. A title was
ordered then to be issued. The sum of $30, was paid for
this service and a title was subsequently given the brothers
by the treasurer general under the date of July 2, 1833, for
the two sitios. . The, terms were the same as that given to
other recipients, of land grants of -that time,101
After the United States had acquired this territory by
treaty, the lands changed hands several times. $amuelP.
Heintzel~~n, president of the Sonora Exploring and Mining
'Company acquired title to them in 1856. 102 Mines were operated on the· Aribaca and reduction works we're carried on
there;103 During the Apache o~tbreaks of the 1860s, these
101. JPLC, 2 :83 If.
102. Idem.
103. Sylvester Mowry, oP.' cit., 73, .Mowry described the operations of the Aribaca
mines as follows by the Sonora Exploring and M~ning ..Company. "This mine, situated
at about 30 miles' from Tubac in the Cerro Colorado, is one of the principal mines,
if not the richest in the territory. The company is working the'vein known as the
Heintzelman mine, rich in argentiferous coppers and also ,several other -~eins on the
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mines as the others, wer.e abandoned. In 1863, the grant was
transferred to the Arizona Land and Mining 'Company.104
J. Ross Browne leaves us with a description of the
ranch as'it appeared to him on his journey in 1864: 105
Seven miles from the Cerro Colorado we
reached the Arivaca Ranch, long celebrated for its
rich mines and fine pastures. The ranch called
by the Mexicans La Aribac, comprises within its
boundaries 17,000 ~cres of agricultural. lands, 25
silver mines formerly worked by Mexicans and
numerous gold, copper and lead mines, as yet un~
developed. It contains a large amount of rich
:meadow land· bordering on a never-failing stream;
it is well wooded with, oak, walnut, ash, cottonwood and mesquit, and is capable of sustaining a
pop1,llation of 5 to 6,000 souls. The range for cattle
and sheep is almost without limit extending over
a belt of gra~ing country' as far .south as the Arizona Mountains. . . . The title is held by the Arizona Minin'g Company' and is derived from Tomas
and Ignacio Ortiz who perfected it as early as 1802
(sic) .. " Up to the abandonment of the Territory in 1861 it was a progressive state of improvement under: the Company's agent. The reduction
works of the Heinzelman mine were situated on
the ranch for the convenience of wood, water and
pasturage, and were projected on a costly and extensive scale. Little now remains of them save the
ruins. of the mill and furnaces, the adobe store
houses and offices and a dilapidated corral.
After Charles D: Poston106 had acquired possession of
the grant in 1870 the claim was submitted before the surveyor general of Arizona for his examination. 'In his rec•

1·

-

. .

. Rancho Arivaco'. The actual and imperfect system of reduction is by means of
amalgamating barrels. Steam engines of 40 horsepower with a new process of
amalgamating and refining will soon be introduced. One of the principal .hareholders, Mr. Charles D. Poston, is the director, and at the same time lessee of the
mine for the term of ten years. The company was incorporated in Cincinnati, Ohio
with a capital of $2,000,000 divided into 20,000 shares. The sum already expended
for the working of the ·mine is estim~ted at $230,000 either in ready -;~sh-~r from
"the proceeds of the mine."
104.

105.

106.

JPLC, 2 :83 If.
Browne, <>P. cit., 271.
Life in Old Tltc.""" 57 If.
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square leagues were appraised for ,$15 each since they, were
without water.. Publications were begun November 11,
1841, and were continued for thirty 'days. A summary of
the pr9ceedings were placed before .the treasury of the department. The fiscal attorney authorized the three' public
auctions be held beginning January 5, 1843, under.the supervision of the commission of public sales alld the office of the
,treasury. The sales were accordingly concluded with the,
Jands' being sold' to, Elias for $1'13.50.
,
_ A title was given the grantee at Arispe on January 7,
1843, by, Ygnacio Lopez, president of the treasury 'depart..
~ent. The grant was !llade under terms similar to others of
that ,period;111
.
The claims to thIs grant were finally transferred. to the
Camou brothers who submitted them to the sur~eyor general for his examination; 'Since a part of this grant was iIi
Mexico, that official recoinizedtheir claims as valid for
10,638 acres although the expediente was lacking in the
Mexican archive's.112 Congress took no action on the sur" ~eyor general's report. A petition asking the confirmation
of their rights to 32,763 acres was submitted to -the court
, of P~ivate L9-nd Claims by, the owners' in 1892. This,
tribunal refused to recognize the grarit as 'valid. The case
was 'appealed to the Suprert:le Court. Here the claimants
, met, defeat again. . The proceedings of the Sonoran gov,ernmerit .in -1841 in sanctioning the resurvey of the lands
'of La Casita wer~ declared illegaL113

The San Bernardino Grant
,
The San Bernardinq was one of the most famous of the
ranches in what is now southern Arizona and northern
So;nora· in, the early 19t9 ce~tury from accounts of that
,region. The expedienfe of the original grant refers to it as ,
having been abandoned earlier on account of the incursions
of 'the Apaches. A part of it lies 'in what is now Cochise
,

111.
112,
113.

'

JPLG. 2:381-493. 3 :1-18.
Ibid, List of Unconfirmed Land Claims in Arizona, LOR, (1888) 495.
AinBa, ,et al. VB. U. S.,. 161 U.S... 208 ff. '
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county_but the larger portion. of it is in Mexcio. The original grant was for 29;644 hectares or 73,240 acres. l14
" On December 16, 1820, Lieutenant Ignacio Perez, in a
petition addressed to the gcivernor intendente, 'Antonio Cordero, reque~ted a tract of land known' as the San Bernardino'
, which. extended from the sites of Batefitoand the Sierra del
Cubullon, owned by Nazario Gomei, to the sourGes of the
San Pedro. He stated that he proposed to establish a buffer
state against the Apaches by covering ". . . that central
frontier post thereby having access, to frontier .'Posts ~f
Tucson, Tubac, Santa Cruz, Fronteras and Babispe, thus
favoring and aiding my own enterprise." His needs for the
lands, he stated, were to ho~d the hereditary rights of his
wife. The petition further 'outlined the great benefit 'the
nation would derive by making this grant to him because
he might induce the Apache barbarians to till the lands and
lead a peaceful life. . For the above reasons, he asked that
the lands be surveyed, appraised and published for thirty
days according to the law.
.
The, governor intendent'e then ordered proceedings be
taken to alienate. the land in Perez', favor. He ~uthorized'
Constitutional Judge D. Nazario Gomez to proceed with the
inspection, survey and valuation. At Fronteras, on March
29, 1821, the judge proceeded to survey the four sitios. ,The
lands were valued as follows: ,for one sitio containing
springs 'without much water, $30; for the'three remaining
ones which were dry, $10 each. Three witnesses were
called to ,testify' as to·Perez; ability to stock the land. Two
of them claimed that he had more than enough to stock it:
The other stated that the petitioner had over 4,000 'head of
cattle. In February, i822, the lands were authorized to
,be cried o.ut at Fronteras for thirty days. In Arispe on May
21, 22, and 23, 1822, the intendente as president and the .
board of public sales supervised the auctioning of the .land
to Perez for $90. Perez paid the above amount plus the"
fees into the treasury.. No titulo, howe'ver, was ever issued'
the grantee by 'the Spanish government.H1!
11'4.
115,

,
,
Walter Noble Bums, Tombstone, (New York, 1928) 258.
Copy oj e:r;pediente, San Bernardino Files, General Land Office, Phoenix.
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The operations of the San Bernardino Ha~ienda were
very large. According to Ha~kett, "At the height of its
existence it is said to have had 100;000 cattle, 10,000 horses
and 5,000 mules."116 The ranch was apparently abandoned
in the 1830s. In their haste in leaving the ranch, the owners
left a large amount of stock which reverted to their wild
state. Colonel Cooke relates encountering this stock in his
,expedition in 1846 in the Mexican War. He found bands
'of wild horses and herds of cattle. He also tells. of the engagement his command had with wild bulls in this'region
on-December 11. 117
S~veral years later, in 1851, Commissioner Bartlett
gave a very good description of this magnificent old
hacienda. 118
San Bernardino is a collection of adobe buildings in a'ruined state of which nothing but walls remains.One of the buildings was about 100 feet
square with a court in the centre, and adjoining it
were others with small apartments. The latter
were doubtless the dwelljngs of peons and herdsmen. The whole extending over a space of about
two acres, was incloseq with a high wall of adobe,
with regular .bastions of defense. Being -elevated
some 20 or 30 feet above the valley, this hacienda
commands a fine view of the country around. Vast
herds of cattle were formerly raised here, but the
frequent attacks of the. Apaches -led to the abandonment of the place. Some cattle which had strayed
away and were not recovered' at tpe time have
greatly multiplied since an'd now roam over the
plains as wild and more fierce than buffalo. . . .
,This establishment was abandoned about twenty
years ago; since which time no attempt was made
to reoccupy it.
The claimants to this grant submitted their title to
the surveyor general of Arizona for his examination. He
recommended confirmation of 2,360 acres. 1l9 Congress took
116. Bert Haskett, "Early History of the Cattle I~dustry' in Arizona", Arizona
Historical Review. October, 1935, 8 If.
.
117. Farish. op. cit.., 1 :138-139.
118. Bartlett, op. cit., 1 :255-256.
119. San Bernardino flies. General Lan~ Office, Phoenix.
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no action on it. In 1884, John Slaughter, famous and cele'brated sheriff of Cochise County from 1887 to 1890,120 purchased the grant in 1884. He submitted hi,S petition before
the-Court of Private Land Claims in 1893 'for 13,746.acres.
The 'court, however, confirmed his rights to only 2..383
, acres. 121

/

, ;The San Ignacio Del Babocomari Grant
The Babocomari is another of the sites of the early 18th
century which was reoccupied by the later rancheros. According to Professor Bolton, the visita of Huachuca, established by Father Kino, was located on the Babocomari
ranch. 122 This grant was located in what is now Santa Cruz
and Cochise ,Counties along the valley of the 'same name,'
which is a tributary of the San Pedro ,river.'
.
.
Ignacio and Dona Eulalia Elias, the first a citizen of
R,ayon and the second 'of Arispe, on July 1, 1827, addressed
a petition to Treasurer General Mendoza, asking for a tract
of land known as San IgnaCio del Babocomari for stock
raising. This tract joined Tres Alamos a~d was situated in
the jurisdiction' of the presidio of Santa Cruz.
The necessary proceedings were then taken to alienate
the land. The treasurer general authorized the alcalde of
Santa Cruz to proceed with the measurement and publishing
oj them for' thirty consecutive days. On October 3, 1828"
the alcalde .authorized the surveyors to proceed to the San
Pedro for measuring the eight sitios. The lands were valued
by the appraisers for $380:' six square leagues contained
running water and were placed at $60 each ; the other two
were valued at '$iO each because of their dryness. .Offers of
sale were then made of them to purchasers by the alcalde for
thirty days beginning October 30. No' buyers appeared so
the expediente was conciuded on November 30 and was sent
to 'the treasurer general's office. It was finally submitted to
the attorney general who notified the former official that
the proceedings were, legal and the. lands might be sold.
120,
121.

Burns. op. cit.• 'Chapters XVIII. XIX, XX.
'Final Report of the Court of Private Land Claims, Report ·of the Attorney

General. ,(1904) 99 If.
122. Rim of Christendom, 594.
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Al,lctions were h~ld December 22, 23 and 24, 1828, intlie city of Cocospera and the' eight' sitios sold to Ignacio and 'Eulalia
.Elias for $38,0. At a,meeting of the junta de almonedas the
,salewa's confirmed. The money-for the lands was deposited in behalf of the Elias'.
The title given the grantees December 25, 1832, at
Arispe was similar to the others made by Treasurer General
Mendoza in that period. It contained the three year 'aba'ndoninent clause and required the purchasers to erect monuments, etc. 123
. There seems to. be only. one ,account of the Babocomari
rancho' and that was written .long after it was abandoned.,
ComIpissioner Bartlett gave a very good description of 'the
place in 1851: 124
-

,

. .'. This hacienda, as I afterwards learned,
was one of the largest establishments' in Sonora.
The cattle roamed along the entire length of the
valley; and at the time it w:as abangoned, there' was
not less than 40,000 head of them, besides 'a large
number of .horses and mules~The same cause
which led to the abandonment of so many other
ranchos, haciendas and villages in' the State had
been the ruin _of this. The Apaches encroached
upon them, drove off their animals and murdered
the herdsmen;' when the owners to save the rest,
drove them further into the interior and left the
place. Many of the cattle, however, remained and
spread themselves over the -hills and valleys near;
from these num~rousherdshave sprung, which now
range along the. entire length of the San Pedro and
fts trib,utaries.
.
.
No attempts appear to have been made to reoccupy the
grant until· long after that region became American territory. In 1877, E. B. Perrin of California purchased the
rights of the heirs. The claims were submitted to the surveyor general of Arizona. This official in 1879 recomiriended the title be confirmed,125 Congress took no action
on the grant. After the Court Of Private Land Claims had
123. JPLG'-l :129 fr..
124. Bartlett, op. cit,; 1:396-397.
, 125. JPLC. 1:129 fr.
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.been created, the claimants submitted their cause before
that body for 128,000 acres ,claiming overplus lands. The,
court denied confirmation of any of the grant on the ground
that there was not sufficient location of any of it. ' The
owners then appealed to the Supreme Court. Here the case
was remanded to the lower court for re-examination. 126 On'
the subsequent review of the case, the Court of Private Land '
, Claims confirmed their 'claims for 33,792 acres or for approximately eight sitios. 127
'

The TresAlamos Grant
The Tres Alamos was the only empresario' (promoter)
type of grant in ,Arizona., It is interesting in that two vain
, attempts were made to occupy the same lands. Both failed
for practically the same reason-the Apache Indians'.
In a petition addressed, to the treasurer geheral at
Arispe on June 9, 1831, Leonardo Escalente, in the name of
eight differen~ empresanos, requested a gr:ant of land in the
jU,risdictiori of the presidio of Tucson. The limits of ,the
tracts desired were described as: the Pinal mountains on the
,north; on the south, the lands taken up on the San Pedro,
on' the east the Cobre Grande; and, the common lands of the
presidio of Tucson .o~ the west. 'The petitioners o:tfered to
people the tract with colonists,. '. .
The congress of Sonora on' December 6, 1831, ac~ord, ingly, authorized the grant and exempted the recipients'
from municipal taxation. Petitions were filed by th'eeight
empresarios for 58 sitios 'as follows: ' Leonardo, Escalente,
8 sitios; Dona Maria Perz Ortiz, 8 ; Dona Maria Guadalupe'
Escalellte Narboila, 8; Manuel Narbona, 8; Antonio Pascual
Narbona, 6; Miguel Bustamente, 4; Jose ,Desiderio Veldasola, 8; Jose .Escalente, 4; Rafael Escalente, 4. The 'pro- ,
ceedings 'for securing these grants were stopped by an uprising, of the Apaches so no further steps were taken' to .
occupy them. 128 '
,
126, Perrin VB. United StateB, Crittend~n Land and Cattle ·Company, et al., 171'
. U, S., 290.
127. -Final Report of.the Court of Private La'nd Claims, op. cit."D5 If.
128, JPLG. 4 :289 If:
'
.
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After the-war between .the United States and Mexico,
the latter nation attempted to colonize its unoccupied lands
along the frontier. This was no doubt due to fear that
Americans and other foreign groups might settle upon and
eve'ntually seize. them. The congress of the state of Sonora,
therefore, on January 29, 1852, passed an act to encourage
and' promote the settlement of the vacant and abandoned
frontier :lands. It authorized the governor to make grants
in order to oppose by means of a barrier the incursions of
the marauding bands of Indians. 129
In compliance with the above legislation, Jose Antonio
Crespe, a Spaniard who was a resident of Guaymas, on September 10, 1852, petitioned the government for a grant of
land ten square leagues for the purpose" of stock~raising and
agriculture at a place known as "Tres Alamos." Crespe
stated in his petition to the governor of Sonora that since
the land had been abandoned on account of the Indians, he
should be permitted to take possession of it. He stated
that he intended to settle one hundred or more Catholic
families on it which he would bring from South America
or Spain. The tract desired was north of the presidio of
Tubac and San Ignacio which lay along the San Pedro river. '
He further said that it would take from five to ten years to
carry out his plans. 13o
A-grant was accordingly made by Governor Fernando
CubriIIas to the petitioner for ten sitios, one league wide and'
ten leagues long, on the San Pedro river. It stipulated that
a maximum period of eight years would be given the grantee
to segregate, take possession of and have the lands occupied'
by stock and cultivation. l3l
Before.Crespe had an opportunity to survey and establish a settlement on his domains the Gadsden Treaty was
signed and ratified which transferred the region to the
United States. The hostilities of the Apaches continued.
Crespe foun,d it impossible to occupy the tract. Several
years later, his heirs transferred their interests .to Geor-ge
129.
130.
131.

House Report No. 187. 49 Cong., 1 BesB.
JPLG. 4 :213 11'.
Ibid., House Report No. 187, op. cit.
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Hill Howard, who bought up several other Mexican grants·
in Arizona in the 1870s and ·1880s..
'
The claims were submitted before the surveyor general.
of Arizona who, in 1883, recommended the approval of ten
square leagues to the owners. As the ~esult of an investigation several years later, however, the land office recommended the rejection of the grant on the ground that the
description was "too indefinite and'vague to permit an intelligent survey."132 As Congress took no action on the recommendations; the owners submitted their cause before the
Court of. Private Land Claims in 1893. 133 Here again their
.grant was held invalid. The Supreme Court, upon· appeal,
refused to review the case. 134
~.

The San Rafael DeJ yalle Grant
The San Rafael del Valle gr·ant was located along both
sides of the San Pedro river north of what is now Hereford,
It was south of the -San Juan de las Boquillas
Arizona.
.
.
grant.
On March 12, 1827, at Arispe, Joaquin Eliaf:!, in behalf
of his brother Rafael Elias, addressed a petition to Treasurer General Mendoza as follows: "Needing lands for my
stock, I denounce the vacant land tract that adjoins the
Ranch of San Pedro in 'the· jurisdiction of Santa Cruz, as
far as the place three Alamos, obligating myself to pay the
nation the corresponding taxes and do 'all other. things that
may be justly required in. order to acquire a title to said
lands and a confirmation .thereof; therefore· Your Honor
will be pleased to consider said lanp as registered and
vacant."
.
The alcalde of Santa Cruz was authorized to proceed
with the alienation of the land. in Elias' favor. After it had
been surveyed arid measured by officers appointed by the
alcalde commissioner, the four sitios.were appraised at $240
or at $60 each since they contained running'water. He then
made'publications for thirty days beginning August'30 and
132.

LOR, (1888) 495; LOR (1886) 22.
Clearance Docket, op. cit, 14.
134. Final Report of the Court of Private Land Claims. op. cit.

133.

'-
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ending S'eptember28, 1827. ·Since no purchasers appeared,
the expediente was conclud.ed September 30. This was forwarded for sale and public auction to the treasurer g~neral.
After the proceedings had been approved as legal.by the
l:l,ttorney general, the lands were auctioned at three, public
sales held at Arispe April 16, 17 and 18, 1828, ~nd sold to
·Don Rafael Elias for $240. This transaction was supervised
by the board of sales. 13;;
.
On September 25, 1832, a tit~e was issue(j the grantee
by Treasurer General Mendoza., Th,e terms_are similar 'to
the other 'ones granted by that officer .during that period. 1S6
The' claims to this grant were purchased in 1869 by the
Camoubrothers who. also bought the rights to the Los Nogales de .Elias 137 and~the Agua· Priet~ grants. 138 • After .examination, the surveyor general of Arizoria recommended
. the approval' of four sitios of- the grant. 139 Since Congress
took no action, the claimants. submitted their case before the
Court of Private Land Claims' in 1891 askirig confirmation
of their rights to 20,034 acres,14° .Here their cause wasrejeded)41 The owners then appealed to the Supreme Court
who reversed the decision or' the lowerco~rt and remanded
the case backto it for further review,142 in the subsequent ~
exarp.ination, the Court of Private Land Claims approved
the grant for 17,475 acres. The government then appealed
the case to' the' Supreme Court'. Again the' cause of the
owners was upheld for the four sitios. 143 .'

The AgUa Prieta Grant
.
. Several years after 'th'e request-for the Sari Rafael' del
.. Valle grant .was filed, Rafael,144 Juan, ana. Ignacio Elias'
144.

HiB name would indicate he was also' the recipient of the San Rafael grant..

(Gonzales) petitioned for several tracts of land known as
Agua Prieta, Naidenibacachi and SantaBarbara. They
185. JPLC. 1 :47 If.
136.
·137.
188.
139.
140.
141.
. 142.
148.

Tdem.
Vide Supra. 112.
Vide Tnfra. 146.
LOR, (1888) 495.
~port of the Attorney General (1894), 5.
Tdem•
Camou VB. United States. 171 U. S .• 277 If.United. States VB•. Camou, 184 U. S. 572 If.
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stated in their petition, which bore the date of July 21, 1831,
that they had large numbers of cattIeand sheep whose numbers they could not' feed on the sitios b,elonging, to them.
For that reason, their stock wandered to the four Il.0ints- of
the compass, more particularly. towards the waters of the
Santa J3arbara, Naidenibacachi, Agua Prieta and Coaguyona by which they suffered incalculable damage. ,They,
therefo~e, made formal denouncement of the above territory that might he "found ,to be public lands' within the
points and waters aforesaid, which are bounded on the north
by the' Chiricahua Mountains, on the south by the' lands of
the .Sinaloas, on the east by the mountains of Goaguyona
and o-n the west the lands of the Sans." The petitioners,
furthermore, asked that orders be issued for their survey,appraisement, publication and sale.
-.
'. After making an .investigation of the case and taking
testimony 'in October, 1831, the treasurer general at Hermosillo ordered Vincente Elias, a resident of San Ignacio,
" to proceed with the survey, appraisement and publications
tinder the then existing laws. In August, 1835, Elias proceeded to execute the commission. He, in September, ap~
pointed assistants, measurers and ,recorders and proceeded
with the survey of the 6112 sitios of the Agua Prieta lands..
Then the Santa Barbara and Naidenibacachi tracts were
measured, which contained an area of 11% sitios and 12112
caballerias, making a total of 18 square leagues and 12112
caballerias. The 6112 sitios were appraised 'as/follows: one
at $60. which contained a limited water course; the others
were'valued 'at $15, each as they were .absolutely dry. The
remaining 11112 s,itiosand 12112 caballerias were valued:'
one at $80; another at $60; and the remainder at $15 each'making a grand total of ,$432.50. Publications were made
for 30 consecutive days from June 4 to July 3, 1836. The
three auctions were held the same year on September 15,
16 and 17 and the grants were sold to the petitioners for -the
amount of the appraisement. A title was. issued them -on
December 28,1836, on·-the usual terms. 145
145.

EBtate of Frank Ely and -Edward Camou VB.. United States. 184 U. S•• 638 If.
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The Camou brothers acquired 32 square leagues of the
Elia~' lands, in addition to the San Rafael del Valle 'grant,

in 1869 f,or $14,000. 146 The claimants in 1893 filed a petition
with the .Court of Private Land Claims arguing for con'firm~tion. of rights to 68,530 acres. They maintained that
the original grant to the Agua Prieta tract was one based ori
natural boundaries by metes' and bounds and not one of a
specific amount. For that reason; they claimed rights to
ove~plus lands totalling approximately 40,000 acres. In
compliance to the Mexican laws which existed at the time
the original grant was made, they paid into the treas.ury
$600 and asked for a title to the Qverplus as well as to the
61;2 sitiosy7 The court refused to confirm their rights to
both the Agua Prieta tract as well as the overplus. The
owners then appealed to the' Supreme Court. .Here the decision of the lower court was sustained and the confirmation
of the grant denied,148

San Juan De'Las Boquillas and Nogales Grant
This grant was, located along both sides of the San
Pedro River in what is now Cochise County. It was 51;2
leagues long and %.' of a league in width. The town of Fairbanks, Arizona is almost in the center of this old grant.
On May 12, 1827, Captain Ignacio Elias Gonzales and
NepomuciilO Felix made formal denouncement of four sitios
for stock raising. In their petition to Treasurer General
Mendoza, they asked for a tract known as San Juan de las
Boquillas. This request was admitted July 1 of that year.
The land was accordingly surveyed and appraised af·$240 .
or at $60 for each sitio. After the 30 days 'of P4blications.
and the three public auctions, the land was sold for $240 to'
Gonzales and Felix. On May 8, 1833, a title was issued the
grantees to the tract by Mendoza under the customary conditions of that period. 149
George Hill Howard purchased the grant from the
de~cendants of Elias (Gonzales) and .Felix in 1879 and-1880.
146. House Report No. 192, 49 Cong., 1 ·Sess., 3.
147. Ely's Adm; vs. U. S., op. cit.
148. 'Ely's Adm. vs. U. S., op. cit.
14.9. JPLG, 2 :210 if; 3 :64-67.,

\.

'150.
Ibid.
151. 'LOR, (1888) 495.
152. Report of Atiprney General (1899), 68; Decree of Court of Private Land
Claims, San Juan de las Boquillas files, General, Land Office, Phoenix.
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for' 30 consecutive days. 'These proclamations took place
. for the stipulated period. As
one appeared to outbid
the petitioner; the alcalde and Judge surveyor submitted the
proceedings' to the governor intendente, Antonio Cordero.
After' finding the expediente satisfactory, the sale was or'.dered to be held at Arispe on July 3,A, and 5, 1822. The
land was sold to Perez for $190.
"
Some time elapsed before a title was issued. Following the sale, the $190 plus $18 and 1. grain for taxes and
expenses were paid into the royal treasury'- The board of
the' imperial treasury approved the sale in favor of Perez.
Mexico at this time was undergoing separation from 'Spain.
No' action was taken until October 2.5, 1832, when Ignado
Perez (perhaps the grantee, of San Bernardino), in behalf
of his brother, presented a petition to the treasurer general·
. of Sonora for. the limd. In the meantime, the petitioner had
sold his rights to Rafael EIJas. 153 Mendoza, on May 8, 1833,'
issued the title to Elias. 154
,
. . In 1888, the investigation by the surveyor general of
Arizona w~s pending for the approval of the four sitios. 155
The claimants, the Reloj Cattle Company, in 1897 presented their petition before the Court of Private Land
Claims maintaining the original grant with -the overplus
contained 57,000 acres, 38,000 of which was in the United
States and 19,000 in Mexico. -The petition also claimed that
the grant was one of natural objects by metes and bounds
and not one of specific quantity. This court refused to'con. firm the grant.. The cattle company then appealed their case
,to the Supreme Court in 1901. Here the opinion of the lower
court; in refusing to confirm the title of the owners, was
sustained. 156
'

no

The El Paso De Los Algodones Grant
. This grant is very unusual in several respects. It was
fat removed from other 'M;exican settlements at that time.
There were' no prospe~ts of the grantee being able to settle
153.
154.
. 155~
156.

Probably the Rafael Elias of the Agua Prieta grant.
Reloj Cattl~ Com~any vs. United States, 184 U.S., 624 If.
LOR, . (1888) 495.
.
Reloi Cattle Co: vs. U: 5., op. cit.
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i~ at a very early date.' It was not the policy of the Mexican
, ·government to grant lands which could not be occupied immediately. This grant was at a.place known as the EI Paso
de Los Algodones on the northern frontier of 'the state .of
.Sonora.
."
The petition' set forth that the applicant, Fernando
Rodriquez of Hermosillo, had suffiCient means to settle and
cultivate. this tract. - It was described as being "entirely on
'the northern frontier of the State, situated between the
Colorado and Gila Rivers; said land including a tract
on the southside of the .Gila in front of .the juriction of the
same with the Colorado River; as far as the crossing (pass) ,
of the Algodones; and from said point ~bllowing the ea,stern
margin of the Colorado River, as far as the junction of the
same with the Gila, a distance of about five leagues." The
petitioner made a formal registry of the five sitios and .requested that steps be taken for the measurements, valuation,
and publications as 'the law required. He s"tat~d' that he
would settle .upon and occupy the -tract "when the notorio~s
condition and circumstances of the reiion . . ; permit . .'.since the said vacant lands are situated in a country desert
and uninhabitable, on account of the hostility' of the sav, Ilges, it being well known .that a settlement made by 'Span-.
ish government in the desert country of the Colorado, was
entirely destroyed in a short time by the Yuma Indians and
, other savages." The date of this petition, was January 4, '
. 1838, a time when Sonora was in rebel~ion against the, Mexi"" ,
can government.
Steps were then taken preliminary to. selling the land
and issuing a title. Notifications were sent to others claim:-,
ing this land that they might protest. The tre~surer then
authorized the acting commissioner' to proceed with the
measurement, valuation and offering the tract for sale. 'rhe,
five sitios were measured in February. On March 18, 1838,
the appraisers valued the land at $400 or at $80 per square
league "since the same is susceptible for irrigation by waters
of the Gila riyer, and because the lands are suitable for irrigation in the .large part if not the whole." Orders for 30
pU,blic offers of sale' (pregones) were' ordered to be pro!

•

•
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ceeded with beginning March 7 and concluding April 7,
1838. After notification had been made to the treasurer
general of the state that publications had been completed by
the commissioner, the promotor fiscal of the treasury auth, orized the three public offers be made. The offers of. the
sale were held in the city of Arispe May 8, 9, and 10, 1838,
under the supervision of the junta de almonedas (board of
sale). The sale is described as follows:
At the sound of a bell many indfvlduals assembled at the office of the Treasurer General,'
when the auctioneer, Florecio Baldizan, said in a
loud and clear voice, 'There will be sold on account
of the Public Treasury of the State, five, square
leagues of vacant lands, a little more or less, surveyed in favor of the Register of the same, Don
Fernando Rodriquez, a resident of Hermisillo;
said lands, etc. . . .'
The tract was sold to the petitioner for $400.
The proprietary auditor of the general treasury of the
state issued Rodriquez a title on April 12, 1838. It contained one unusual provision that the grantee was to settle
upon the lands "as soon as the circumstances surrounding.
that distant and desert portion of the state may permit him
to do so in view of the eminent danger there on account of
the savages."157
There is no evidence that Rodriquez ever occupied the
grant. It was sold in 1845 to. Juan A. Robinson of Guaymas
who)n turn transferred his rights to the Colorado Commercial and Land COplpany of California in 1873. This firm
presented their claims before the surveyor general of Arizona.' In 18S0 this official recommended the rejection of
the granton the ground that title papers were antedated and
forged. 158 The land office repeatedly urged that Congress
give the grant' special attention by rejecting it so that the
lands could be opened for settlement. 159 Earl B. Coe, as
owner, in 1892 filed a petition with the Court of Private
Land Claims asking confirmation of 21-,700 ·acres. In -the·
157. J:PLG, 1:473 If.
158: Ibid•

.' 169. House Report No. 1586. 61 Cong., 1 Sess.; LOR, (1888) 32; LOR (1892)' 228.
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following year, this tribunal ordered that the grant be confirmed for the above amount. 160 .The government then appealed the case to the Supreme Court. Here the decision of
the land court was reversed. The case was remanded for
further proceedings on the ground that the state of Sonora
had' no authority to make the/grant as the vacant public
lands became the 'property of the nation in 1836. 161 The
claimants.in 1898 asked for a rehearing of the' case. Their
request was denied. 162
,

The Alleged Peralta-Reavis Grant
With<>Ut doubt,' the ~ost sensational case' brought before the' Court of Private Land Claims was the aJleged
Peralta.;.Reavis grant. Since the foundation of these claims
were found to be. spurious, the writer made-no attempt to.
give "it any more than the most superficial attention.
.
James Addison Peralta-Reavis and Sofia Loreto Mica~la
de Peralta-Reavis, nee Maso y Silva de Peralta de Cordova,
maintained they were owners of a large grant of land covering 12,740,000 acres in Arizona and New Mexico. This
included the land on which are situated Phoenix, the capital
of Arizona, the towns of Flqrence, Tempe, Silver King, Pinal.
and Solomonsville and a portion of White King of San Carlos
Indian Reservation. The claimants averred that this grant
was made to. Miguel Peralta, "Baron of Arizonac, Knight of
the Colorado's, Grandee of Spain, etc."
In support of their claims; 'the Peraltas asserted that
the original grant had been recommended by Philip V of
Spain in 1744 and by his successor, Ferdinand VI in 1748.
It had actually been made by the viceroy of New Spain iIi
1748 and had been subsequently ratified and 'enlarged by
Carlos III. Possession had been given the' grantee in 1758.
The female claimant, Mrs. Peralta-Reavis, it was' maintained, became vested with the title to the property as the
grantee's only descendant and heir. 163
The title to the grant had been examined by eminent
160.
161.
162.
163.

Report
United
United
Report

of the Attorney General, (1894.) 5.
States vs. Earl B. Coe, 170 U, S., 681 fr.
States vs, Earl B. Coe, 174 U. S., 578 fr.
of the Attorney General (1895) 17-18.
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forged and !;urreptituously placed in the archives of Spain
and Mexico. This removed the clouds from. thousan9s of
titles held by settlers in New Mexico and Arizona. 166
Reavis was subsequently ordered to be arrested by the
.attorney general 'of the United States~ He was indicted for
fraud and forgery and finally convicted of conspiracy to defraud the government of its public lands by means of a
false claim. As a result, he was sentenced to maximum
ter,m of imprisonment and to pay a fine of $5,000. Theat.torney general characterized this' case _in .the following
words:' "In the magnitude of the .claim made and the fertility of cr-iminal resource displayed in its support, thiS c~se
has rarely, if ,ever, been equaled in judicial annals'-'.167

a

SPANISH TERMS USED
Alc.;ue. A judicial officer whose duties are similar to th'ose of a justice of peace
In the United States.
Caba.lleria. 105,75 acres.
,CabUdo, Council.'
·Cedttla. Order or decree.
EmpresarWs, Undertakers or promoters of extensive ente!'Prises, aided ~Y eoncessions or monopolistic grants from' government: particularly. persons receiving, extensive land grants in consideration of their bringing I';to the country emigrimts and
settling them on the lands, with the view of increasing the population and developing
the resources 'of the country.
Entrada, entrance or entry.
. Expediente, A comple~ statement of every step taken hi the proceedings in mak·
ing a grant.

Hectare, 2.471 acres.
,Intendente, The immediate agent. of the minister of finance or chief and prin•
. clpal director of. the different branch~s ~f the revenues,. appointed in the various departments in each of the' provinceS Into which the Spanish monarchy is divided.
PreBidio, Garrison of .soldlers:
Promotor fiscal, Secular or ecclesiastical attorney general.
Rancho, As 'used in Mexico, it signifies a ranch or large tract of land suitable
for grazing purposes where horses or cattle are raised, and is distinguished from
hacienda, a' c';ltivat~ farm' or plantation.
.
. Rancheria, A hamlet.
Regidor, Alderman or magistrate of the city,
Reglamento, Regulation or 'order.
,
Sitio. A square league .containirig 4,338.464 acres.
Testimonio. The first copy of the expediente.
Titulo. Title or legal title to property.
Yam. Contsins 32.9927 inches.

166. Report of Attorney General, (1895>' 17-18.
167. "Ibid( Report of Attorney General, (1896) "xii.

THE SPANISH TOBACCO MONOPOLX
IN NEW MEXICO
1766-67
By LAWRENCE KINNAIRD*
N MARCH

1766 the inhabitants of New Mexico were for-

I bidden by viceregal proclamation to plant their customary
crops of tobacco. .The Spanish government, as a part Of its
program to increase revenues, had taken over the tobacco'
industry in New Spain and created a monopoly under which
tobacco cultivation was prohibited in all except three districts. In New Mexico, where tobacco was' extensively ,
plimted, the establishment of the m~nopoly upset an important part of frontier econo~y and affected relations with
the neighboring warlike Indians who were accustomed to
obtain their supply from that grown by the inhabitants.
Governor Velez and his successor Governor Mendinueta both
recognized that, to an appreciable extent, tobacco cultivation
in New Mexico and frontier defense .were related. They
also realized that complete enforcement of the prohibition
was impossible and probably not desirable,1
The Spanish government' had long considered the possibility of esta~lishirig a tobacco' monopoly., The step had
been deferre.d chiefly bec'ause of fear of opposition in the
colonies and possible-local disorders. In 1642, Viceroy Palafox had recommended that the monopoly be created. He
maintained that the advantages to the government would be
greater than any dangers involved. 2 Finally, as ,a part of
the "reforms of Carlos III," the tobacco monopoly was
established. Arriaga, the Minister of the Indies, sent the
order in 1761, to the Marques de Cruillas, viceroy of New
Spain. Since Spain became involved in the Seven Years'
war early in 1762, the viceroy delayed the matter. How• Lawrence' Kinnaird is' Associate Professor of History at the University of California, Berkeley.
1. See' documents at end of this -article.
2. Hubert 'Howe. Bancroft, History of Mexico (6 vols" San Francisco, 1883-87),
III, 613.
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ever, in 1764 he instituted governmental sale of tobacco.
The first tobacco 'distributed in this manner was imported
from Cuba. 3
By the latter half of the eighteenth century tobacco
growing in New Spain had become avery important economic activity and consequently its regulation was an 'essentiaLstep in the creation of a monopoly. At first the sale of
. Tobacco. was entrusted to Juan Jose Echeveste, but the
necessity of enlarging the plan in order to obtain greater
revenue, resulted in turning the business over to. Jacinto
de Espinosa, who was appointed. director and organizer,
and to a junta which was created to ;,tsslst him. :This junta,
which included the viceroy, evolved a plan for the. gradual
liquidation of private interests involved in the production
and sale of tobacco. Espinosa prepared bandos or proClamations which the viceroy signed and published on Decem~
her 14, 1764 and January 18, 1765. They prohibited the
growing of tobacco in all parts of New Spain except Cordova, Orizaba, and Tesuithin.
Since these districts produced the best quality and'largestquantities of tobacco they
were selected. to supply the monopoly: Their alcaldes
mayores were ordered to send repres~ntatives of the planters
to Mexico City to work out a contract with Espinosa. The
agreement was eventuaIly approved by the junta and signed
on February 21,1765. Espinosa recommended that the' sales
rights under the-monopoly should be leased to the bishopriCs
of, New Spain and on April 30, 1765 the junta so ordered:
A banda was issued on June '1st covering the details of the,
plan. 4 '
Instructions for the establishment of the tobacco
monopoly in New Mexico reached Governor Velez on November 26, 1765. The viceroy's letter ,was dated September 14,'1765 arid in it he enclosed ten printed copies of a prQclamation of September 10 which prohibited all tobacco planting
thereafter. 5 Velez did not publish the proclamation at once.
TOBACCO
IN NEW MEXICO'
,

3. Herbert Ingram Priest1~y, Jose 'de Galvez, 'Visitor-General of New Spain; 1765, 1777 (Berkeley, 1916), 142-143.
. 4. Ibid., 54, 55, 143:145; Procla~ation of the Marques de CmilIas, June 1.
1765 (printed but signed with rubric), Bancroft Library. University of California,
5. Proclamation by Thomas Velez Cachupin, March 4, 1766, MS., Bancroft
Library.
.
.
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Instead he drew up a repo~fdated J~nuary 3, 1766 in which
/ he -discussed the economic situation of New Mexico and the
,detrimental effects which would result from the new regulations. 6 ' He 'explained that the inhabItants, both- Spanish
and I~dianJ were accustomed to grow a kind of tobacco c~liled ",punche.
"
'The chllracteristics and origin of punche recently have
, ,been the subject of considerable speculation and study by
scholars." Professor Leslie A; White, in a~ a;ticle entitled
Purwhe:Tobaccotn New Mexico History, asked the following ques~ions: "What kind of tobacco was called 'puncne in
the eighteenth century? Was it an indigenous plant or one
-introducedtby t~e Spaniards? Did the Indians learn to'
grow punche from the Spanish colonists ?"7
According to Governor- Velez, the seed' of 'punche had
been 'brought from the province of Cordoba and 'Orizaba in
Mexico. Apparently the Pueblo' Indians had acquired the
seed from their Spanish- neighbors. In 'New Mexico the
quality of the tobacco had deteriorated because of poor cul-'
tivation and curing, 'but it was so universally grown' and
'used that its prohibition would be difficult. ' The governor
wrote as follows:
_ La' calidad 'de este Tavaco Punche' es semilla que an
yntroducido del de Cordova, "y Orizava; pero en esta re~on
, se produce sumamentefuerte, -y bastardeada, y careciendo de
el leii£imo veneficio,' es dafioso ;pero la fuerza deel' vicio 10
tolei'a; y', e~tasgentes que todas son laborador~s sieml)ra
cada' uno respectivamente, el que necesita para su gasto, y
·venta ,alas Varbaras naciones de Yndios con quienes'se tiene
amistad y co~ercio; y' con especialidad a la de lo!? Cumanches
que son los que mas 'consumen: ;Ygualmente los Yndios'
naturales en sus Pueblos, 't~mbien 10 siembran para ,su,gasto
y ~ estos les a de ser aun mas sensible la privacion de la
siembra y dificil de, conseguir, pues en los centros de las
Sierras como practicos de ellas, y, entre su~ Maizales sera
ymposible evitar 10 egecutado Pero Yo atento a lasordenes
de VE. publicare los vandos a principios de Marzo, quees
quando, ya se ha' regresado la Vecindad, de hacer sus
6, , Vel~'z to Cruillas. January 3. ,1766, Torno 102, Pro~incia8 Internas, Archivo
de la Naci6n, Me~ico. Bancroft Library' transcript.
.
7. New ,Me.,ico ,Historical Review. XVIII (October. 1943), 393.
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comercios foraneos de la Vizcaia, y, estan proximas las
siembras de todas Semillas; pues, hasta entonces no' se puede
hacer el cultivo, por 10 elado y 'frio de, la tierra cubierta d~
Nieve; y celare con toda mi aplicacion el que se verifiq~e la
prohivicion de la siembra qel tal tav. co en todo mi Governacion. 8

_

Consequently, before planting time in the spring, Gov-'
'ernor Velez ordered that,the proclamations' prohibitiJ)g the cultivation of tobacco be made public in all the towns and'pueblos 01 his jurisdiction. As expected, there was a short-'
age of tobacco, the following year and much discontent
am(Hig the settlers and Indians. The..,royal treasury profited
little because the New Mexicans 'had, insufficient funds to
buy tobacco from the monopoly and, lacking punche, they
t,uined to the use of mata, pennyroll '[poleo] and other wild
.plants as substitutes. 9
When Pedro Fe~min de Mendinueta succeeded Velez
as governor earJy in 1767, he -inherited the tobacco problem. .He also found~a letter ,waiting forhim from the Marques de, Croix, the new viceroy, asking for information upon
the situation~ Mendinueta, in preparin'g his answer, con-:
suIted his predecessor because Velez had mor~ knowledge
, of New Mexico since he had been its' governor for sixteen'
years. 10 On May 19, ,1767 Mendinueta replied to the viceroy's letter and explained the' difficulties and dangers of
enforcing the, monopoly in New Mexico. He, obviously
agreed with the opinions of Velez because the ideas expressed were similar to tl1-e latter's contained in the letter
of January 3, 1766. Under the cover of polite verbiage,
both governors made it clear, that they considered the prohibition of the cultivation oj' tobacco: to be a detriment to
the 'welfare and safety'of the provinceY
The order of Governor Velez datE:ld March 4, 1766'and
the letter by Mendinueta' of May 19, 1767 to Viceroy Croix
are given here in full because they show' how the tobacco
monopoly was proclaimed and what effects the suppression ,
8. Velez to Cruillas. January 3, 1766, as cited.
\
9: Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta to Marqu~s de Croix, May 19, 1767, MS, (un-"
signed copy), Bancroft Library.
10. Alfred Barnaby Thomas, The Plains Indian. and New, M"",ico, 1751-1778
(Albuquerque, 1940), 21-38. '
'
11. Mendinueta to Croix,May 19, 1767, as ,cited. '
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of the cultivation of punche had upon the people of New~
Mexico. '
Prohibition of Tobacco Cultivation in New Mexico, March, 1766 1 !
Don Thomas Velez Cachupin, Governor and Captain-General of this
Kingdom of New Mexico and Warden in command of the Royal 'Pi'e, sidio of Santa Fe for His Majesty.
Whereas,' on the date of the 14th of September of the past year
of 1765, I received a letter by order of his Excellency Senor Viceroy
of these Kingdoms of New Spain, the Marques de Cruillas, in which
he enCloses ten copies of printed proclamations regarding the administration of tobaccos of b~th species on the account of his Majesty
in' all the kingdom and Provinces of this New Spain; whereas, His
Excellency 'orders me to make these proclamations public in all the
jurisdiction under my government, for public information that all
planting of tobacco is prohibited except in the districts ordered, in the
proclamation issued on the 10th of September' of the said past year;'
whereas, the inhabitants of the interior of this, Kingdom, who were
away in the Province of Viscaya on their regular annual trip to carry
on the customary sale of their products and goods, have returned to
their districts at the time when the aforesaid letter and order were
received from the Senor Viceroy; and whereas, this is exactly the
time when planting of every kind of seed begins in this country: 'I
'consequently command in prompt and punctual execution of the order
of his Excellency, the Senor Viceroy, that these proclamations be
published in this capital villa' of Santa Fe, in the customary manner
and places, to the sound of the.'beating of the war ,drum, so that 'it
may come to the knowledge of all. This will be done, by, the Alcalde
Mayor of this villa, Don Francisco Guerrero, placing at the end of
this procla~ation the JUdiciai affidavit that it has been done.
And in order that it may also be made known to the other districts of my government, I sent to the Alcaldes Mayores of each of
them a 'copy of the' said printed proclamations, so that they may be
published respectively in them, and care taken that planting of the
tobacco called punche shall not be made, either in the Pueblos of the
Indians .or in the settlements of Spaniards and other civilized people.
The said Alcaldes Mayores shall inspect, at the times that seem best
to them, the lands in their respective jurisdictions, to discover whether
there is any violation of the prohibition of the planting of the tobacco
called punche.
And if they discover any plantings of this kind they shall proceed
to destroy them and send to me as prisoners to the' jail of this town
the offenders, owners of the plantings, so as to proceed against them
according to what is ordered in the said proclamation of the 10th of
12.

Translation of MS. in Bancroft Library.
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September. Anc~ for all omissions; negiect, or deceit in this execution
of which the Alcaldes Mayores and their lie).lfenants may be guilty,'
they will- be held responsible, and proceedings will be instituted against
them in conformity with the law. The Alcaldes will send me a 'report
of, having executed the order, and they shall be sent a copy of this
order, which they will also make public preceding the Proclamations,
for the general information. The original of this order sh!lll be
placed in the archive of this government. Done at this capital of
Santa Fe of New Mexico on the 4th of M'arch, 1766, signed :by my •
hand, and by two witnesses in my presence, for lack of notaries, of
whom there are none 'of any class in this district.
THOMAS VELEZ CACHUPIN [rubric]
Witness CARLOS FERNANDEZ [rubric]
Witness JOSEPH MALDONADO [rubric].

Publication of the Proclamations
In this capital town of the state of New Mexico on the ninth day
-of the month of March, 1766.
'
I, Don Francisco Guerrero, Alcalde Mayor and Military Captain
of this said town and its inhabitants, published and made known, by
the sound of the drum, in the customary places, this order of 'Don
Thomas Velez' Cachupin, Gove:rnor and Captain-General of this Kingdom, and the two proclamations of his Excellency of the '10th and 14th
of September of the past year of 1765. And so that it may appear to
all I certified it with the docu~ent which I signed with two witnesses
in my presence, in lieu of clerks, of whom there are none of any class
in this Kingdom.
'
_
,
.FRANCISCO GUERRERO [rub~ic]
Witness MANUEL SIGIL [?]
[rubric]
Witness JOSEPH ANTONIO ORTfZ [rubric]
Memorandum
On the,10th day of the month of March of this current year of
1766, I, Don. Thomas Velez Cachupin, Governor of this kingdom of
New Mexico, in consequence of the superior orders of his 'Excellency,
the Senor ViceroY,-Governor and Captain-General of the Kingdom of
this New Spain, the Marques de Cruillas; and by me issued in the
above order; sent the' copy spoken of in it, with copies of the proclamations mentioned, to the Alcaldes Mayores of Albuquerque and
Fonclara, SantI:!. Domingo, 'and Cia; Acoma and Laguna; Santa Cruz
de la Canada; T'aos and Pecos i-for publication in their respective districts. I had' previously done this- for the Alcalde Mayor and Captain
of the Presidio of EI Paso, for the same purposes. ,
And so that it may be evident, I set down the proceeding at the
end Of this original order, and of that of ,its publication by, the Alcalde

("
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Mayor of this capital town of Santa Fe, which I signed with two witne~ses in my presence, for lack of cierks of any class in this district.
"
THOMAS V~LEZ CACHUPIN [rubri~]

Witness CARLOS FERNANDEZ
,Witness JOSEPH MALDONADO
Me~inueta to

[rubric]
[rubric]

Croix! May 19, 1767 13
EXCELLENT SIR: Shortly after having tak~n' command of
this government of New Mexico, and given account to your Excellency, I received your letter dated December 1st of last year, '66. 1
am ordered by this letter to inform you immediately upon its receipt
with the greatest clarity and precision relative to .points therein contained, particu(arlY with reference to the matter of tobacco. This
order, noted by me, caused me to confer at once with my predecessor
Don Thomas Velez Cachupin, to whom the letter was addressed, and
into-whose han:ds it :would -have fallen had I not been entrusted with _
the government here. He, acquainted with its contents, showed me
a copy of the' report, bearing date of January3rd of last year, '66,
which he had submitted to the superior-government of your Excellency, during the term of your predecessor; the Excellent Senor
Marques de Cruillas. .
.
.
This report was .duplicated by him under date of the 31st of
March of the same year, because of orders received relative to pro-'
hibiting the planting of tobaccos and· the establishment of a _monopoly
thereof' for the benefit' of the Royal Treasury of this government, arid
applicable to all the other provinces of -New Spain, so that all,.
sognizant of the exceptions Il),adein the case of New Mexico; alld
recognizing the obstacles offered in' the regular handling thereof,
could prudently take measures or" make arrangem~nts adapted to
their own,needs. In this manner there would be noticed no marked
inconsistencies ~or i~proba'ble -factors not generally accepted. My
predecessor assur'ed me he has not re~eived reply nor any information
of its' receipt. Both· of us have examined the points contained:in the
, afore-mentioned order of' your Excellency and noted those contained
in the report of my predec~ssor,checkingall details as applied to the
practical knowledge covering a period of more than ten years during
which he has served in this government. We have determined to direct to your Excellency in triplicate the copy of the aforementioned
report in compliance with and in satisfaction of the order of your
Excellency.
It is well known that in all the districts and territory of this in:
terior northern· government, there is not a farmer who raises tobacco;
,But all the individual neighboring inhabitants who make up. its popu1~.

Translation of M.S. in Bancroft Lilirary.
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lation being farmers, each on~ plants the tobacco punche which he,considers necessary 'for his consumption,- as noted in paragraph 9 of' the
said report: Thus it becomes obligato~y to regulate that 'par't of,the
tobacco which is raised in .the govern~ent, correlating it to the nispective consumption of each' grower. It is iInpossible to form any idea
of profit or gain either within or outside of the. districts of the' government. Even' within it:the inhabitants are not in a position to
trade with the surplus except through that demand afforded, them by
the barbarous friendly nations which represents a very slight commerce. This, is effeCted in exchange for dry buffalo meat; and very
rarely in exchange for the tobacco are they able to get hides alz:eady
processed when there is any commerce with the Cumanche nation.'
The expenditure made by these inhabitants to' please thes'e barbarous Indians and cultivate their friendship and' maintain them
-faithful is great~r than t;he' advantages' obtained' in the exchange.
Therefore, the barbarian's friendship, is not ,proportionate' to the
demonstration provided in furnishing him tobacco when he requests
it. He deduces from a [refusal] a iack of confidence, and withdrawing his affections, retires in bad te~per and is not very loyal in:, his '
continued- friendship.' This lack of f~iendship lessens his comings,
his commerce, ~nd his society. As a result, he cannot be brought to
God nor to the King. All the inhabitants 'of this government ~ho are
farmers, and as such interested in the peace and' tranquility ,of all
the barbarous nations which surround it, are, loath to refuse: presents
of tobacco to them when thE)Y arrive at their homes, or come to fairs
or designated places. The usage of this necessary courteous demonstration forces them to have a crop of the kind of tobacco which'they
call punch!3, to which they have become accustomed.
This aforesaid kind of tobacco is likewise planted by the Indians
of all the co~verted pueblos. Each raises it for his own consumptjon'
and the tobacco is of poorer quality than that raised' by the ,Spanisn
inHabitants and civilized people. They do nothing more than remove
the leaves'from the plant, and ,poorly dried they form bunches of it,
leaving it with the color green. Only for their own use and that of
the barbarians, 'because they are accustomed to it, is it passible. The
quality of that raised by t1}.e inhabitants is not much better., Although
they try' to give it more care, they do so only long enough for it to
, acquire the color of the' tobacco of' ,cordoba or Orizaba, but thJs _does
not apply either' to. its color or taste, nor can it remove its fiery
strength. It degenerated in this climate because the seed was introduced from outside. The bunches' a're thin and their weight does not
exceed eight'to ten ounces. Not all of them arrange the tobacco in
bunches, but rather leave it loose in the leaf, and in this form they
use it.

\
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The price here for this quality of ,tobacco is' arranged between
the inhabitants themselves and the natives at the time they barter
'and is indeterminable. Since' the most usual exchange is not that of
the tobacco ~f the country for another kind, it does not have a definite
assigned price. If, perchance, the meager crop of tobacco of some
inhabitant failed, or should he not have planted any because of the
necessity of p'aying more attention to his crop of maize, wheat, and
vegetables, and to the care of his stock of sheep and cows, and if he
be addicted to the use of tobacco, he barters with some other who has
secured a crop, and the exchange is made by supplying seeds; or wool
from his sheep. Sometimes the exchange is effected with others by'
supplying the overabundance of some articles which are lacking to
the other inhabitant. It is under such a situation that this government carries on, for in itthere does not circulate in commerce either
silver' bullion or money, as is outlined in the report in the second
and fifth paragraphs:
The value commonly attributable to the legitimate tobacco which
enters through the annual commerce which these inhabitants 'have
with the royal villa .. of Chiguagua, 'is plainly outlined in paragraph
three of the report. Its' exchange and sa.leis. for'deer skins, but as
these are not always available, they 'find it impossible to buy the
tobacco, and even if they were to get the deer skins from 'the barbarians, they reserve them to exchange for cloth and other kinds of
clothes with which to dress themselves and their families, or' they
take them to the annual exchange in Chiguagua and sell ,them in that'
market thus to provide themselves with clothes. This accounts for
the small consumption here of the leiitimate tobacco, and for the
necessity of seeing themselves obliged to use the punche of their
crop to which they have become .accustomed, although it is of such
hiferior quality.
'
,
It is only the soldiers in the presidio who are an exception and
use the good and legitimate tobacco,because they obtain it 011 ac·
c~unt and payable from their .salaries, as is permitted to them i~ the
provisions of the Ordinance of Presidios. The fixed price is nine and
eleven reales per bunch of tobacco, from which must be distinguished
the good cle~n leaf which brings eleven reales and the medium 'qu'ality
nine reales. This provision is made from that city at the same time
as that for the rest of the goods for the uniforms of the soldiers.
,There is no set time assigned for the introduction of these goods as it
is governed merely by the' needs of supplying the soldiers in prudent
,proportion, to the end that no soldier shall lack what is necessary.
In addition to the aforesaid kind of tobaccg p'u~che, thereds an
herb which they call mata,14 It grows wild and abundantly in the
14. Qn March 15, i 784, Felipe de' Neve, commandant-general of the Interior
Provinces, ordered Juan Bautista de Anza, then governor of New Mexico, to sup-
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hills where are located the towns and missions of the Pecos and the
Taos, and is consumed by the Indians when they lack punche. In order'
to use it they give it no other care except to gather it and leave it to
dry. .Those accustomed to it say that it does not resemble tobacco,
but necessity and strong acceptation of the vice make it ,usable.
Therefore, by 'reason of the information given in the said report
of 'the 3rd of January of '66 as well as that which. we now explain;
the superior intelligence of your Excellency will realize that this
government does not find itself with ability, nor its poor inhabitants
with disposition to give profit to the royal Treasury through monopoly'
'of tobacco which might therein be established. It could only render
some .advantage to the factory consumption or monopoly, as outlined
in paragraph eight of the report in which it is proposed to establish
such a factory in the villa of Chiguagua; government of Vizcaya.
T'hese inhabitants in their yearly' journey to that villa to sell the
goods of their country would necessarily consume, during the period
of, their remaining, conside~able portions of the monopoly tobacco,
and those who found it possible, would set aside sufficient for their
return. Others more clever would arrange to do some free bartering
in exchange for 'deer ,skins, although few are able to do this bec~use
of the reasons already advanced.,For these same reasons, it maynof be possible to make effective
the prohibition against the planting of their tobacco" punchc, by' the
inhabitants and the pueblos of converted Indians for their respective
consumption; and it becomes doubly impossible to regulate in the oile
or the other the disposition to make, gifts with the tobacco of their
crop to the barbarous nations or to exchange it with them. It places
their friendship in jeopardy, occasions great displeasure in our
pueblos, and ,brings )about great discontent in, this neighbOl'hood.
l Since the publication of the orders prohibiting the planting, accord- '
ing to your Excellency's superior mandate at the beginning of the
past year, '66, the greatest dissatisfaction is evident.
This proclamation, despite compliance to it particularly on the
part of the inhabitants; has resulted in there not being at the present
time any tobacco for their use. ,They have had to avail themselves
of the weed rnata from the Taos and Pecos, and the punchc from the'
Indians of the pueblo. The latter because ,they were not the most
, obedient to the proclamation or because of their economy, put aside
the aforementi.onedcrops, having had sufficient for their own needs,
and fi~d themselv~s in a position to provide, although m~agerly, for

\

(

press the use of "the herb known as 'Oja de Mata,' Which' was being used, as a oubstitute for tobacco and in this manner reducing the revenues." On April 27 of the
same year' de Neve countermanc!ed "the or'der for the destruction of the native tobacco." Ralph Emerson Twitchell, The Spanish ,Archives of New Me",ico (2 1101s.,
Cedar Rapids, 1914), II, 294. 295.
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the satisfaction ~f, the vice of these inhabitants, who at .this present
moment do not hesitate
smoke [chuparJ. any herb which they be- ,
liE~ve acts 'as a substitute for tobacco. 'The women, equally addicted,
also u.s,e the herbpoleo, and 'do not hesitate to eXpress,their displeasure
at 'the total lack of the tobacco, both punche and that meager amount
not exceeding five hundred' bunches, which yearly used to come in
from the exchange at Chiguagua.
This present year, because of the shortage in Chiguagua, tobacco
was' not brought in by the inhabitants when they returned to their
homes. One inhllbitantalone of the Presidio and pueblo's del Paso,
'having_after, a short absence brought back fifty bunches, has' exchanged each one of them for ten sheep" which represent a value of
twenty pesos. Your Excellency. will discer? the general discontent
which is to be feared because no provisions of a palliative nature are
'forthcoming to minimize the dangers incident to the prohibiting of
tobacco planting. This discontent necessitates a silen! polite- dissimula,iion' in order to, prevent further exasperation and 'require's
,that the inhabitants be supplied in the accustomed manner. In this
respect no provision has been made up to,- now nor has any de~ision
been given, as my predecessor,under the dates of the 26th of November, '65, 3rd of January, a~d 31st of March, '66, infor~ea the superior government of your Excellency, during the time of his Excellency,
your'predecessor.
"
,
'
, 'Even though, in this interior government there be, conceded permission to plant, or planting be tolerated, on the part of ea~h individual inhabitant; the poor quality of the tobacco, the meager
amountimd the limited commerce on account of the distance from the
proVinces of Vizcaya and Sonora, exclude the suspicion that supplies
, coUld' be obtained or iritroduced p;ofitab~y; and even were malice
to: prompt such' procedure in 'the' future, it would be very easy to
avoid'it,becimse'of the 'situation of this goveniment.
'
'In consideration of, the incomparable prudent judgment with·
, w.hich·the wise' matur,e reflection ,of your Excellency prepares the detailed points of your regulation, and in .order that you may be informed with darity, truth and integrity about these particular, mat· ters,thus assuring the decided effect of that which may be agreed
upon,we take the liberty of presenting'to your Excellency the facts
already referred to~ We are informing your superior inteiligence,
so: that you may decide whatever is most conducive to the service of
the King, and to the prosperity and alleviation of this government.
It, must be considered as the most exposed to ruin because of the
barbarous nations which surround it; the poorest and most lacking in
immediate aid when compared to all others despite its being the 'bulwark '()f Vizcayaand Sonora. It has only 130 cavalry to.defend i£ in
'all its extent. ,This cavalry is divided into two companies. Their
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meage~ number is supplied by the inhabitants,_militia of the cou;ntry, who without any expense to the royal treasury, make campaigns into
the enemy territory, when so 'or'dered, ,with such equipment, horses
and rations as are available, 'being' constantly endangered by the barbarians, subjected to, the loss of their lives and property. In justi,ce
, such :",orth and merit should receive consideration. ,
May God preserve Y9U many years. Santa Fe; 19th of 'May, 1767.
Sir, your Excellency's servant,
[PEDRO FERMfN DE' MENDINUET Al
To his Exc~llency, Senor Marques de Croix.

MEMOIRS OF FORTY YEARS IN NEW MEXICO 1

By FRANK BOND ,
OU

gentlemen have been very kind to me in allowing me

Y to select my own subject, and I am afraid I am imposin'g
on your ,good nature to a further extent in giving you a few
recollectIons of my early days 'in Northern New Mexico,
arid some of the old timers I knew. This to a large extent
is personal and for that I must apologize.
I recall my arrival in Santa Fe in September of 1883.
The plaza had board walks and balconies overhead, full of
saloons and a wide-open town, gambling going on in most
of the saloons "if not all of them, and Motley's dance hall was
going full blast. Spanish was about the only language
spoken, or so it seemed to me then. I felt that I was in a
foreign city. I recall the drive in the four horse stage to
Espanola, the driver quite picturesque in his blue shirt,
broad-brim hat, with buckskin on the seat and knees of his
trousers. The country seemed to me-to be a perfect desert,
and the people we met, with their few burro loads of wood
and sacl{s of grain in tanned buffalo sacks, §eemed so poor
that I ",as by no means very favorably impressed with my
"new home. My brother 2 was then working for Mr. Eldodt
at Chamita and I joined him that afterno'on. Sunday was
the big trading day in the week when the people came to
church, and I recall that on the first Sunda~ we took in so
much silver the till had to be emptied. There was not much
other money in circulation that day apparently. It was
more money than' I had ever seen before. Two weeks after
arriving in Chamita or San Juan, we bought out Scott and
'Whitehead 3 at Espanola who had a very small stock of
goods. They came in with the Denver and Rio Grande railThis paper was read before the Ten Dons in Albuquerque in 1929.
See Frank Bond, Necrology, New Mexico Historical Rooiew,
XX, p: 271 (July, 1945). A few explanatory footnotes have been added. Editor.
2. "My brother George got on the train one day with about $125.00 which Father
furnished him 'to' go to Toronto for his educ":tlonai test to take up law . . . . [A letter
fro~ George stated that] he had never stopped at Toronto' but was at that time at
- La Junta, Colo" on his way to Santa Fe," Frank Bond, Mss. Notes.
3. For' this .bu~iness venture Father loaned $1,800.00. George invested $500. ';nd
Frank put in $30. Ibid.
1.
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road as bull-whackersand spent three years in the mercan-.
tile business. It was a quiet little town then comparatively
to what it had been in th~ railroad building days, when it
was really wild and wooly, having eighteen saloons in whiCh
people drank and gambled. A real tent town.
. Mr. Alex Douglas was a well educated, polished Scotch
gentleman, very exact in his dress anp. carriage, extremely
particular in every thing he did. He spoke the Spanish
language perfectly; in fact he used to say he dreamed' in \
Spanish~ He ran little store at Abiquiu in company with
Mr. Eldodt. He used to take pleasure in recounting some
of his early experiences. 'One time he had occasion to go
o~er to Ojo Caliente on a collecting trip. This was his first
visit to. Ojo Caliente, and when he got through with his
business it was late and he decided to stay' over night.'
Ev~rybody traveled on hOrseback in those days, so he made
up his mind to stop at the most attractive looking house he
came to. He finally located one that looked just right to
him, so he rode in and· no' sooner got off his horse than a
gentleman came to the door and invited him in, telling him·
that a ~oy would take care of his horse. His host was ve,ry
agreeable and he had a very good supper, and just before re-,
tiririg he said to him, "You have treated me fine and I want
to know your,name, ,so that when you come to Abiquiu for
our big feast day, Santa Rosa, I will be able to call you by
name, and I want you to come and stop with'me." He answered, "My name is Antonio Maez, at your service." Alex
said he could have sunk through the floor, as Antonio Maez
was a man who was feared, a noted, desperado and killer.
He went to his room, locked the door, but sat up all night
long with his pistol in his hand. Don Antonio returned his
visit el dia de Santa Rosa, and stayed with him, much to the
chagrin of his Spanish-American friends. He and Antonio
walked around the plaza arm in arm, and every little while
one of his friends would call him to one side and say to him,
"]jon Alejandro, do you know 'who this ma~ is you are with?
There is no more desperate man in the whole territory."
It was not long after this until Maez killed' a man in Ojo
Caliente at a baile and left for parts unknown.
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'AI~x Dougias is the only ma~ I ever knew who, .forgot .
,:Q.is' native .tongue. He had'fi~st come out from Scotland as
a boy jn his teens, and located· in Canada for a' few years
and then came to this couritry. He did not realize 'that he
had forgotten his native tongue until one night in Abiquiu
afte~'he had retired, leaving his window open off the porch,
couple of men came up on the porch and seated themselves
in fr9nt of his window and began'talking in a language that
seemed to' sound familiar to him. In the morning these
same two men came in to the store and he inquired if they
were the parties who had conversed outside his window the
previous evening. They answered,' "yes," and then he asked
them the .language they were talking, and .when they s,aid
"Gaelic," he realized that he had forgotten it. He was called
home to 'see his mother at her last sickness, and one of his
sisters had, to interpret for him, as his mother could not
speak English.
. Another of his experiences he used to tell. about was
how he was the bravest of all his companions. This,occurred
in Espafiola. , A couple of young fellows held up one of the
stores, and shot the proprietor, and escaped; but a posse
was organized to follow, them with two San Juan Indians
as, trailers.. Alex Douglas joined the posse. The two holdup's separated, but they' trailed one' to Embudo in an old '
adobe house. The Indians were ahead, and when they
found him they came back to the posse and said in Spanish'
that he was there and 'asleep; Alex Douglas was the only
one 'who understood Spanish. . He said, "when 1 knew he
was asleep; I rushed ahead of all 'the others, threw my rifle
. down on him and told him 'to surrender." They took him
, back to Espafiolaand that night they hanged him, although
Alex did not appear at the. hanging. The only request the
.ydung fellow made before they strung· him up, was that
they should take off his boots as his father had told him he
,'would die in his boots, and he said he wanted to make a liar
out of the old man.
The Spanish-American people li\;ed very economically
in' those days, confined themselves to the barest riecessJties,
bought iIi Groceries-flour, sugar, coffee, lard,. syrup. and
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candles; in Drygoods--calicos, ginghams, bleached and unbleached muslin. They made their own underwear out of
the bleached and unbleached muslin. The women wouldoccasionallybuy silk fringe shawls, some of which ,were quite
, expensive. ~, They also bought some filigree jewelry'. ,They
were extremely honest about paying their bills, and to this
day in case ofa death in the family, a 'son will pay. his,
, father's debt, or a father the son's. They look on this as a
personal obligation. There is very little money lost even
today in trading with the Spanish-American people, if you
do not give them too much credit. They spend so much
more now and theIr wants are'so much greater, that they
have to be watched more carefully.
'
We had some real wild west characters in Espanola iIi
those days, like the three Bachelor Brothers who were exbuffalo hunters out of Dodge City. We also had with us a
"man called, l'ucson, John, who was half Negro and 'half
,Cherokee. He did a little barbering and a great 9.ealof
drinking, s'tole a ,few chickens, and was supposed to have'
, been with Billy the Kid, although he. neverclaim,ed the,
honor. He was all right when he was sober. One:-eyed Joe
was a cattle rustler; armed to the teeth with Winchester
rifle, six-shooter and knife, he used to delight in taking a
few drinks, mounting his flea-bitten mare and making that
mare curvet up and down in front of thestofes and saloons
in town. He was really inviting death. He used to get
drunk at the bailes and shpot them up, and on'e night he
shot up the town. I know he shot two holes through the
roof over our bed where my brother and I were sleeping.
This was almost too much to be endured. Some of the dti, zens decided he should be strung up to' a tree; he was tipped '
off and left town, wandered into a sheep camp where the
herders seemed to have known, him. He asked for something to eat. They happened to have strychnine for coyotes,
and in some unaccountable way that got mingled with his
. food, and Joe died. There was no investigation; everybody
'was satisfied that it was an accident.
'
Two of the Bachelor Brothers finally' secured a tie contract'and moved to Tres Piedras. The youngest, brother re-
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mained at ,Espanola and secured a job 'as care-taker of the
engines in.the round house at Espanola for the D&RG. They
had a friend who visited them from Santa Fe occasionally
with the good sounding sobriquet of Pistol Johnny. He was
a dangerous man drunk or sober, particularly so when drinking, very -treacherous. ,He got in an altercation one night
with Bachelor and killed him. The Bachelors spent a lot of
money they could ill afford in prosecuting him,and. he finally
went free. I recall while ~ttending the trial at Tierra Amarilla, one of the Bachelors' tie men' came to him and told
him 'that he was wasting his money in prosecuting John,
that he had, three good boys with goo,d horses and good guns,
and if he would just say the word, they would be glad to
accommodate their good friend Bachelor by shooting down
Johnny on his way from Tierra Amarilla to Santa Fe.
"But," I said, "you would have to' kill Frank Chavez the
sheriff," ashe was a brave man, and would put up a fight.
He grinned and said that another one would not matter in
the least.
This same man some years later rode into Espanola on
horseback. I had only met him once, so did not recall him.
He went over, however, to the blacksmith, who came over
with him and told me that this man had two loads of wool
on the way from Ojo Caliente to Santa Fe, but if we would
pay as much as Santa Fe, we could have it. I assured him
that Espanola was a much better market than Santa Fe.
He hung' around all day waiting for that wool, suggesting
that they must have had a break-down; about six o'clock
. or dark he decided they would not arrive until the next day
or along in the' night, and as our friend was very anxious to
attend a baile that night, we kindly fixed him up with a new
suit, shoes and hat. He shot up the dance that night, and I
never saw him again until he came through on the train in
'shackles. He had killed his wife; and that wool is still on
. the way.
Mr. A. Staab, father-in-law of Mr. Max-Nordhaus, and
Mr. Louis Ilfeld, was .the leading wholesale dealer of General Merchandise in Santa Fe, and I believe of the whole ter,ritory. He was very shrewd and keen. I always considered
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him the brightest busines~ man in the state. He carried a
general stock and did a la~ge business. He used to recount.
some of his early experiences when Santa Fe was the big
and only city west of Kansas City and north of Chihuahua,
and they did business in all that vast territory that now com.,;
prises Colorado, Arizona; New Mexico, and got a very considerable trade from Chihuahua, Mexico. .I recall his telling me of one sale of $30,000.00 he made to a Chihuahua
merchant, straight calicos, all paid for in Mexican silver dollars: They packed the goods' on mules.
He spoke of a very interesting experience he had with
a competitor in Santa Fe.'- This competitor had grabbed all
. the sugar trade and Mr. Staab could not sell a single bag.
He just could not un~erstand it. He had his own trade who
of. course were friendly to him and bought all their goods
from him except their sugar. It oc~urred to him one. day.
to take a sack of sugar from the load of one of his customers.
He weighed it, and it only weighed ninety pounds. The
problem was solved. . He immediately wrote the refinery,
and they advised him that his competitor had informed them
that their trade packed all their goods on burros and that a
burro could only: carry 180 pounds, and in packing sugar ten
pounds had to be taken out of each bag, a source of great inconvenience and trouble to all, so in order to accommodate
him, they finally. put up a car in 90-lb. bags. This, however,
was the first and last car they put up this way.
They received so much silver in trade for goods that
they had no place to store it, there was far more th~n they
could take care of in their safes, so they packed it in empty
axe boxes and piled. them up in their offices, and when their l
bull teams w.ent east for goods, they gave the silver in-charge
of the boss freighter. ,He did not tell me but I was told
that they carried stocks of goods in Santa Fe invoicing a
million dollars in those days. I have just been thinking that
in these more civilized.- times when people are so much better
than they were then, that these axe boxes of silver would
not be at all safe piled up in an office..
. I will say that Mr. Staab was a very good friend to all
his customers who were fair and honest with him. He wouId
.
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- 'lend them money, 'or carry them for a year if necessary and
was always absolutely square in his dealings. H;e amassed'
a fortune there in Santa Fe, and no one,did as well before 'or .
since. '
.
.
Mr. Griffin was president of the First National Bank
,when I first came to the state; but died soon after, when
Major Palen succeeded him. Major Palen was very precise in his manner, was a small man and carried himself
very erectand always carried a cane. He was a y~ry high
type, very careful of the bank's money. I 'have always
thought what an' excellent banker, he would have proved
,himself for the time of stress' we had after the recent war
wh~n so ~an-y- of our banks failed. I predict that his 'bank
would have lost very little money. He was very outspoken
and fearless.
I recall a story they tell about him incortnection with
George Armijo and Liberato Baca. Both political parties
had had· their convention and George, was running on one
ticket and -Liberato on the other as candidates for the same
office. A few days after the convention George saw the
',Major coming down the street and het1:lought this an op-'
portune time to approach him, ,so he went over and said,
"Good Morning Major." "Good ~orningGeorge." "Major
i am running for offl.ce a~ assesso~ and would like to have .
your 'support." "Who is your' opponent George ?""Libe-,'rato Baca." The Maj or coughed: his little cough as usual,
and responded, "Of two evils I shall choose the lesser," ana
walked'on.
.
,
During the panic of 1893 he was very much annoyed
one ~morning as ,he came down the street ,to~ee ,DoiI Pablo
Gallegos of Abiquiu hitching his team in front of the Plaza.
Don Pablo was a heavy depositor/of the bank, a wealthy man'
_ for those days. He was sure Don Pablo had come down to
draw out all his money, and as it was a very considerable
amount, he was quite worried. They talked about the crops
and politics in Rio Arriba County, and after'they had
visited,
.
.
,Don Pablo said, "Well Major, I have just come down to
m~ke aHttle deposit with you.... and handed him $10,000.00
~

,
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- in currency, 'arid went away, never knowing that there was
. .such a thing as a panic. ,
.
When Major Palen became president of the bank,
- Howard' Vaughn t>ecame cashier. 'Howard was a protege
of Steve Elkins. He was very capable regardless of the fact
that he got drunk every night of his life ;he was 'sober as a
judge and right on the job every morning. Howard Vaughn
is a very good' man, and I do not believe he touches liquor
now. ' At this time a man by the Iiame of Raynolds'of 'Nebraska and his partner -Stinson of Santa Fe were 'operating
.in sheep. 'Raynolds w3:s a big operator, but not at all successful, he never saw anything but the silver lining. He
operated on a shoe string. He paid a very small advance on
the lambs and always hoped to be able to find a buyer for
them before receiving -time, or to find somebody to, put up
the money to pay for any he could not sell at receiving tilne.
They had induced the Major to loan them some money,
promising prompt "payment when 'they would turn their
next' lambs. They had- some lambs to receive at Galesteo
that morning and he had no means of paying for them, so
Mr. Stinson called up the bank from Lamy and Howard "
Vaughn answered the 'phone. Howard' had probably taken'
a little ,bracer that mornin'g; he called the Major to 'the
'p~one. 'Stinson ex:plalned his position that he had to re:.
ceive, these lambs from Mr. Juan Ortiz who was' a good
friend of the bank's, and would pay for them justas soon as
he could ship them and distribute them to his feeders, ~na
really it was 'absolutely necessary that he should have this
money. The Major responded that he' was still owing the
bank money which they had promised to pay without fail
some weeks ago, they were not reliable people and he simply
did not want the business, in fact' he got quite angry and
finally said, "You are drunk, I' smell 'whiskey on, your
breath." Vaughn used to take delight in telling this story on '
the Major.
.
'. I recall the panic of 1893, the banks would not loan
a dollar. We bought all the wool in our country at six cents
per pound and sold it for six and a half cents; in fact we
, had it sold before we bought it;' otherwise we' could not have

"
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handled it. I We had no competition. Wool was so low in
price that the Arizona wool growers' were unable to get
enough for their wool to pay the freight and the shearing
charges. Those fine Arizona ewes sold under the hammer
at 50 cents per head. We were forced to take ewes in ,payment of accounts at one dollar per head which was full value
for'them. This price seems ridiculous now when ewes are
s~lling at ten and twelve dollars per head.
During this
panic of 1893, most of the merchants had to remit the currency for their groceries which they bought in Colorado, as
the wholesale grocery dealers were afraid the banks would
break before the checks would be paid. Conditions were
bad in New Mexico, but I doubt very much that we had 'anythink like the suffering they had in other states; in fact I
am sure we didn't.
, 'The Roosevelt panic in'1907 was a bad one too in our
business, that is, trading in sheep. We buy and advance a
dollar a head, and we contract to the. feeder and he advances
us a dollar per head. These feeders don't have their own
money, to operate, butin those days borrowed generally from
.' their local banks which 'were necessarily small banks. They
came on to receive their sheep (the panic occurred in the
fall). Not knowing'that there was a panic, th-ey gave us
their che.cks and drafts_ on their banks, quite a number of
these were turned down, and the-result was we had to appeal
to o.ur banks for help, as there was no other way to do ex, c~pt carry these sheep for those' feeders until they were fat
and sold on the market. The Major surely proved a loyal
friend to us during this cataclysm, which by the way was
one of his favorite words.
I recall during this trouble having received word that
one of these drafts for $18,000.00 had been turned down. I
took the train from Espanola to see the Major at Santa Fe.
I was feeling bad when I left home but when I got to Santa
Fe the agent handed me two wires when I got off the train
advising me of two other drafts for different amounts_being
turned down. By that time I was sick! I could not find
Major Palen, and did not see him until late that night, at
least it seemed long to' me. He told me he would see us
\
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. through, but not to use the bank for any more than we had
to. I still had quite a number of sheep to receive and pay
for. I recall going up to Servilleta to receive lambs from a
bunch of our old customers. I told them about the panic
and the position we were in, thatwe could borrow the money
to pay for the lambs, but if they did not need all the money
we would appreciate it if they would wait until the lambs
were marketed next spring. One of the biggest men spoke
up at once and said he did not need a cent, and I could keep
all his money, and there was not one but what left part of
his money with us. One man who was not there had one-of
his neighbors deliver his lambs, and as I could not talk to
him personally, I mailed him a check for· his in full. He
wrote me back at once enclosing my check, and said he
understood I was giving ou~ my. notes in payment' of lambs
as all his neighbo~s had told him, and he would be glad to
have a note· instead of the money. I never forgot how those
Spanish-Americans stood by me in our time of' need. I remember another customer telling me that he had some
$2,000.00 in twenty dollar,gold pieces, to send up one of the
clerks .and he would give it to him.- He said he did not want
~ny interest, but he wanted me to pay him back in gold coin.
No doubt he buried it. I, however, did pay him interest I
will say for our old time Spanish-American people that they
are the most loyal people that I have ever met, and if you
get their confidence, they are your friends always. I thank
you.

,;
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Notes and Doc.uments,
The United States Postoffice De'partmenthas adopted
a design for a three cent stamp to commemorate the Kearny.
Centennial. Th~ design is a copy of a picture by Kenneth
M. Chapman, formerly with the Museum of New Mexico
and the School ,of American' Research and lately with the'
University of New Mexico and Labor~toryof Anthropology. ,
·It appeared in Ralph E. Twitchell, The Military Occ1tpation
. of New Mexico, 1909. The stamp will be first placed on sale
at Sant'a Fe on October. 16, at Washington, 1). C., on October
17, "and at other.postoffic~s in the United States thereafter,
one hundred niillions of the stamp being printed. -The move'menffor th~ issue of a commemorative stamp was originated
by the New.Mexico Historical SoCiety and obtained thE).sym:'
pathetic attitude and approval 'of United' States Senator
Dennis Chavez, who is the chairman of the U. S. Senate
Committee on Postal Affairs. .'J'he stamp is to be formally
presented to the world at a Kearny ceremonial meeting in
the Palace of the Governors at Santa Fe on the forenoon of
October 16, to befollowed in the evening, by a public meet.,.
ing of-the New Mexico Historical and the ·Santa Fe Archaeological Societfes at which a Kearny memorial' address is
'
to be delivered.

Ne~rly200 gathe~ed about the little,· stone Kearn~
'. monument in the Plaza yesterday to participate in 'the
Daughters of the American Revolution's memorial services
'in observance of the 100th anniversary of New Mexico's
amlexation by the United' States. : . . The services were
simple, but impressive in the dignity with which they were
conducted. . . . During a business meeting, which preceded
the memorial services, the DAR group made plans to have
the inscription on the monument recut. Santa Fe New
Mexican, August 20, 1946.
The Las Vegas Daily Optic, August 16, carries a story
of the ~elebratibn in Las Vegas of the American. occupation of New Mexico.
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The Historical S~ciety has on hand for 'sale seventy
copies of L. Bradford Prince, The Stone' Lions of Cochiti, '
1903, 21 pages, priced at fifty ceJlts, and about 150 copies
of Prince, Old Fort Marcy, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1912, 16
pages illustrated, priced at fifty cents. Both of these items
,have been heretofore erron'eously listed in the Society catalogue as out of print.
Hundreds of pictures of men ,and women of Roosevelt
corintywho served in World War II, along wjthshort his",:
, tories of their service, will maKe the' WorId War II Service
Book, soon to be published by the DailyNews,' one of the
'most cherished momentos[sic] of the great military conflict. The Portales Daily News, June 24, 1946. ' ,
. a monument to the first Anglo~Saxon settlement
in Colorado .. . will be. placed o,n ground obtaIned by the
historical society just east of Pueblo. It was there, in 1845,
that a number of members of the celebrated Mormon battalion ; . . remained .'. . during the \vi~ter of 1845-46,
becoming the first Anglo-Saxon settlement in Colorado.
There' the' first Anglo-Saxon child was born and the first
Anglo-Saxon marriage performed in "the, state. Eddy
Cou:nty'News, June 21,1946.

,The Daily Current-Argu..q (Carlsbad, New Mexico)
under date of J:une 9, 1946, carries a story on Frederic G.
Hodsoll, 82-year-old pioneer of Eddy County; born in England. 'Excerpts from his 'letter to Mrs. C. H. McLeriathen,
303 North Canal Street, are included: Mr. Hodsoll now
resides at 1925. Ash street, Victoria, British Columbia;
A bronze plaque bearing the names of members of the
State Constitutional' convention was hung in the Hall 'of
Representatives . . . [in the Capitol in Santa Fe on Friday,
September 6] in honor of those New MeXIcans who in'1910
labored two months in drafting the state's basic laws..Mrs.
, George Graham, state regent for the Daughters of the
American Revolution, and Francis C. Wilson, on behalf of
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Thomas J. Mabry, president of the Sons of the American
Revolution, presented the plaque, which .was accepted for
·the people of New Mexico by Governor Dempsey.. Speakers
at the presentation ceremony included Daniel K. Sadler of
the state supreme court, Land Commissioner John E. Miles;
and' George. W. Curry, a former territorial gove~nor and
delegate.-Albuquerque Morning Journal.
A comprehensive history of the Catholic church in New
Mexico entitled "The Old Faith and Old Glory" will be on
the book stands soon, the office of Archbishop Edwin V.
Byrne announced today. Archbishop Byrne eommissioned
the Rev. Angelico Chavez, a Franciscan priest, to compile
the brief but comprehensive history to mark the centennial
of the American occupation of New Mexico. The ·book will
include photographs, descriptive maps for various periods
in church history and [reproductions of] several paintings.
-Santa Fe Daily New Mexican.
The Division of Research, Department of-Government,
University of New Mexico, has published the following
shldies since the last issue of the REYIEW..
Thomas C. Donnelly and Paul Beckett with the cooperation of the U.' S. Soil Conservation Service, The Soil Co-mervation Pr<;Jblem in New Mexico,-20 pp" 20c.
William J. Parish, The New Mexico State Budget System, 24 pp., 30c.
Rupert F. Asplund, New Mexico's Tax St1'ucture, 31 '
pp., 35c.
Frank D. Reeve, New Mexico: Yesterday and Today,
·20 pp., 20c..
, The following documents are transcribed from microfilm copies in the Library of the University of New Mex. ico. The originals are in the records of the Office of Indian
Affairs, National Archives, Wl!.!ihington, D. C.,. They_illustrate the chronic difficulties caused by the Indians in New
· Mexico during the early years of the American occupation.
F. D. R.
'
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Santa Fe, New Mexico July 1st, 1853
Sir:
- I have the honor herewith to forward you my affidavit & that of
Geo. I. Morgan in respect to my having lost 19. yoke of oxen by the
Nabajos Indians - These Indians 'have since been paid large amounts
as presents but .have· not returned my stolen propertyMy claim I re~pectfully request you to examinePlease forward to John W. Dunn [1] at Santa Fe New Mexico
I am Sir
Respectf~lly

Your obdt servt
A. Ferguson
Ron. Secretary of War
Washington City
D. C.
Territory of New Mexico)
)sct
County of Santa Fe
)
On this first day of July in the year 1853 personally appeared be-fore·
me the u'ndersigned, a Justice of the' Peace within and for the county
aforesaid Augustus Ferguson and who being duly sworn according to
law says that he had stolen from him by the Nabajos Indians Nineteen . ';
yoke of Oxen, which cost him 'fifty dollars per yoke-that they were _.,~
stolen from him at Los Balles about 15 Oct. 1850 about 45 miles fropl
Santa Fe N. M. and that he has never been able to recover thellJ from
the Nabajos IndiansSworn to & Subscribed before me)
the day & 'year above written
) A. Ferguson
James W. Reed J. P. seal
)
Territory of- New Mexico)
) sct
County of Santa F e )
,
.
On this first day of July 1853 personally appeared before me, the
undersigned, a Justice of the Peace within & for the county aforesaid,
George I. Morgan and who being duly sworn acc()rding to law says
that Augustus Ferguson who made the foregoing affidavit did have
stolen from J:1im nineteen yoke of oxen on or about the 15th Oct. 1850that they were stolen by the Nabajos Indians at Los Balles about 45 .
miles west of Santa Fe N. Mexico: and that he firmly believes that
the said oxen· has never been recovered or paid for by the Indians.
Sworn to & Subscribed before me )
his
the day & year above written
) George I. X
Morgan
Ja~es W. Reed J. P. seal
)
mark
,

.
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Leavenworth City
K. T.
'Oc~Ath,

55

Hon..Sir
"
Will you' have the kindness to give me the necessary information
in reference to claims against the U. S.,Govt for depredations by theft
and ,robbery etc committed upon the citizens of New Mexico by the
india~s of that [territory].
I, have purchased some claims of this
description 'being the value of stock of various kinds which !tas been
stolen by the indians from the citizens of New Mexico. Now Sir I
understand that when ce'rtain forms pre;cribed by'law have been complied 'with that those become valid claims against the U. S. ' If so Sir
'as I have made a "Bona fide" contract I should be under great obligations'to you Sir if you' will send me the necessary blanks forms and
instructions' for perfecting those, claims. Please send them addressed
to me at Leavenworth City K. T.
And oblige
Ver:y respectfully
yours
H. Tucker

,/

Superintendency of Indian Affs. Terry, N. M.
-Santa Fe; January 18th 1856
Hon. Geo. W. Manypenny
Comr. of Indian Affairs,
Washington D. C.
Sir;
Enclosed please find a list of, depredations committed in ,the county
of Socorro since the month of September last. The greater part, if
not all, the property enumerated was taken by the Gila and Mogoyone
,Apaches, from the west bank of the Rio del.Norte, and on the part of
which two bands there appears a disposition to continue their depredations. There. is also a sma~l party of the Mescalero Apaches who continue hostile, and commit depredations when they have an ,opportunity.
The Jicarilla Apaches and Utahs are entirely peaceable, and I have
. no? apprehension of them again becoming hostile.
I-remain,
Very 'Respectfully,
Your Obdt. Servant,
W. W. H. Davis
Actg. Govr: & Supdt. of Indian Affairs
TRANSLATION
A list of persons residing in Socorro,' from whom, the Inds. have stolen
animals-to wit.
'
/
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Moreno Montoya-22 head of cattle and 3 head of horsesAndres Romero---2 head' of CattleAntonio Abeyta 16 head of Cattle and 2 miIles-& 1 mare
Tomas Molina' 1 mule'
'Esquipulo Vigil 9 Mares with fold by 'jacks - 2 horses & 7 head
of Cows
Juan Rafael 1 Cow
Gabriel Savedra 1, Cow and 3 head of horsesManuel Chavez"':- 1 horses---c-' .
A. Mads. Sedio' -!. 2 head of Oxen- .
Manuel Gallegos . 4 head of cattle
Dolores Gallegos 4 Oxen
~ Valentin Torres ,-'- 1 Mare
,Sesario Lopez" 1 ox.
Juan Ma. Garcia, 1 cowFelipe Parlia 1 Bull
Candelario Garcia 2 head of Cattle
.Pedro Baca 4 head of Cattle
Cristoval Lucero . i horse
Pedro Muiiis
1 horse
Francisco Baca 1 Mare.' Ignacio Apodaca l' horse ,
J uli/in Conner
9 Cows,and 2 head of horsesJesus Ma. Chavez' 1 oxJesus Valdez 1 Mare
Jose de Jesus Montoya
1 Mare
Julian Lucero 12 Mares
Baltasar Montaiio9 Yoke of Oxen & 2 mares, Socorro' Dec. 30th' 1855
To. Dr. Juan MontoY!l-,
'Sir:
I herewith transmit to you a list of the persons, from whom the
Apache Indians have stolen animals, since the month of September
up to this time ~
also the number and class of animals run off.
I am S~r, Your Obt. Servt.
(signed)
Manuel Chavez

as

i horse
Toribio Gallegos
Ambrosio Lucero i· Ox- '
- I transmit the foregoing list to the Hon., Judge of probate, this
3d day of January 1856.
'
,
(signed)
Juan Montoya
Justice of the Peace
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'Territory of New Mexico
This 22d day of January A. D. 1856, I the undersigned Indian
agent caused to come before. me, Luis Torres, and being by me duly
sworn, deposeth and says as follows, that he has no interest in the
foregoing claim ol San Antonio Governor of the Pueblo of Acoma; on
behalf of several of the Indians of that Pueblo. That he saw the Indians take the property mentioned in said petition. The Indians, who
committed the offence, belonged to the tribe of. the Gila Apaches, That
the property belonged to the several persons mentioned in said petition
respectively as mentioned therein, ,That he knew the propel'ty well,
and its value was as is placed upon the same in said petition or more.
That the people of the Pueblo followed the Apaches three days, but,
did not overtake them, and was unable to recover the 'property, and
none of said property' has ever -been recovered by the owners of' the
same. And further, this informant saith not.
'Sworn to and subscribed
)
before me this 22d Jany 1856,)
Luis

)

A. G. Mayers agent

)

Attest

his
X Torrez
mark

R. H. Tompkins
John Ward

)

for the Indians' New Mexico)'

Lorenzo Romero being duly sworn say, as follows, That he was pre!!ent at the time of the faking of the property mentioned in said petition, that 'he saw the_ Indians take and drive the same away, that
the Indians who took said property belonged to the tribe 'of the Gila
Apaches, does not know their n'ames, but knows that they were of that
tribe. That the property mentioned in said petition he knew well,
that it was the property of the persons 'named in said petition re.pectfully, and of the value therein mentioned if not more.- - That the
people
of the Pueblo followed said, Indians,
'and the witness in com•
,I
pany, for three' days but could not overtake the Indians, .and did not
recover any of the property. And none of said property has ever been
recovered. That witness has no interest in th~ claim above mentioned.
And further this deponant saith not.
Sworn to and subscribed
before me this 22d
day of,Jany 1856
,

;

A. G. Mayers agent
for the, Indians New
Mexico

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

'Lorenzo

his
X Romero
mark'

Attest
'0

R. H. Tompkins
John Ward
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Superintendency of Indian Affs. Terry, N. M.
Santa Fe, January 26th, 1866
Hon. Geo. W. Manypenny,
Commr. of Indian Affairs,
Washington D. C.
Sir: .
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your favor of the
thirteenth of December in reference to the Mexican boys lately captives among, the Comanche Indians. I am free to acknowledge that
I erred in my view of ,the present treaty obligations to, restore' cap-.
tives to Mexico, which arose from there being no copy of the treaty
of Guadalupe de Hidalgo in this office to refer to, and my memory
was at fault as to the section which contained the provisions under
which I acted, and since abrogated by the Gadsden Treaty. In time to
come there can be no misapprehension in this particular.
B'efore the receipt of your letter four other captives made their
escape and came in for whom I mane some expenditures for food and
clothing, and of which you have' heretofore been informed; but they
will be forthwith discharged, and no longer be an expense upon this
Superi~tendency. The four boys first mentioned have long since been
sent to the Mexican Authorities at EI Paso, Mexico.
. I remain
Very Respectfully,
Your obdt. Servant
W. W. H. Davis
Actg. Govr. & Supdt. Ind. Affs.

Book 'Reviews.
-,

0/ the' Night Wind's Telling; L~ge'f'u1s- /romthe, Valley 0/
Mexico. ,By;E.. Adams Davis (with drawings'by: Dorothy
Kirk).' (Norman, University of Oklahoma' Press', 1946.'
. Pp. xxiv, 276; 'illustrated, bibliography, index). $3.00.
Mexico is rich in traditional lore. The Aztecs and the
Toltecs had innumerable legends; the Spaniards imported'
their own by the additional thousand, and these were
built atop theJegends of the Indians asthe·,Christian church '
was built atop the' pyramid temple of HuitzilopochtH, the.
bloo'dy war god of the Aztecs.' . Elements of the two myth.;
ologies eventually became fused. " The result is a: paradise '
for the folklorist.
..
,'
The present volume is.'a selection ot'these'legends from·
merely Mexico City and the region round about. The three
main sections of Professor Davis' work are (a) the Valley
of Anahuac, (b) the 'qty of Mexico, ~nd (c) the Valley of
Mexico. The' first relates legends of the Indian precursors
of the Spaniards-Valley of Anahuac being the Indian designation of what is now called the Valley of Me~dco.
Perhaps there is no better way of )earning the social
and religious attitudes of a people than to read· their folk-,
iore.· Certainly there are few methods that are more inter-·
esting: The author, a teacher in Louisiana State University,
has carefully recorded and translated t4e legends he has .
selected. 'Frequently he' employs the straight narrative
method; occasionally he uses the worqs and the plannerisms
of the Mexican informant, thereby achieving anaqd~d interest'and an increased sense .of the "legitimacy" of the
legend.
.
.
"
. 'The tale, "The FoiIr Destructions of the World,"aff~rds.
the reader an insight into the religious beliefs of the aboriginal Mexicans. "The Energetic Lover" relates the' story of
the prodigious physical effort that a Spanish young man
was constrained to.,put forth in order to win the hand of
, hi~ beloved at a time when "for a young lady to have a mind
was rare indeed" (p. 82). From "La Casa de Los Azulejos,"
the ~ourist will learn SOIl'!-e interesting beliefs concerning the .
358

· Maverick Town-The Story of Old Tascosa. By John L; McCarty (University of "Oklahoma Press, Norman, 1946. Pp.
277). $3.00.
'
'
,
..
'
,This ghost town of the old west grew up where the buffalo had found 'an easy crossing of the Canadian river.
Thither came hunters~b6th Indian arid white~and traders
, from New Mexico interested.in livestock and goods sto,len
from Texas settlers. When the' buffalo had been largely
killed and'
the Indians placed onreservatlons, sheepmen
from New Mexico gr'azed their flocks into the Texas Panhandle and established Tascosa and other settlements on
the river.. Later the free grass also attracted large cattlemen and a conflict ensued iI\ which two of New Mexico's
most colorful outlaws-Sostenes I' Archeveque and Billy the
, Kid took part. Tascosa was a settlement of "little rrl.E~n"
who thrived when mavericking was a common pra~tice of
'the open range. The cowboy's strike failed~' however, and
,the rancher began to blacklist employees who ran cattle of
'

,

,
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their own. The big-ranchers used Pat: Garrett first to
'eliminate Billy the Kid in New Mexico and later to organize
the Home Rangers in the Panhandle.. Many said that the
Rangers were primarily to run the little man out and help
the big outfits· gain possession of the open range. Incident~
such as the "Big Fight" of 1886 might easily have led to a
war more deadly than that associated with Lincoln County.
Meanwhile Oldham County had been organized in 1880
and Tascosa became the county seat. It was also the judicial
center for nine other counties and the' supply center for the
big ranchers of the Panhandle. Although it was a town of
the "little men," it aspired to leadership in a large region.
The Tascosa Pioneer (founded in 1886) realized that the
town faced boom or decline. Optimistically Editor Raymond predicted that the old town would, become "the Queen
City ofthe Panhandle.'" Again and again he enumerated its
advantages, together with the latest rumors as to the coming of a railroad. Many factors, however, contributed' to
the doom of Tascosa.' The railroad passed it up and created
ne,,, rivals in Amarillo and Dalhart. The great ranchers'
built barbed wire fences across its trails and literally fenced
it in. One big ranchman 'had' sworn he would ruin Tascosa
as' a town,' because. of the higher taxes made necessary by
the ·wagon bridge across the Canadian. Texas tick fever
and drouth i:>rought,more trouble and less employment and
much of the town was swept away by a great flood in 1893.
.
More and more of the. townsmen moved away.
, The book is based on adequate research and has a good
style. The author, a newspaper man of Amarillo, sho:ws
both enthusiasm and understanding; interesting light is
thrown on various aspects of the cattle industr-y, the relati()ns between New Mexico and Texas, the struggle for
decency, etc. A number of good stories and photographs, as
'well as chapter decorations by Harold D. Buglibee, add
much to the interest and pleasure of the reader. The press
has done an excellent job in producing the-book. ,.
MARION DARGAN.

University of New Mexico.
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Journal of the History o/Medicine and Allied. Sciences
Published Quarterly by Henry Schuman', New York
Vol. I, No.1 (January, 1946)
This Journal is a welcome addition in' the field of the
. History of Medicine; a phase of medicine that has been
, relativelyn'eglected' for a good many years. As in so many
sciences much of our· present knowledge of diagnosis and
treatment is the cumulative effect of the trials and errors in
medicine of preceding generations. Much of the future in
medicine relates to the history of development in preceding
years and as the editor, George Rosen, aptly says, ,"What
is past, is prologue." Of special interest is the article by
Josiah Charles ·Trent from the Department of Thoracic
Surgery, University of Michigan Hospital on the London
Years of Benjamin Waterhouse. Waterhouse was the first'
.Professor of the Theory and Practice of Medicine at th-e
Harvard Medical Schoo~ when it o'pened in 1783 and brought
to American' medicine the choicest medical knowledge of
Europe. The consulting editors and contributors are men
'and women of high standing nationally and internationally
in the field of medical history and research.
J. E. J. HARRIS, M. D.
University of New Mexico

....-:

..

,

,

N~crol6gy,

RICHARD HENRY' HANNA.=-bne time' Chief Justice of
the State of New Mexic(), Richard HEmry Hanna died in St.
Joseph's Hospital in. Albuquerque, on August 17, shortly after
his' return from an operation in" the Mayo Hospital' in
R~hester,.Minn. He'was born in Kankakee, Ill., on July 31,
1878, the son of Isaac Bird Hanna and Belle Hanna, his
.father having been superintendent of "national forests in
New Mexic.o and Arizona.from 1900 to 1905, with residence
in Sant~Fe.·
..
Judge Hanna after attending Northwestern Academy,
graduating in 1898, was aU. S. forest ranger fora brief'
while with headquarters in Tucson, Arizona. Later he attended the University of Colorado law school, receiving .the
LL.B. degree in 1903. The year following he came to Santa
Fe as a partner of Attorney Francis C. Wilson, having been
admitted to the New Mexico Bar arid becoming a .member
of the American Bar Association. In the forty years that
.followed, Hanna was 'not only active but often aggressive in
legal, . civic::tnd political. movements, and controversies,
making for himself a name as a leader in reform campaigns. Many professional distinctions and responsiDilities were his
in the course offour decades. He was secretary of the Ter- .
ritorialLaw Library 1904 to 1911, and'served as secretary
of the Territorial Bar Association. . He. was special attorney'
forthe Pueblo indians during th,e administration of Presi~
dEmt Woodrow Wilson.. As author' of the Pueblo La'nds Act
of !924, he contributed· vitally to settlement of land titles
from Taos to Isleta and from there toZuiii.· As special
.'assi~tant to the 'attorney general of the Unfted States and
guardiiJ,n of the Walpi Indians in Arizona, he. was instrumental in recovering half a. million acres of land for that
tribe after years .of litigation with the Santa Fe and Pacific
Railroad. He rendered similar service. under Secretary of
the Interior Ickes in recovering lands in Alaska claimed by
the Eskimos. As attorney for the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, he represented the district in'its suit with
. Texas which, 'carried to tl~e U. S. ~upreme Court, resulted
362
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in the compact of New Mexico, Texas and Colorado for the
equitable distribution of .the waters of the Rio Grande. As
New Mexico commissioner he formulated the 'adjudication
'of water rights of settlers along the Pecos,river.
Originally a Republican, he joined with U.S. Senator
Bronson Cutting iri the Progressive party movement of
Theodore Roosevelt, and was elected as a Progressive; to the
New Mexico State Supreme'Court in the first election after
statehood .had been ~ehieved'by the Territory, serving from
1912 to 1919, functioning as 'chief justice in 1917. Aligning
himself with the' Demo'cratic party, he was unsuccessful
candidate for governor in 1920, being ,also unsuccessful as
a candidate for the United States Senate in a special electi<m in 1921. From 1928 to 1932, Hanna was a member
for New Mexico of the Democratic National Committee.
Upon his retirement from the State Supreme Court,Judge
Hanna moved to Albuquerque' where he' was
member of '
the law firm of Hanna, Wilson & Brophy up to 1943, being
widely acknowledged as an expert in Spanish law, in 'Indian
. affairs and in water rights.
'
'
, ' Judge Hanna, a 33d deiree Mason, also won distinction
as a member of that order; which he joined in,Santa Fe in
1905. He was'the deputy for New Mexico of, the, Supreme,
Council of the Scottish Rite from 1912 to 1926. During his
term, the Scottish Rite Temple 'was built in Santa Fe. ~He'
was cOl:oneted inspector-general in 1913. He was grand
master of the grand lodge in 1920, grand high priest of the
grand ~hapter ofRoya~ Arch Masons; grand commander of
Knights Templar in 1923, and' potentate of Ballut Abyad
Temple of the Shrine in 1927. Upon him was conferred the
graIid crQss of the Court of Honor, the only Mason in New
Mexico so honored' and one of the few who have received
this award under the jurisdiction of the Southern Supreme
Council. Judge Hanna wa~ a member of Alpha Tau Omega,
a Methodist and a member of the New Mexico Historical Society.' On February 8, 1905, at Santa Fe, he married
Clara Zimmer who,with a son, ~ichard John, and a brother,
Thomas W. Hanna, survive him. Funeral services were
private in the chapel of Fairview Park Crematory in Albu-.

a
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querque, Mrs. Georgia Hammerstrom, Christian Science
rea?e:r,- officiating.'-P.A.F.W. .
CELESTINO ORTIZ.-Celestino Ortiz, 88-year-old descendant of a leader in the expeditions of the Conquistadores, died'
at Gamerco-.:McKinley County, on June 11, 194~ at the home
of a daughter, Mrs. Roy Woods. Ortiz was the son of Don
Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, of Santa Fe and at one time territorial auditor; who still is remembered for preventing the
Palace of the Governors at Santa Fe from being replaced, by
a new structure in 1880.' His Conquistador. ancestor was
Captain Nicolas Ortiz of Spain.. Another daughter, Mrs.
Amada Scott, lives in Gamerco and' two sisters reside in
Santa Fe. A cousin, Mrs. Eloida Sandoval, lives in Albuquerque. Celestino Ortiz after leaving Santa Fe was for
ma-ny years a merchant at Estancia, Torrance County.-,-,
P.A.F.W.
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Cachupin, Tomas Velez, letter on pU'>iche
(tobacco)" 330 ::memorandum re tobacco,
333
Cady, Lieut. Albemarle, at Jefferson Barracks. 193 •
'
Calabasas, viBita of ·abandoned, 291
California, 'conquest (1846), 181ff; settlement, 278
Calvin, Ross, River ,of ,the Sun, rev'd., 269
Camou brothers, acquire Elias grant, 310;
acquire San Rafael del Valle,' 318:
acquire Agoa Prieta grant, 320
Camp Missouri, later Fort" Atkinson, 188
Canoa grant, 294
Cantonment Adams, later Jefferson Barracks, 190
'
Cantonment Miller, 190
Canada, see Santa Cruz de
Canon de los Trigos, description of. 242
Capital of New Mexico, the first, 140
Captives, of Comanche" 356f
Carey. Capt. Asa B., in Navaho ,campaign,
240
'
Carlisle, Harold, and- Kansas-New Mexico
Land and Cattle Co.,~ 10 '
'
Carman, Hugh A., 11
Carmen, Maria Santissima, 297
Carondelet, site of Jefferson Barracks, '189
Carrera, Leon, of Tumacacori, 291
Carson, "Diary. of . Kit,. Carson's Navaho
Campaign," ed.' by Lindgren;' 226-246
Casa Colorado,' in Arizona, 236
Casita, !Rancho la, in Arizona, 309
Catholic church, histon- of in New Mexico,
'352,
_
Catlin, George, artist, 171, 195
Catron;
Thomas
Benton,
biographical
sketch. 215: 221
'
Cattle industry, origin in Arizona, 275
CattJe ranches.' expansion in Southwest
'(1790), 285
Ca2vO~ry: new name for' Dragoons (1846) ,
Center, Lieut. John B:, -kill~d in Seminole
War, 199'
Cerro de las Bolas, mine in Sonora, 276
Chaffee, 'Jerome ,R" 210
Chambers, Col. Talbot (1819), 187: cashiered from army, 190

Chapman, Mrs. Anita J., territorial librarian (1905),' 57, 58
Chapman, Kenneth,· Kearny Centennial
, stamp, 350
Chavez, Rev. Angelico, The Old Faith and
Old GlorJ/; 852 '
Chavez, Senator Dennis, 350
Chavez, Jose Antonio, 182
Chavez, Frank, ,sheriff, 334
Chavez, Manuel (1855), 355
Cheetham, Francis T., necrology, 167
'ChevalJier, Eli, death of, 258
Chihuahua, U. S: consuls in, 25lf: trade
with New Mexico, 336
Chilcott, George M., 210
Childers, John W., in constitutional convention, 63'
,
,
,Cimarron, founded 1859, 211
Clarke, Lieut.-Col. Newman C., at' Jeffer, son Barracks, 200
.
Clayton, Williani Moore, necrology, 83
Clung, J,P., 225
'
Coal mining, 15
Cochiti, The Stone LiOns of, by Prince, 351
Coe, Earl R, acquires Algodones grant, 324,
'
Collins, H. ,J., and law library, 58
Colorado, history, in motion, picture, 156;
, first ,whit!, settlement, 351
'
_
Colorado Commercial and Land Company,
acquires Algodones grant, 324
Comanche, trade with New Mexico,-' 335 :
use of tobacco, 335; Mexican captives,
.356f
Conde, Alexo, Garcia, of Tumacacori, 29
Conrad, S. H., complaint v. Navaho, 4
Constitution, provision on suffrage,- 62
·Constitutional convention, history, 60ff:
the D. A. R. present gavel, 60: memorial
to members, 851: See Heflin
Conway. Capt. William, 8
Cook, Lieut. Franklin,' in Navaho campaign, '240
'
Cordero, Antonio, governor of Sonora, 294
Coronado library (University of New Mexico), description of documentary coHection, 104ff
'
Cortez (Spain), New Mexico" representation in, 132
'Costiana, Navaho chief, 11
Crespe.- Jose Antonio, Tres Alamos grant,
316
'
Crist, Jacob H., in constitutional conven~'
tion, 63
Crossman, Quartermaster George H.~ 173
Cruzate, Go~ernor Domingo,· ,"grant" to
Jemez people, 120
Cubrillas, Governor Fernando, 316
Cummings, Major Joseph, in' Navaho cam- paign, 233 passim· I
.
..,
Cunningham, Rom_eo, necrology,. 77
Curry, ,John, and Tumacacori grant, 294
r

Daily Current-Argus, The (Carlsbad) cited,
351
Daily New Mexican, The, quotation on
Navaho, 15 note
Dargan, Marion. 'rev., Maverick Town: . . .
359
Daughters of the American Revolution,
Kearny memorial services, 350; Bee con..
stitutional - convention
Davenport, Col. William. in Seminole War,
199
Davis, E.' Adams) Of the Night Wind's
TeUing . . . , rev'd., 358
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Davis, Jefferson, at Jefferson Barracks, 193
Davis, W. W. H., letter to Manypenny, 354;
ibid., 356f
Defandorf, Dr. C. S., and San Gabriel
bell fragment, 143
de Luche, 'John S., 12
de Luche, Nelson B. '12
Dempsey, J. J., governor, 352
Dent, Julia, (Mrs. U. S. Grant), 203, 208
Delis, Capt. Charles, in Navaho campaign,
230 'passim
.
Diario, see Pedro de Rivera
Docu"!.entB ,from National Archives, 159ff
Dodge, Col. Henry, In, 196
Dodson. C. C., and Sopori grant, 301
Donnelly, Thomas C., The State EaucatilYTlaZ System, 157
Dorsett, J. H., and Navaho depredation, 28
Douglas, Alex, Abiquiu merchant, 34lf
Douglas, James W., and Sopori grant; 301
Dragoons, renamed cavalry (1846), 205
Driscoll, Thomas, and Canoa grant. 296;
298
, .
Dumke, Glen S., ed., Me:'ican Gold T,rail,
rev'd., 70
Duncan, Clinton C., report on. N,!vaho
. reservation, 33f
Dunn (?) JohnW., (1853),352
Eastman, Galen, Navaho agent, charged
with dishonesty" 6
Echeveste, Juan Jose, tobacco monopolist,
329
'
Eddy County 'News, quotation from, 351
EducafJionaZ' System, The State, by Donnelly, 157
Eldodt, Samuel, 340f
Elias, Dona Eulalia, of Arispe, 3i3
Elias, Ignacio, of Rayon (Sonora?), i1l3;
acquires Agua Prieta grant, 818
Elias, Joaquin, of Arispe, 317 .
Elias, Jose, of Ymuris (Sonora), 809
Elias, Juan, acquires Agua Prieta grant,
818
Elias grant, Los Nogales de, 809
Elias, Rafael, acquires San Rafael del
Valle grant, 817f; ,acquires Agua Prieta
grant. 818; acquires San Pedro grant,
322.' .
Elias, Vincente, of San Ignacio, 819
Elkins (West Virginia), founded 215
Elkins, Katherine, daughter of S. B.
Elkins, 214
Elkins,
Stephen
Benton,
biographical
sketch, 214; portrait, 221.
Ellison, Samuel, territorial librarian (1881),
52
. .
El Paso de los Algodones grant, see Algodones'
.
EI Paso del Norte, government, 180
Emmett, Judge Lafayette; territorial ii,brarian (1899), 55
Erran, Don Nicolas de la, commandant at
Tubac, 282
Escalente, Jose, acqui,res Tres Alamos
grant, 315
Escalente, Leonardo, acquires Tres Alamos
grant, 315
Escalente, Rafael, acquires Tres Alamos
grant,,315
Espejo" Capt. Antonio de, visitB Jemez
country, 122.
Espinosa. Jacinto de, tobacc9 monopolist,
829
'
Evans, George A. B., Mexican Gold. Trail:
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the iournal of a forty-niner, ed., Glen S.
Dumke, rev'd., 70
.
Everett, Capt. Eben, "Diary of Kit Carson's Navaho Campaign, .1863-1864,"
226; biographical sketch, 288 note
.
Expedition, Mississippi river steamboat,
187 '
Fairbanks (Arizona), location. 320
Fall, Albert B., in constitutional convention, 63ff; necrology, 78
Felix, Nepomucino. acquires land grant,
320
Feni2:. new revista o~ National. Library
(Lima, Peru), 73
Ferguson, Augustus (1853), 353
Fergusson, Harvey B., in constit.utional
. convention, 66
Fink, Colin G., and E. P. Polushkin,
"Metallographic Examination of the San
Gabriel Bell Fragment," 145-148
First National Bank of Santa Fe, history,
209-255; display,in State museum, '257
Fitch, Lieut. Charles H., in Navaho cam. paign, 231 passim
,
Flores. Mario Francisco, of San Xavier,
295
.
Floklore Society, organized in 'New Mexico,
259
Fort Atkinson, i88; location, 191 '
Fort Bellefontaine, established, 186ff
Fort Camp Kearny, established (1838), 174
Fort Crawford, established (1829), 173
Fort Des Moines, established (1834), 173
Fort Jesup, 203
'
Fort Lawson, 201
Fort Marcy, established (1846), 179'
Fort Marcy, Old . . . , by Prince, 351
Fort Towson, established (1831), 173
Franciscan missionaries. in New Mexico,
95
.
'
'Fremont, John, C.. Kearny controversy,
182ff
Frost, Col. Max,' 224
Gablando, Hilario, and Buena Vista grant,
298,
Gaines, Major-General Edmund p .. 189, 194
Gallegos, Pablo, of Abiquiu. 346
'
Gamble, John, necrology, 80
Gandara, Manuel, governor of Sonora,. 293
Gandara-Pisquiera, political faction (Sonora)', 292
Gandara-Urrea, political faction (Sonora),
292
.
Gavel, presented. to constitutional 'conven~
tion, -60
'.
.
Gentry, Col. Richard, killed in Seminole
War, 199
.'
Gila Apache, depredation ·(1856), 855f '
Gomez, Judge D. Nazario, of Fronteras
(Mexico), 311
,
Gomez, Nazario, Arizona rancher, 311
Gonzales, Antonio, of Tumacacori. 293
Gonzales, Francisco, of Ymuris (Sonora),
309
Gonzales, Capt. Ignacio Elias, acquires land
grant, 320
Gonzales, Simon Elias, _of Santa Cruz
(Sonora), 304
Gonzales, Ygnacio Elias, commander, 299
Gordon, George W., report on' San Juan
settlers, 20
.
Governors. in, Santa Fe trade, 135
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"Government in New Mexico, Beginnings
of," "by Bloom, 127-134 Graham, Mrs. George, 351
Grant, Lieut.. Ulysses S., at Jefferson Barracks, 203
Grant, Mrs. U. S., see Julia Dent
Grierson, Col. rBeniamin Henry n, 17f
Griffin, William W., biographical sketch,
215; "portrait, 221
Guebavi, in Pimeria Alta, 276. viBita of
abandoned, 291
Guerrero, Francisco, Alcalde Mayor of
. Santa Fe (1776), 332; proclamation re
tobacco, 333
Guitierrez, Fray Narciso, of Tumacacori,
292
Guiusewa pueblo, 12M
Gwyther, Surgeon Lieut. George, 239 note

Haines, W. B., in Canon Gallegos, 10
Hamilton, Humphrey B., neCrology, 81
Hammond, ·,G. W., Bee Benavides
Hancock, Lieut. Winfield Scott, at Jefferson
Barracks, 203
Hanna, Richard Henry, necrology, 362
Hardi, Alfred, 35 pasBim
Harllee, Arthur H., in constitutional eonvention, 63
'
Harney, Lieut. William Selby, at Jefferson
Barracks, 188 paBsim
Harrington, John P.; studies Piro Indians,

111
Harris, J. E. J., rev., Journal of the History of Medicine and AUied Sciences, 361
Hart, Thomas B., Navaho-Ute trouble, 3
note
Hartmann, Rev. Julius, state constitutional
,convention. 61
Haskett, Bert, quoted on S<:1r1 Bernardino
rancho, "312
Hatch, Colonel Edward, Navaho policy, 3
Hawley, Senator Josephy R., opinion on
Navaho, 23"
Hearst interests, acquire San Juan grant,
321
Hellin,"R. W., "New Mexico Constitutional
Convention," 60
Hellin, Thomas StarJey, death (1902), 63
Heintzelman, Samuel P., and Aribaca grant,
3M
" "
Hendrickson,. S. P., and Navaho, 12 prissim
Hendrickson, Mrs. S. P.," 19 note I
Hernandes,. in 'Navaho campaign. 229
Herreras, Leon, of Tubac, 298
, Hewett, Edgar L., and territorial archives,
57; "Lansing Bartlett Bloom," 98-99
Historical Society of New Mexico, archival
work, 102; biennial meeting (1946).- 149 ;
new members, 150ff; activities, 155
Hitchcock. Lieut.-Col. Ethan Allen, at Jefferson Barracks, 202
Hitching posts, in Carlsbad, 258
Hodge, F. W., see Benavides
Hodsoll, Frederic G., Eddy county pioneer,
351
Holloman, Reed, in constitutional conven·
"tion, 66
Holly, Charles F., 210 pasBim
Hooper, Henry A., 216
Hoopes, Alban W;, "The Indian" Rights
Association and the Navajo. 189()"1895,"
22-46
Horse racing, in Santa Fe, 212f
Howard, George Hill, acquires Tres Alamos
grant, 317; acquires San Juan grant, 820

Howard, Janet, (Mrs. G. H. H.), 821
Huachuca, visita of; 313
Hubbell, Lieut. Charles M., in Navaho eampaign,233.
.
Huges, Levi A., portrait, 217
Indian, see, under tribal name
Indian, trouble at Cimarron, 213; depredations in Arizona, 296; documents, 358
"Indian Rights Association and the Navajo,
1890-1895," by Hoopes, 22 .
Indian Rights Association, founding, 22f
Inman, Henry, quotation on Maxwell, 212

Janney, Joseph J., and Navaho relief, 87
J'efferson, Mississippi river steamboat, 187
Jefferson Barracks, founded (1826), 172;
"The Story of . . . ," by Webb, 185-208
Jemez, .people, 120f; country, 121; pueblos,
122; Cruzate "grant" 120; "The West
Jemez Culture Area," by Bloom, 120~126
Jicarilla Apache, proposed reservation, 261;
at peace, 265, 354
Johnson, Mississippi river steamboat, 187
Johnson, J. L., 221
Johnston, Lieut. Albert Sidney, in Black
"Hawk war, 195, 197
Jones, Richmond Jr., killed by Apaches
(1861), 302
Journal <> f the. History of Medicine and
A~ied ScienceB, rev'd, 361
Kan-a·at-sa, Ute chief, 231
Kansas-New Mexico Land and Cattle Co., 9
Kearny, Lieut. Philip, at Jefferson Barracks, 200
Kearny, Stephen Watts; portrait, 169; early
life, 169 ; uThe Western Services of . . . ,"
by Taylor, 169-184; Fremont
controversy, 182ff; in Mexico, 184; death
(1848), 184, 208; 188 passim; Centennial
Stamp," 350
Keleher, William A., quoted, 209f
Kensinger. Dr., 258
Kent, Harry Llewellyn, necrology, 87
Ketchum, Major, Daniel, 191
Kimball; Fowler, 3
Kinnaird, Lawrence, tiThe Spanish Tobacco
Monopoly in New" Mexico 1766·67,"
328-339
Kino, Eusebio Francisco. in Arizona, 275
Kitchen, Peter, Arizona rancher,. 301 note
Lafayette, Marquis de, visited St. Louis
(1825), 189
Lamar, Sec'y. L. C. Q., San Juan bounilary,
17
.
Land grants, Arizona, 282ff
Land law, Mexico, 286f passim
LaB Vegas Daily Optic, reference re
Kearny, 3 5 0 "
"
Laub, Prof. C. Herbert, gift of W. A.
Pile letter, 260
Law library (State), history, 47-59; Bee
territorial archives
Leach, Don M., 257
Leavenworth, General Henry, 170; death,
171; 190
Le: ~ieut. Robe~_~:., river control .work, __

98

Legarra, Juan, of Tumacacori, 291
Leon, Manuel de, of Tubac, 292
Leupp, Francis E., career, 23; judgment
of Alfred Hardy, 46
Lewis; Capt., at Jefferson Barracks, 193

INDEX
Librarian, legal status of territorial, 57f
Lincoln, Capt. Abraham, in Black Hawk'
War, 195
,
Lindgren, Raymond E., ed.. "Diary of Kit
Carson's Navaho Campaign, 1863-1864,"
226-246
'Lippe, Sergeant, in Navaho campaign, 229
Lockwood, Lieut. R C., 9
Long, Major [Stephen H.1], 187
,
Longstreet, Lieut, James, at Jefferson Barracks, 202
LongweIl, Clara ,(Mrs. J'. M. Rhodes), 268
Lopez, Damaso, Santa Fe trader, 139
Lopez, Ygnacio, treasurer of Sonora, 309
Lounsbury, Ralph G., ~'Materials in the
National Archives for the history of New
Mexico before 1848," 247-256
Loving, Lieut..Col., at Jefferson Barracks,
207.
Lugo, Fray Alonzo de, 123
'Luna, Solomon, in constitutional convention, 66
McAlister, Lieut. David, 228, 'riote, passim
McCarty, John L., Maverick Town: The
Story of Old Tascosa,rev'd., 359
McCook, General Alexander McD., Navaho
policy (1892), 28
McDaniels, Deputy Sheriff, kills Chevallier,
258
McFie, Maud (Mrs. L, B. Bloom), 99
McKenzie, Jame C., territorial librarian
(1871), 51
Mabry, Thomas J., attempted murder of,
64; 352
I'
Maez, Antonio, noted desperado, 341
Magee, Capt. M. J., 170
Maish, Frederick, and Canoa land grant,
296; 298
Mallet-Provost,
S.,
and
Peralta-Reavis
grant, 326
Manuelito, Navaho chief, 7, 10
Manzanares, F.' A:, 221
Maria Santissima del Carmen grant, 297
Marron, Owen N., necrology, 82
.
Marshall, Capt. J. M., quoted on Navaho,
7 note
Martinez, Jose Maria of Tubac, 283f
Martinez, Lorenzo. necrology, 267
",.
Mason, Major Richard B., at J efIerson
Barracks, 204
Mata (Indian tobacco),. 336f
Mattison, Ray H., "Early Spanish and
Mexican Settlements in Arizona," 272-327
MaverJck Tawn: The Str>ry af Old Tascosa,
by McCarty, rev'd., 359
Maxwell, Ferdinand, pin-trait, 213
Maxwell, Hugh H., portrait, 213
Maxwell, Mrs. Hugh H., see M. O. Menard
Maxwell, Lucien Benjamin, biographical
sketch, 211f; portrait, 213
Maxwell, Peter M., son. of L. B. M., 216
Maxwell Land Grant, history, 209f
May, Lieut. Charles 0., killed in duel
(1830), 193
Mayers, A. G., pueblo agent (1856), 356
Mechem, Merritt Cramer, necrology, 266
Mechem, Mrs. M. C., see O'Heir, 267
Memoirs of Elisha Oscar Crosby, ed. by
Barker, rev'd., 270
"Memoirs of Forty ~ears' in New Mexico,"
by Bond, 340
Menard, Marie Odele, (Mrs. H. H. MaxweIl), portrait, 213
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Mendinueta, Governor Pedro Fermin 'de,
opposes tobacco monopoly, 331; 334
Mendoza, treasurer-general . Jose, ,297
Mescalero Apache, hostilities in Texas, 165
Meserve, Charles F., criticism· of Navaho
policy, 39
Mesilla Valley, early residents, 111
"MetalIographic Examination of the San
Gabriel Bell Fragment," by Fink and
Polushkin, 145
Mexican land law, 299
Mexican War, records of, 254
Microfilms, Indian affairs, 158
Miera y Pacheco, alcalde of Pecos, 130f
Miller, 'Mrs. first teacher at Jemez Springs,
112
Miller, Col. John, governor of Missouri,
190
Miller, Professor John Oliver (New Mexico State College), 11-1
Mindeleff, 37
Mining, coal, 15; in 18th century Sonora,
276f; in Arizona, 279; 302 note; 307
note
Missions, in Arizona, 275; abandonment
in northwestern Mexico, 292; secularized,
n3
'
-Missouri volunteers, under Kearny, 174f
Mitchell, Gov. Robert B., 49
'
Mohuache Utah (Ute) Indians, proposed
. reservation, 262
.
Montoya, Juan, justice of peace (1855),
355
Moqui Indians, description" 235f
Morales, J osefa, of Arispe, 297
Morgan, Geo. I. (1853), 352f
M~~gan, Thomas J., Navaho policy (1892),
Morgan, Lieut.-Col. Willoughby, 170
Morley, Sylvanus G., and San Gabriel beIl
fragment, 143
Mormon battalion, under Kearny, 175
Mormons, first settlers in Colorado, 851
Morrison, Major, in Navaho campaign, 235
Mowry, Sylvester, and -Sopori grant, 301
.
Munoz, Guillermo Porras, ed., Diario . . .
Pedro de Rivera, rev' d., 73
Murphy. Lieut. John, in Navaho campaign,
230
Murphy, Col. S. R, characterization of, 41;
Navaho policy, 44
Museum of New Mexico, additions to, 152ff
Naidenibacachi, Bee Agaa Prieta grant
Nambe, church destroyed, 259
Narbona,' Antonio Pascual, Tres Alamos
grant, 315
Narbona, Maria Guadalupe Escalente, Tres
Alamos grant, 315
National Archives, materials on Ne~ Mexico, 247
Nava, Pedro de,. 282
"~~tho Struggle for Land,"
by Reeve,
Navaho, agriculture, I, 27 (1890), 3'1;
conflict with Ute, 2; boundary survey
(1880) 5, (1892) 28; reservation water
deficiency, 5f, 34; character, 9, 16; pov.
erty, 23; wool production (1880, 1890),
25; depredations (1892), 28, 353; trip to
Washington (1893), 29; visit Columbian
Exposition, 30; irrigation, 36; 43; destitution (1894), 42; see "Indian Rights
Association . . . "
.
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Neal, ,Thomas Wiley, necrology; 84
Peralta,Reavis,' James· Addison; fraudulent
land c!afms, 825
Necrology, see Elfego Baca, Barney Tillman
Burns, Romeo Cunningham, Albert B~con
Peralta-Reavis, Sofia Loreto Micaela' de, 325
FaIl, John Gamble, Humphrey B. Hamil-' Peraita·Reavis grant, 291
ton, Owen' N. Marron,' William Moore
Perea, Jose L., 221 ,passim
Clayton,
Lytton
Rayrilond "Taylor,
'Perea, Pedro, portrait, 217
Thomas Wiley Neal, Hugo Seaberg, John
Perez, Ignacio, acquires San Bernardinogrant, 311
,
Venable, Frederick 'Stanley Sherman,
Harry
LleweIlyn 'Kent,
Francis
T.
Perez, Jose de Jesus, acquires San Pedro
grant, 321'
'
Cheetham; Aberdeen O. Bowden, Celestino
Perrin, E. B.,- acquires BarbOcomari ranch,
'Ortiz, John Martin Rhodes, Merritt
Cramer Mechem',_ Lorenzo Martinez
314
"
Petrified trees, on Navaho reservation, 244
New' Mexico,. political subdivision. 131;
Pfeiffer, Capt;' Albert H., 229 passim
government under Mexico, 127-134; miliPhenix, town in New Mexico, 258
tary" defense (1766), 338; "The New
Phi-Alpha Theta Testimonial to Bloom, 118
· Mexico Law Library-a' Hist.ory," by
Pick, Surgeon Major Allen F., 239 note
· Poldervaart, 47-59; "New- Mexico ConPike, Zebulon, papers "in National Archives,
stitutional Convention," by Heflin, 60~68;
248
· "New Mexico's First Capital,"· by Tichy,
Pile, William A., letter to President Grant,
140-144; "Material in the National Ar260
'
chives for the history of New Mexico
Pino, Facundo, territorial librarian (1891):
before 1848," by Lounsbury, 247-256;
55'
,
see constitution~ constitutional convenPi no, Don Pedro Bautista, representative
tion, government, law, library, statehood
, to .Spanish Cortez, ,132
New Mexico' Folklore-_ Society, organized.
Pino, -Sergeant, in Navaho campaign, ,240
259
Pioneer cattlegrowers,' meeting ·of, 156
New Mexico Imniigration Society, 220
Pistol Johnny, trial, 344
New Mexico Volunteers, inscription in CanPlummer, Lieut. Edward H., description
yon _de CheIly, 235
of Navaho (1894), 23, 26, 32; criticises'
New York ·volunteers; in Mexican war; 176
Dept. of Interior, 31; resigns as Navaho
Nogales de Elias grant, 309; see San Juan
de Bi>quillas
'
agent, (1894), 32; unfavorable opinion
of Mendeleff, 37 note "
Poldervaart, Arie, liThe New Mexico Law
OJ The Night Wind's Tening . . . , by
Liorary-a History," 47-59
Adams, rev' d., 358
O'FaIlon, Benjamin, 171
Paleo, use in New Mexico, 338
Polushkin, E. P., and C. G. Fink, "MetalO'FaIlon, Capt. Ben, 187
lographic Examination of the San Gabriel
O'Heir, Eleanor Frances, (Mrs.M. C.
Mechem), 267
Bell Fraliment," 145-148
Onate, Juan de, visits West Jemez CDun- . Portales Daily News, quotation from, 351
try, 123
Porter. Mining Company, 15
Postoffice, early location in Santa Fe, 218
Otero, Atanacio, of Tubac, 307
Poston, Charles D., 301 "note; acquires
Ortega, Hon. Victor, 68
Aribaca grant, 308
Otero, Manuel A., 221
Pratt, John, ,221"
Otero Ranch (Arizona), 282
Presidio, significance, 281;" description, 282
Otero. ~ Torbio de, land. grant in Arizona,
Prince, L. Bradford, The Stone Lions oj·
282
Cochiti, 351; Old Fort Marcy, 351 '
Ortiz, Augustin, of Tucson, 307
Prince,' Mary C., territorial regent\ of
Ortiz, Celestino, necrology, 364
D. A. R., 60
'
Ortiz, Ignacio, of Tubac, 294; acquires
Printing, see Territorial
Aribaca grant, 307
"
Ortiz, Juan, sheepman, 347
,
~ueblo Indians, 164;: grow tobacco, ,335
Pueblo, description of, ,280
Ortiz, Maria Perz, Tres Alamos grant, 315
Punche, origin, 330: see tobacco
Ortiz, Tomas, of Tubac, 294; acquires Aribaca land grant; 307
,
Putman, Professor F.' W.,. Navaho guide
"Overplus" land. definition, 286 note - .
at Columbia Exposition, 30
Painter, Charles C., 22 note; Indian Rights
Association agent, 37
Palafox, Vic"eroy, favors tobacco monopoly,
328
'.,
"
Palen, Major' R. J., of Santa Fe, 346;
portrait, 217
Panic in New Mexico (1893), 347f; (i907),
348
Parsons, Special Agent William, 12; report
on- Navaho boundary, 13;' opinion of
Navaho, 16
,
Patterson," Green B., barred from constitu..
tiona!" convention" 64
... Pecos Pueblo, survivors move to Jemez
(1838), 120
Pentland, Lieut.' Joseph, 170
Peralta de Cordova, Maso y Silva. dc, Bee
Peralta-Reavis

Quezada, Humbert~ Angel, '157
Quiroga, Jose Maria, and Buena. Vista
grant, '298
Radford, May (Mrs. S. W. Kearny), 169
Rambos, W. M., opposition to Navaho, 6
Ranches, abandoned in Arizona, 285
Raynolds, and Stinson, sheepmen, 347
Rector; Lieut. Thomas C.,' killed Joshua
Barton in duel, 188
Red Bird, Sioux chief, 192
Redondo, Babanera of Ymuris (Son.9ra),
309
Reed, James W.; justice of peace (1853),
353
.
Reed, John, quoted on' Navaho, 10' note
Reeve, Frank D., "A Navaho Struggle for

INDEX
Land... 1~21; editor. REVIEW. 149; ,documents published. 158, 260, 353
Reloj Cattle Company. acquire San PedroGrant. 322
Representative government, see govern"rnent

Reservations, opposition to, 268; see Indian
tribal names
Rey, Agapito. see Benavides'
Reyes, quoted on Aribaca,. 306
Rhodes. John Martin, necrology, 268
Rhodes. Mrs: J. M. see Longwell
Riesgo, Juan Miguel, commissary-general,
298f
Riley, .Major Bennett, 191 passim
Riordan. D. M., and ,Na"vaho boundary, 9
River of the Sun, by Calvin, rev' d., 269
Rivera. Pedro de, Diani> . . . , rev·d.• 73
Roberts, C. J 0' in constitutional -convention,
66
\
Roberts, Gene, city clerk of Carlsbad. 259
Robinson. Juan A.. acquires Algodones
grant, 324
Rodriguez, Fernando, acquires Algodones
. grant, 323f
Roggers, Capt. B. H., descripti,?n of Navaho,

Romero. Lorenzo (1856), 356
Romero, Ramon, death (1873). 305
Roosevelt" county, 'war service record, "351
Ross, Gov. Edmund G., 12
Rudo Ensayo. cited, 277; quotation on
Aribaca, 306
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"Santa Fe Trader. Ledgers of a," by
. Bloom, 135-139
Santa' Fe Trail, records of survey, 250
San Xavier, Indians approve land grant,
284
Saravia.. Max Benjamin, 157
Scholes, France V., uResearch Activities of
Lansing B. Bloom in Foreign Archives,"
100-109
School of American Research, archival
work, 102; in Jemez country, 121
Scott and Whitehead, Espanola merchants.
340
Seaberg, Hugo, necrology, 85 .'
Sedelmayr. Father, quoted, 276
Segura, Jose, territorial librarian (1889),
55Seligman. Gov.- Arthur, 217
Sena.. Jose de., in . constitutional convent~t?~,
66
..
Serrano Y Aguirre, Francisco Perez, repre':
sentative (1824), 133
Settlement, Spanish law of, 279
Seville (Spain), scenes in, 103
Sheep, price in 1893,- 348
Sherman,. Frederick Stanley, necrology, 87
Shishkin, Mrs. J. K., at Yuque Yunque,·143
Shout, Surgeon Lieut. John H., 239 note
Sibley Commission, records (1825), 250
Silliman, J ahn, interest in southwestern
- history, 1i2
Sixth Infantry, records of. 185
Slaughter, John, acquires San Bernardino
ranch, 313
.
Smith, Lot, killed by Navaho (1892), 27
Smith, Col. Persifer F., at'Jefferson Barracks, 205
Smyth, R. L., settler Las Animas Valley
(1877), 3
Socorro, list of residents ,(1855), 354f
Sonoita grant, 2, 227; mission 6f San Jase
de, 299
.
.
Sonora. early settlements, 277; .Iand Jaw,.

Saens, Ignacio, resident of Tucson, 284
SahagUn, Fray 'Bernardino de, History of
. A ncie-nt Mexico, 95
St. Louis, in. 1826, 191; arserial established -(1827), 192
St. Vrain. Ceriln. 172; U. S. consul at
, Santa Fe, 251
Salmeron, Fray Geronimo Zarate, residence
at Jemez, 124
.
San Augustin (Arizona). 283
~4
. '
San Antonio, governor of Acoma (1856),
Sopori, 277; land grant, 300·; ·Land and
Mining Company. 301; 'mine, 302 note
355
San Bernardino .ranch (Arizona), 286; land
Spanish-American, in constitutional congrnnt 3W
.
vention, 62; characterization of, 342, 349
·Sanches, Ygnacio, of San Xavier, 295
Spanish terms translated, 327
San Diego, church in Jemez country, 124f .Spencer. Pettis, killed in duel (1830), 193
San Gabriel bell fragment, discovery, 143;
Spiess, - Charles A., in constitutional convention, 61
.
. inetallograpliic
examination,
'14.5-148 ;
pictures 148ff; see Yuque Yunque
Springer, Charles. il).· constitutional' con·
vention, 66
.
San Ignacio del Babocomari grant, See
Babocomari
,
.Staab, A., Santa Fe merchant, 344f
Sanja (Zanga) grant. 304
Stamp, Kearny centennial, 350
San Jose de Sonoita grant. 298
State v. Armijo, 58
San Juan .de· las Boquillas grant, 320
Statehood. chronology of, 61
San Juan Valley. population (1881). 4
Stewart, Watt, rev., Of the Night Wind'.
San Pasquel, battle of (1846), 181
Telling, •.• 358
San Pedro valley. land grants. 286; settleStillman, Major, defeat in Black Hawk
ments abandoned, 289; 321
War, '195
San Rafael de la Sanja (Zanga) grant. 304
Stinson and Raynolds, sheepmen, 347
San Rafael del Valle grant. 317
.
Storie, J. E., complaint v. Indians, 4
Santa Barbara, see Agua Prieta grant
Suffrage, in constitutional' convention, 67
-Santa Cruz de la Canada, founded (1695),
Sumner. Capt. Edwin Voss, at Jefferson
130
Barracks, 205
Santa. Cruz valley, land grants, 286
Superintendents, of public schools, RP_Santa Fe, colonial government, 129ff; picpointed territorial librarian· ex~fficio, 62
ture (1870). 209; in 1870, 225; United' Sykes, C. P., and Tumacacori grant, 294
.States consuls in, 251
Santa Fe Daily New Mexican, 352
Talcott, Lieut. Andrew. 170·
Santa
New Mexican, quotation from,
Tapis, "Juan Climaeo, territorial librarian
350
.
.
(1855), 48
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Taos, opposition to reservations, 263
Taylor; Lytton Raymond,. necrology, 84
Taylor,. Mendell Lee, "The Western Services
·of Stephen' Watts Kearny, 1815-1848,"
168-184
Taylor. M. D., in constitutional convention,
, 67
Taylor, Col. Zachary, practice of "wooling,"
197; in Seminole 'War, 199
Territorial archives, destruction of (1869),
50; transferred to Library of Congress
(1903), 56; see law library
Territorial librarian, see Abeyta, Alarid,
Arniijo, Amy, Chapman, Ellison, Emmett, McKenzie, Pino, Segura, Tapia
Territorial library, see law library, 48
Territorial printing, 159ff
Texas, Indian hostilities, 165
Texas-Sarita Fe Expedition, records of, 253
Thompson, Lieut.-Col. Abner R., at Jefferson Barracks, 197 '
Thompson, Lieut.-Col. [Alexander Ramsay 1] killed in Seminole War, 199
Thompson, Capt. John, in Navaho campaign, 240
Tichy, . Marjorie F., "New Mexico'a .First
Capital," 140-144
,
Tinker, Arthur M., special inspector for
Navaho (1889), '26f
Tireman, L. S., 157
"Tobacco Monopoly,in New Mexico, 176667, The' Spanish," by Kinnaird, 328-339,
Tobacco, see poleo and punche
Torres, Luis (1856), 355
Towns, in medieval Spain, 129
Trade, description of (1880's)
Tres Alamos grant, 315
Trujillo, Stephen, discoverer San Gabriel
bell fragment, 143
Tubac, history, 281, passim
Tucker, H. (1855), 354
Tucson, presidio established 1776, 281; population (1848), 283
Tucson, John, of Espanola, 343
Tucson, San Augustin de, 283
Tucumcari grant, 291; abandoned, 293
Tuvera: Jose, of Arispe, 297
Twiggs, Capt. David E., in. Seminole War,
199, passim

United States Depository, funds transferred to Santa Fe, 219f
University of New Mexico, Coronado
library, 104ff; Department of Government
publications, 52
Upshaw, Commissioner, Navaho boundary,
19
Utah Indians, see Ute
Ute Indians, conflict with Navaho, 2; at
peace '(1856), 364; Mohuache reservation, 262; Capote at peace, 264
.

,

Vallecito, pueblo ruins, 125
Vandever, C. E., report on Navaho wealth
(890), 24
'
Van Swearingen, Capt. Joseph, killed in
Seminole War, 199
Vaughn, Howard, of Santa Fe, 347
Vaughn, Prof. John, and history of New
Mexico, 112,
Veldasola, Jose Desiderio, Tres Alamos
grant, 315
Venable, John, necrology, 86
Vera, Thomas, 157
VctOry,' Mrs. Mary, 57
Vide Poche, 189, see Carondelet
Vigil, Jose Bautista, representative (1824),
133
Vincent, Edward C., supt. of Navaho' irrigation (1894), 35, passim
Walter, Paul A. F., "New Mexico's Pioneer Bank and Bankers;" 209-225; "Lansing Bartlett Bloom," 93-97
Ward, John,' territorial librarian (1853),
48
Wassen, J ahn, surveyor-general of Arizona,
298
Watts, Judge John S., 210 passim
Weather Bureau, established in Santa Fe
. (1870), 225
Webb, Henry W., "The Story of Jefferson
Barracks," 185-208
Webster, Daniel, visits Jefferson Barracks,
198
Weimer', A. B., secretary Indian Rights
Association, 32
Western Engineer, Mississippi river steamboat1"
,
Welsh, Herbert, founder Indian Rights
Association,' 22; Navaho destitution, 37f
Wheelock, S. B., 221 passim
White, Albert, San Juan settler (1879), 3
White, William, opposition to Navaho, 6
Whitehead imd Scott, Espanola merchante,
340'
.
Wilkinson, General James, letters on New
Mexico, 249; 186·
.
Williams, Capt. Constant, and' Navaho
poverty, 36ff
Wilson, Francis C., '352
Wilson, Joseph, 11 .
Woodward, Dorothy, rev., Calvin, River' of
the Sun; 269; rev., Memoir8 of Elisha
Oscar Crosby, 270; rev., Evans,Mezican
. Gold Trail, 70
·Wooley, Col. A. R.; 193
Worth, Col. William Jenkins, at' Jefferson'
Barracks, 200
Y rigoyen, Trinidad, of Tubac, 283
Yuque Yunque, excavation, 140
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